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A B S T R A C T 
As the first step of a thorough investigation into 
the analysis and design of laterally loaded pile- soil systems , 
the ultimate aim of which is to enable the accurate prediction 
of behaviour from simple soils tests, this the sis presents 
solutions f or a laterally loaded flexible p i le in an elas tic 
soilo The analysis differs from most previous attempts in 
that the soil is considered to be continuouso 
A solut i on is presented, in the form of a computer 
program, for a single free ,or fixed- head pile loaded with 
moment and/or shear at or above ground levelo The soil 
is taken to be linearly elastic and continuous with pro-
perties which may vary with depth, in layerso 
The effects of the various pile and soil properties 
on system behaviour are studied, and tables are presented 
which give approx imate ground level def l ect i ons f or a p ile 
in a soil of constant elastic propertieso A p i le char ac -
teristic length is defined and shown to be signifi cant 
economically. Both the tables and the compute r program c an 
be used in design as long as the limitations of the elast ic 
soil model are recognised and strength requirement s are meto 
Photoelastic and full - scale pile tests are described 
and compared with theor yo 
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I N D E X 0 F N O T A T I O N 
Notation is defined where it first appears in the 
texto Only the more important symbols are listed belowo 
A area 
a distance from centroid to neutral axis 
c constant 
d1 ground level displacement 
d 2 pile tip displacement 
E Young's modulus, of pile unless obviously otherwi se 
e st'rain 
f photoelastic constant 
G shear modulus, of soil unless obv i ously otherwise 
G. shear modulus of soil layer i 
1 
h length of pile above ground 









integer subscript defini ng (1) direction 9 or 
layer, or 
position of point ~~~ 
similar to i 
constant; or subscript giving directiono 
horizontal modulus of subgrade reaction, he re defined 
as the ratio of load per unit length to displacement 
at any point. 
embedded length of pile 
characteristic length of pile 
applied moment 
fixing moment 
number of point forces across pile 
XIII 
nm total number of point forces considered 
n number of point forces along pile; or photoelastic 
fringe order 
P force vector 
Pi force in direction i; or horizontal force at position i 
P1 ~P2 , P3 
principal stresses 
S main sub- matrix in equation (306) ,. 
t thickness 
V. displacement ve.ctor. 
disp l acement in direction i; o r horizontal displacement 
at position L 
u. . u. due to P. 
1J 1 J 
V applied shear load; volume 
W pile width 
x position vector 
xi component of position vector 
x position vector of point force 
yi component of position vector 
z dummy position vector 
z. component of posit i on vector; or depth of p oint i 
1 
top displacement of free - head pile (usually groWld= 
level displacement) 
Av top displacement of free-head pile wi th shear l oad 
onlyo 
~M top displacement of free-head p ile with moment load 
only. 
XIV 
4F to:p displacement of' f'ixed-head :pile 
e top slope of' f'ree - head :pile 
ev top slope with shear load only 
9M top slope with moment load only 
//2 Poisson's ratio of' soil 
µi Poisson.' s ratio of' soil layer i 
O' ij stress in direction i on plane perpendicular to 
direction j 0 
C H A P T E R 0 NE 
INTRODUCTI ON 
1 o1 GENERAL 
St a tic or dynamic l ate r a l l oads on structures are 
often encountered : earthquake s~ wind and waves a ll :provide 
l ateral loading , re t aining wa l l s and bridge abut ments a re 
s ubject t o l atera l earth pressure; and wharf structures 
must be de s i gned t o resis t the impact of a ship. Such 
loads must obviously be r es i sted by the structure foun-
dation~ In addition, some vertically loaded struc t ures 
re quire t he foundation to deve l op a significant hori zontal 
reaction~ 
In some ins t ances, the structure will be p ile 
supported~ and t he :problem of designing a lateral l y loaded 
pilelJ or group of' piles, will arise " 
This design is made d i ff icul t by t he na ture of soil~ 
which is in gene r a l non-uniform~ inelastic and anisotro:p ic 
and which g ives a non-linear re spons e to load ing ., Pro:perties 
may a lso be time-dependent. Obv i ously , succes s ful analys is 
and design will depend l a r ge l y on the way in wh ich the soil 
is re:presented: t he f irs t s tep mus t be to choose a soil 
modele 
SO I L MODEL 
Those methods of analys i ng a latera lly loaded pile 
which assume it to be rigid and to rotate about some 
point on its length will be disregarded for the moment, 
as our concern is rather with the general flexible pileo 
As is shown in the next chapter, virtually all 
previous _ attempts at the analysis of a laterally loaded 
pile have assumed that the soil may be represented by 
what is known as the Winkler model, or a modification of 
1 o2o1 The Winkler Model 
This model, proposed by Winkler in 18671 , is based 
on the assumption that the deflection at a point is 
directly proportional to the force at the point and inde-
pendent of forces at other pointso Implicit is the pro-
perty that deformation occurs only where loading existso 
The model is usually thought of as a line of closely 
spaced unconnected linearly elastic springso It has 
generally been used as the foundation in the problem of a 
beam on an elastic foundation, and gives rise to the 
equation 
4 
EI s = p - k0 by ' dx 
where EI = beam stiffness 
y = deflection 
X = distance along beam 
p = applied loading 
b = beam width 
and k j or more commonly k = k b, is called the foun-
o 0 
dation modulus or modulus of subgrade reactiono The 
equation has been solved for a variety of loading and 
b d d ·t· 2 OUil ary con l lOnSo 
An obvious treatment of the laterally loaded pile 
has been to consider it as a vertical beam on an elastic 
foundation, k being replaced by the horizontal modulus 
of subgrade reaction kho The main modification made has 
been t o al l ow kh to vary with depth: kh = kh (x). 
One obvious drawback to the Winkler soil model is 
that it assumes a linear load- deflection relationship; 
another is that it assumes the soil to have no continuity 
where real soil has at least a par.tially continuous nature. 
These unrealities have led Terzaghi3 to say (po345) : 
"This is a highly artificial concepto The r e f ore 
the results of computation based on this concept 
mus t be considered crude estimateso" 
Nevertheless, the use of the Winkler model 9 modified 
in a number of waysj has continuedo The usual justifi-
cat i on has been that it provides more simple analyses, but 
this reasoning has become faulty on two countso Firstly, 
increasing modification has led to greatly decreased 
simplicity; and secondly, the introduction of high speed 
computers has a llowed computations which may previously 
have been regarded as impossibly lengthy to be carried out 
with easeo Once a computer program has been written, the 
simplici t y of an a lternative method is no longer a suffi- -
cient reason for its useo 
Some limitations of the Winkler model have been 
mentioned, but they do not directly imply that a better 
model should be sought o A perfectly good computational 
device has been provided as long as the value of kh at 
any point can be foundo Unfortunately the unrealistic 
nature of t he model causes it to be most difficult if 
not i mpossible to assign a reasonably accurate value to 
the foundation moduluso Terzaghi 3 may be quo t ed again 
(p,,354): 
"Since [kh) depends on many factors other than 
the nature of the soil it cannot be determ i ned 
directly by laboratory or by small- s ca le field 
tests., " 
Or once again (4 Po300): 
11 ., oo t he erroneous concept i on ~i s} widespread 
among engineers that the numerical value of the 
coefficient of subgrade reaction depends exc l u= 
sive l y on the nature of the subgradeo In other 
words, i t Lis] customary to assume that this co-
efficient has a definite value for any given 
subgradeo" 
Because soil is contirn1ous, the displacement at a 
po i nt , and hence kh' will be affected by forces at 
surroundi ng points ~ In the case of a laterally loaded 
pile 9 this means that kh will depend not only on the soil 
properties but also on the pile properties and loadingo 
5. 
This fact i s we ll illustrated in later chapterso 
As the ultimate aim must be to predict the 
behaviour of a laterally loaded pile from real soil pro-
perties, the Wi nkler model must be abandoned in favour of 
one which more realistically represents real soilo 
1o2o 2 Soil as an elastic continuum 
The fundamental thesis governing this investigation 
is now presented : it is that the best initial approach to 
the problem of a laterally loaded pile is to treat the 
soil as an elastic continuumo It should immediately be 
emphasised that this representation will in most cases be 
onl y an i nitial approximationo However p there are a num-
ber of i mport ant advantages whi ch it hol ds over t he Winkler 
modelo 
Use of the elastic continuwn allows recognition of 
t he obv ious fact that what actually happens in the soil is 
importanto It allows the determination of stresse s , a 
knowledge of which is probably essential for some extensions 
t o the the oryo For example, other than crude modifications 
to linear elast ic behaviour could perhaps not be made with-
out a knowledge of stresses . The ability to superimpose 
effects is useful: the study of pile groups would seem 
initially to re quire elastic stress distributions whi ch 
could be superimposedo 
A ve ry important advantage is that the soil is now 
descri bed by its elastic constants, real quantit ies which 
s hou ld not be t oo difficult to determi neo 
Even a l though real soil is not completely continuous, 
a s ens i t i v ity analysis can now be carried outo The relative 
i mpor t ance of variable s such as the pile width or Poisson's 
r at i o for the soil can be studied., and a good overall under-
s t and i ng of system behaviour acquired. 
The t reatment of soil as an elastic continuum is 
made poss i b l e through the solutions presented by Mindlin 
in 19365 0 He gave expressions , reproduced i n Appendix I , 
for the stresses and displacement at any point i n an elastic 
ha l f =space caus ed by a force at some other po i nt o The 
widely used Bouss i ne sq equations are a specia l case of 
Mindlin ws so l utions and provide a precedent fo r the use of' 
the elastic h~ l f -space modelo 
Spillers and Sto116 (1964) and Poulos 7 (Oc t o 1968) 
appear t o be the only previous researchers to have directly 
applied Mi ndlin ' s equations to the prob l em of a laterally 
l oaded flexib le p i le. Comparisons with their so l utions are 
made i n a l ate r chapter . 
It should be noted that the term "soil" should here-
af t er be taken to mean "soil mode l " rather than "real soil". 
SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The genera l laterally loaded pile problem has many 
variables. For example: loading may be static (short or 
long term) or dynami c ; piles may be single or in groups 
and fixed or fre e at the i r head ; soils are of many types 
and can have varying properties at any site; and the 
designer may be interested in the service load deflections 
and stresses or in the ultimate behaviour of the systemo 
The broad aim of this investigation has been to pro= 
vide a sound base for a continuing research project in 
which as many as possible of the above problems may be 
investigatedo The base provided is a solution for a 
single pile in an elastic isotropic soilo Moment and/or 
s hear l oading can be applied at or above ground level and 
t he pile head can be free or fixed against rotationo The 
simple soil model has been extended so that properties can 
vary with position: an analysis is developed which allows 
a general variation, and an approximate so l ut ion is given 
which allows a variation with depth in a layered mannero 
Besides providing an extended base for further 
research 9 the investigation has produced some resul t s of 
mor e i mmediate i nteresto 
The approximate solution mentioned above has been 
presented in the form of a program for the electronic 
digital computer which gives detailed information about a 
loaded pile in a layered soilo Providing the limitations 
of the soil model are borne in mind, and providing soil 
elastic constants can be found with reasonable accuracy, 
this program can be used in the design proeesso 
In additionj tables have been compiled which give 
approximate values for the ground level displacement and 
Bo 
(in the case of a free head pile) slope for a pile in a 
soil of constant propertieso With the same provisions as 
aboveP these also may be used as a design toolf either 
directly or as a step prior to the use of the computero 
Two pile tests have been carried out, one using a 
small=scale photoelastic model and the other being a full= 
scale testG The latter has provided some interesting 
resultso 
A large proportion of the time spent on this investi-
gation has been devoted to the development of computer 
programs. 
C H A P T E R T W 0 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The object of this review is to briefly trace major 
deve l opments in the analysis of laterally loaded p i les, 
e specially of the single pile under working load, i n orde r 
to provide a background to the work which followso An 
annotated bibliography was compiled by Chang8 in 1960 and 
an extensive bibliography was given by Davisson and Prakash9 
i n 19630 The latter article is especially concerned with 
rigid piles (poles) but includes tabulated i nfor mat i on con-
cerning both test results and theoretical anal ys e s of flex-
ible piles as well. Brorns10 , 11 , 12 in 1964 and 1965 has also 
given bibliographies on laterally loaded pilesj) and the 
related problem of the beam on an elastic founda tion was 
reviewed by Hetenyi13 in 1966. The intention i s not to 
duplicate the material in these papers but to outline onl y 
i mportant aspects of the literature already covered and to 
mention significant recent contributions. As was mentioned 
in Chapter 1, the bulk of previous work on the proble m of a 
l aterally loaded flexible pile has used the Winkle r soi l 
mode l or a modification of it, so a brief review t o give a 
background is all that is desirable in this thesis 0 
The first article referring specifically to laterally 
loaded piles appears to have been a description of pile 
10. 
tests which appeared in 188014 0 A seri es of tests carried 
out by the U.S. Corps of Engineers was reported in 1935 by 
Feagin15 and subsequent discussions by Cummings16 and Chang1 7 
introduced theoretical analyses based on the Winkler 
assumptionso Chang assumed a uniform soil modulus and 
Cummings assumed a linear variation with depth, but use d 
several simplifying assumptionso Most previous authors, 
f or example Raes18 , had considered the pile to be rig id and. 
to rotate about some point, often the pile tipo 
A significant step was made with the applica tion of 
numerical methods to the solution of the basic pile e quation. 
Palmer and Thompson19 in 1948 used a difference e quation 
method t o solve the equation 
where Lis the pile lengthg and k and n are cons tan s 
describing the variation of soil modulus wi th depth 0 The 
American Societ y for Testing Materials in 1953 sponsored a 
symposium on lateral load tests on piles and this brought 
forward both test reports and some further difference 
equation solut i ons, in particular by Gleser20 , Mason and 
Bishop21 , and Palmer and Brown22 o 
The general form of variation of soil modul us given 
above seems to have been introduced by Miche 23 in 1930. 
I t has been often used since, although most authors have 
assumed that n = o for cohesive and n = 1 for cohesionless 
soilso Some ana l ytic solutions of other variations have 
been given, for example by Reddy and Valsangkar 24 , who 
gave a power series solution. for the polynomial variat i on 
2 
(k0 + k1x )o One of the main advantages of numerica l 
method solutions, of course, is that any variation of so il 
modulus can be consideredo Davisson and Gi11 25 consider ed 
a layered soil systemo 
Variation of the soil modulus with displacement ha s 
also been consideredo Matlock and Reese 26 obtained a 
solution assuming the modulus to vary with depth in s ome 
manner and then successively adjusted the form of variat ion 
to make deflections and reactions conform wi t h a previous l y 
determined load~deflection relationshi p 0 Kub o27 pos t u= 
lated a general form of variation with both depth x and 
displacement y given by the term kxmyn and used experiment s 
in sand to conclude that m = 1 oO and n = Oo5o 
The soil modulus was now able to vary wi th both dep t h 
and deflection, but two problems remainedo The f irst was 
that analyses were rather complex for hand calcula t ion by 
practising engineerso Czerniak28 and Broms12 have bot h 
given design techniques, but the former considers only the 
strength analysis of a stiff pile and the latter shows poor 
correlation with test resultso A second more fundamen tal 
problem was that of determining realistic values fo r the 
horizontal modulus of subgrade reactiono Some write r s 
recognise the problem: Yang29 said 
"width and elast ic stiffness of pile a r e very 
significant on the evaluation of horizontal 
subgrade reactiono 
should be deve l ope d 
A particular value .•• 
for each type of p ileo " 
and Matlock and Rees e 26 noted 
"This modul us i s essentia lly only a computation 
device o o o It is not a uni que soi l propert yo" 
Generally the assumption has been that a p l a te bearing test 
will give kh ' although Kubo27 has suggested standard pene-
tration t es ts~ and McClelland and Focht 30 used a triaxial 
test 0 Terzaghi 4 has gi ven broad ranges within which the 
soil modul us shoul d lie, and Ves ic31 has related k to 
the Youngq s modul us for an infinite· beam on an elastic 
f oundation a Also!' use of a t es t pi l e has been made to pre-
dic t the distribution of kh a t a siteo For example~ 
Gleser 20 used t he f orm k ( ~ )nf obtained k and n from a 
test on a free-head timber p ile ~ and found reasonable 
correlation when the same v a lues were app lied to a fixed= 
head pile at the same site o Agarwal and Prakash32 used a 
test on a single pile to predict t he behaviour of pile 
groupso Obvious l y , however, i t i s no t a satisfactory 
situation if lateral ly l oaded pile des ign must always 
include a pi le test, so the prob lem of find i ng kh remains. 
It was thus a significant step when , in 1964v 
Spillers and Sto116 introduced the e las tic half-space as 
a soil model 9 even a lthough their ana l ys is contains an 
erroro They have g i ven no way of finding the soil shear 
modulus G or Poisson's ratioµ.,, but the significant fact 
is that these properties are characteristic o.f the soi l 
a lone~ _ they do not depend on pile propert ies or on the 
loading conditionso Spillers and Stoll a lso introduced, 
iri an elementary way , some plasticity near the soil sur-
faceo The ir anal ysis i s discussed more .ful l y in Chapter 3a 
So far, this chapter has been concerned most l y with 
the deflection analysis of a single vertical p i le, since 
tha t i s the concern of this thes iso Some other aspects 
of laterally l oaded pile ana l ysis and de sign will now be 
ment i oned a 
Pile groups have been considered by Francis33 , but 
he does not account for the interaction e~fects which will 
be present in a closely spaced group of pileso Many p ile 
tests or experiments (for example by Wen34 ) have c onsidered 
pile groups, the groups often containing bat tered (raker ) 
pileso In connection with such groups it is wort h remem= 
bering the fact 9 noted by Norman35 , that a group of verti-
ca l piles will provide a better response to eart h~uake 
loading, because of the greater flexibility. 
For strength analyses, the papers by Czer niak28 and 
Broms12 may be ment ioned again~ The method of Bl um36, 
also given in the Peine Pi l e Handbook37 , was shown by 
Cariot i, Elms and Peace38 to g i ve good agreement with a 
.full-scale pile testo 
Finally, some mention shoul d be made of "improved" 
Winkler soil models, which have mostly been appl ied t o the 
beam on e l ast i c foundation pr oblerno These mode ls~ r ev iewed 
by Kerr39 , generally aim at introducing v i scoelas tic 
behaviour and/or cont i nuity into the foundationo They are 
subject~ however, even more obvi ous ly to the limita tions 
of the simple Winkler mode l: because they a re artificial 
soi l models i t is difficult to obtain properties o Thi s 
has been we ll illustrated by Barden40 ~ who notes that a 
string joi ning the tops of the springs would prov ide the 
high reaction forces which occur at the edge s of a l oaded 
rigid stampo However, the value ass i gned to the s tring 
tension mus t be quite a r bit r a r yf and one mi ght just a s 
well have a r bitrarily chosen values for point f orce s a t 
the edgeso 
C H A P T E R T H R E E 
THE ANALYSIS OF A LATERALLY LOADED PILE 
IN A UNIFORM ELASTIC HALF-SPACE 
INTRODUCTION 
15. 
The thesis has already been :presented that the bes t 
first step in solving a laterally loaded :pile- soi l sys t em 
is to consider the soil as elastic and continuouso This 
chapter :presents a me t hod f or the s o l ution of a s i ng le :p ile 
i n a linearly elastic homogeneous isotrop i c half- s:pac eo 
The solution1 as has been mentioned, is made poss ible by 
the Mindlin equations for a :point forc e i n a hal f -spac e 
and has already been carried out by Spille r s and St o11 6 and 
more recently by Poul os 7~ 
The s ol u t ion developed d i ffe r s from each of t hese 
two and comparisons are made at the end of the c hap t e r o 
The pile head may be free or fixed and may be a t 
the ground surface or aboveo 
The distribution of soil reac tion across the :p i le 
width is non-uniformo 
3o2 FREE HEAD PILE 
3.2o1 Introduct i on 
The system to be solved is shown in fig. 3o1, i n 
which some notation is introducedo Position actions are 
defiped as those producing 11:positive" :pile curvature , concave 
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17. 
to the righto Thus the applied actions in fig 3o1 a re 
positive, soil reaction is positive if act ing to the left, 
pile action on the soil is positive to the right, and this 
will produce posit ive displacements , t o the right. 
Initially the soil reac tion will be assumed t o 
consis t of n e qually spaced horizontal point forces a c t ing 
at the centres of pi le segments of length L/n, refinements 
being introduced l atero Pile displacements will be calcu-
lated using the bea m equation, soil d i splacement s using the 
Mindlin e quations , and compatibility of for ces and displace-
ments will be preserv ed. 
3.2.2 Pi l e Equa t ions 
Additional no t ation to be used i s g iven in fig o 3o2 
which shows the a c tions on and the d isplaced shape of' the 
pile o The re a re (2n + 2) unknowns: t he n soil reac t i on 
forces and the (n + 2) pile displacement s. 
wi is pos itive for posit ive curvature , so 
L-z · Zi 
U . = --1 d1 + - d w l L L 2 - i 
Restrict ing ourselves to a uniform beam, and neglec= 
ting shear defor mation , we may write 
W · =~ (2L~z. ) (L= z• ) - ~ Pjzi(L=zj ) (z. 2+z. 2=2Lz ) 
l oEIL 1 1 j =1 6EIL 1 J j 
[ 
p .z. 
' + _d_2 
6EIL only 
18. 
That is, wi = a i M + b ij Pj 
l We are us i ng the common convention that a repeated 
subscript implies a summation of terms over a ll v alues of 
the subscript: t hus 
bij pj means (b i 1 P1 + b 12 P 2+o•• bin Pn)] 
Then eQuations for p ile displacement may now be wri t ten: 
L=Z · z. 
u i = T d1 + Li d2 '."" aiM - bijp j 
3o2o3 Soil Equations 
It is reQuired for compatibi lity tha t the soil di s-
placements are eQual to the pile disp l a c e ment sj so they may 
be written as u 1 o Similarl y 1 eQuilibrium considerations 
allow the forces on the soi l to be wri tten as P j o 
Mindlin has expressed the horizontal d isplacement u 
at (x ,y,z) in an e l ast ic half-spac e due to a hori z ont a l 
force Pat (o ,o,c ) by the eQua ti on 
+ -R-2 ..... ( R-;-
2
- +_z_+_c) ) ] 
( x 2 2 
2 .1. 
where R1 = + y + ( z-c ) ) 2 
(x 2 2 
2 .1. 
and R = + y + ( z+c) /~ 2 
The eQuation may be considerably simplified if x = y = o to 
( changing no t a tion) 
19. 
where uij is that part of ui due to the single force Pjo 
It will be notice d that if i = j the first term 
inside the bracket becomes infiniteo The me thod of dealing 
with this singularity will be discussed latero Meanwhile~ 
then soil equations may be written as 
3o2o4 Equilibrium Equations 
At present there are 2n equations in (2n + 2) 
unknownso A further two equations may be obtained by 
considering pile equilibrium: 
n 
l ~ ~ = V j=1 and p.z. = =M J J 
3o2o5 Solution of Equations 
Equat i ons (3.1) and (3o3) may be combined to 
eliminate ui, giving then equations 





(where j takes the values 1 = n , and k takes the values 
1 l) 2) 0 
20 0 
These may now be comb i ned with (3o4) in mat rix 



















D= c,s-1 R)-1 (rs= ·1A- B) 
P = S -1 ( A ·- RD ') 
( 3.C,} 
The displacements can now be found from equat i ons 
3a2.6 Refinements 
It is not intended at this point to exam i ne t he 
reality of the so il model usedo I t is nec essar y t hough 
to question whethe r the theory out l ined is adequate f or 
a p i le in an elastic half- space, and t his i nvolves exami-
ning the approxi mation of the dist r ibuted so il react ion 
by a line of point forces. 
Considering the pile , this assumption is quite 
21 0 
adequateo It does not matter how the reac t ion is d i s -
tributed across the widt h since the pile is reasonab l y 
considered as a beamo Along the length, a measure of the 
accuracy may be ob tained by comparing with a simp l y-
supported beam unde r a uniformly distributed load: if 
the load is approxima ted by seven point forces, the 
centre deflect ion is less than 1% higho In fa c tP n will 
be of the or der of 20 or 30; so errors will be n e g ligibleo 
Considering the soil, however, i t becomes obvious 
that some improvements will be necessaryo The firs t 
concerns the singularity mentioned previous l yj whic h o ccurs 
because of the physically impossible mathe matical c o ncep t 
of a force ac ting on an infinitely small a r e a a nd so p r o -
ducing an i nfinite displacement at that point o Spillers 
and Stoll replaced the term ]z1 - zj\ in ( 3o2a), now zero, 
by one half the radius of the circle with a r ea WL/no Tha t 
is, they assumed the average d istance of the dis tribu ted 
force from the centre of the rectangular pile ele ment t o . 
1 (wL 
be equal to 2~~ o As the terms with i = j are of prime 
importance , it was decided t o improve on thi s assump t ion 
by subdividing the area W x L/n into a grid of smal l er 
areas. The whole rectangle still displaces as a r igid 
plate 9 but the soil reaction may be non- uniform across t h e 
pile width., Thus the on-diagonal terms i n the flexib ility 
matrix S are determined from a computer subroutine which 
considers each rectangle in turn to be a r i gid plate with 
about 50 point force s ac t ing on ito Equa tion (3o 2 ) mus t 
be used instead of the simpl ified form becaus e y i s not 
always zeroo 
The problem ha s now been minimized but no t e limi-
natedp for withi n thi s subrout i ne i t i s stil l ne cessary 
to evaluate the disp l ac ement . a t a point due to a f orc e 
at the same point: the va l idity of Spillers and Stoll' s 
assumption must still be examinedo 
The examinati un is best made by i ndependent l y 
deriving a replacement expression for R1 in e qua ti on (3o2 ) 
when this term becomes zero o 
The situation is shown below: t he small rectangul a r 
area with sides 2a and 2b has a po int f orce acting at i t s 
centre, and it is ne cessary t o find t he d isp lacement a t 
this point o 
The po i nt fo r ce Q may be r epresented by a unifor ml y 
distributed load a c ting on the r ectangle. 
As a and bare very small c ompar ed with other l engths 
equation (3o2) may be wr itten as 
p 
u = c R 9 where c is a 
constant. The displacement at the centre of the re c tangle 
is thus 
cQ [ca j b dx dy u = ab o o fc2+y2 
= ~ 1 a - 1(b) ab O sinh y dy 
= ~ [~ a b - 1 ( b) sinh a - k -1 ( b) -1 b sinh k + 2coth exp 
- 2coth- 1exp (s i nh- 1 (~)) ] 
- k • O 
= cQ [ ~ sinh-1 (~ ) + ! sinh- 1 (%)] 0 
I f a = b ,, 
cQ 
u = 1076 --
{ab 





( s inh-1 (~) ) 
The grid is made as close as possible to s quare and 
will~ except i n exceptiona l cases)) be clos e enough that 
o8a( b < 1 o2ai, so the value 
cQ 
u = 1075 -
yab 
i s always us edo 
In f a c t the grid i s small enough tha t thi s term is 
not gre a tly significant : a solut i on with 
cQ 
u = 1 o 25 A r;:;:i:; 
v ab 
gave a change in pile top d i sp l a cement of less t han ½%0 
If the grid ha s point spacings r = 2a ands = 2b~ 
then 
c Q 
u = 3o5 Ar;;-; 
yrs 
and an equivalent value for R1 in equation (3o2) is 
R1 = 0285 \frs 
I t is i nteresting that for a square grid 9 the 
substitution of Spillers and Stoll gives 
which shows good agreement o It should b e noted, however, 
that the de rivation given here has assumed both a s mall 
point spacing and a ne ar-s qua re grid: ne ither condition 
i s ne ce ssarily me t by Sp illers and Stoll o 
Having calculated the on-diagonal terms i n ma t rix S 
allowing the fo rce distribution across the p ile to be 
non- uniform, it now appears desirable to generally c ons ider 
more than one point f orce ac ross the pileo Kubo27 has 
shown that t he effects of pile wi d t h are important and 
non-linear@ and one of the advantages of using a cont inuum 
appr oach is tha t these effects can be consideredo Al so, 
a very obvious way of causing point forces t o' approximate 
more close ly to a distributed l oad is to use a smal l grid 
of forces. As a near-s quare grid is desirable , it becomes 
nec essary to cons i der more than one force across the p ileo 
The pile i s thus divided into rn vertical strips 
as wel l a s n horizontal oneso There are now rnn f orce s 
act i ng instead of n, so there are (m - 1)n new unknown 
forceso But the re are the further conditions that 
u1 = u 2 = o o o um across a stri p, or (m = 1 )n more e q_ua tions o 
The problem may be stated so that Sin (306) rema ins t wo 
dimensi onal by numbering the forces thus: 
1 2 VY\ 
m+1 2.m 
~ i-- mn 
Once again, the full form of ( 3o2) mus t be usedo 
The t ype of forc e distribution obtained i s shown 
i n f ig . 3o3 and the effects of pile width are discus s ed 
i n t he next chapter o 
We are now able, i f necessary, to represent t he 
distributed soil reac tion by a l a rge number of po int 
forceso The effect of the va l ue chosen for mn is d is= 
cussed i n a later sec t iono 
It is easy to treat the case where app lied ac tions 
act at a height h above the gr ound surfaceo The appl ied 
actions are conver t ed to eq_uivalent ground level onesv 
t he system is solved (the s l ope a t ground level also being 
calculated) and the cantilever length his added to the 
pile, a llowing the disp l acement and slope at load level 
to be obta inedo 
FIXED HEAD PILE 
In many c ases in p rac t ice~ a laterally loaded 
pile will be fixed at its heado This case is a quite 
simple extension of the previous section, fo r it intro~ 
duces one new unknown 9 the fixing moment, but provides the 
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ad1 <f, bd + cM + k 0 P O = 2EI 2 J J (3o7) 
Equations (3.4) and (3o5) may now be rearranged 
so that the unknown Mis on the left hand side and c omb i ned 
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which may be solved in a manner similar t o t ha t previously 
giveno 
The problem of a f ixed head p ile could , of course~ 
be solved by f irstly solving for a free=head p ile vv ith 
moment only and shear only , and then calculating the 
moment requi red f or zero t op slopeo The di rec t method 
given~ however, is more efficient o 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The theory contained in previous sections has been 
used in programming the University of Canterbur y' s 
IBM 360/44 computer to obtain the solutions outlinedo 
The programs solving for free and fixed=head p iles 
have been wri tten as separate phases so either may be 
called by the job control statements EXEC FREE or 
EXEC FIXED. Input, read from cards, consists of p i le 
and soil properties and the desired number of grid point s 
mne m and n are chosen internally so as to get the 
nearest to square grid o Printed output, a sample of whi ch 
is given in figo 3.4~ consists of the input quantities 
and the pile deflected shape~ reaction loading, bending 
moment and shear force distributions and ( in the cas e of 
the free =head pile) the top slopee One subprogram is 
used 9 to calculate the on- diagonal terms of matrix S j 
as previously outlined 
Although the Winkler model is not us ed 1 sample 
output included in this thesis also gives values of an 
effective horizontal modulus of subgrade r eac t i on kho 
This is simply a value of the ratio of react i on per unit 
length to displacement 9 and is included for the purpos e 
of discussion. It should be remembered that when kh i s 
referred to subsequently 9 it does not imply any use of 
this effective moduluso 
Calculation time on the 360/44 for a p ile with 
mn = 40 is about 20 seconds, using single precision a r ith-
metico 
Program phases FREE and FIXED are later ext ended 
to solve for a non- uniform soil modelv causing the cons t ant 
elastic half-space to be a special case. 
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3.5 RESULTS , WITH COMPARISONS 
3.5.1 Int r oduc t ion 
The aim of this section is to examine the e f fec t 
of the progr ammi ng variab l e rnn 9 to show typica l pi le 
behaviour, and to compare this behaviour with tha t obta i ned 
by Spi l l e r s and St o116 and by Poulos 7. The effects pro-
duc e d by changing the various pile and soil propert i e s 
a r e exami ned in the next chapter. 
3.5. 2 The Effec t of Varying the Numbe r of Po i n t Forces 
Act i ng. 
As t he distributed reaction on the fa ce of the pi le 
has been approxi ma t ed by a number of po i nt fo rces 1 it i s 
necessary to know how many such forces should be c onside red 
so tha t a reasonable standard of accuracy is pr ese rved . 
Fi g. 3.5 s hows how t he top d i splacement vari e s with mn 
for the pile with EI= 1011, L = 200, W = 20, and l oa d ing 
V = 1 o4 and M = 1 06 in the soil with G = 1000 and )Jv = .45 o 
Thi s i s a med i um l ength pile (the term wi l l be prope r ly 
exp l a i ned i n Chapter 4). From the top plot, i t can b e 
s een t hat t he point s show both a general trend and a sca tt er . 
The r andom s ca tte r is of the sort that can be e xpe c t ed be-
cause of a r ithmetic inaccuracies wi t hin the compute r ( the 
360/44 wo r k i ng in single precision uses only six sign i = 
ficant hexadecimal digits and errors can occur due t o 
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scat t e r itse l f' can be seen to be sl i ght o The gene r a l 
t rend is more signi:ficant and shows two fa c ts : 
33 0 
(1) there i s a general decrease in top displac ement with 
an increase i n mn, and (2) there is a local i ncreas e in 
top displacement where m changes value~ that is 9 whe r e 
the grid shape is furthest from squareo 
The l ower plot is intended to show mor e c l early 
the significance o:f these variationso A~ the t i me o:f 
d eve l opment t he University o:f Canterbury comput e r onl y 
allowed a maximum value :for mn of 66 when the ex tended 
pr ogram (lat e r des c ribed) was used. It is bel i eved 
however!/ that this is completely adequa t e :for prac t i cal 
use, giving conserva t ive errors of very small magnitude. 
3o5o3 Typical Resul t s 
We shall now return to fig. 3.4 whi ch g ives a 
solut i on :for, once again, a medium length p i l e . A most 
important observation :from this figure concerns t he va l ue s 
o:f the e:ffec t ive horizont al modulus o:f subgr ade re a c t i on 
kho It will be seen that although the soil has cons t ant 
properties its continuous nature causes kh t o var y con-
siderabl y with depth. Because the displacement a t a 
po i nt is caus ed not onl y by the force a t tha t point but 
a l so by al l other :forces , kh is lower where there a re 
larger "he l ping fo r ces" near the point. The proximi ty 
of the f re e sur face a lso affects kh. The values shown 
c on:firm the earlie r s t atement that kh is a pr ope r t y of 
p ile as well as s o il p r opert i es~ and e mphas ise t he fac t 
tha t a f oundation modulus p r obab l y c annot b e re lated t o 
fundament al s o i l propertie so It does not matter t h a t a 
real so i l i s no t c ompl etely continuous: a part i a lly 
c on t inuous s o i l wi ll s how the same eff e c t to a l e ss e r 
d egree. 
Pen zienj Scheffey and Parmelee41 have c ome to the 
opposite c on clu sion : they used the Mindl i n equat i ons and 
noted firstly t he rap i d de c ay of deflect ion wi th d i s tance 
from a po i nt load a nd secondly the relat ive c onstan cy of 
k h with depth whe n a v ert i c a l line of equa l po i n t forc es 
a c t s i n a half- spac eo They conc l uded t hat k h may be 
re la t e d t o soi l elastic c onstant s a n d t h ey t hen used the 
Winkl e r model to solve f or a l ate r a lly load e d p i l e s yst emo 
By engaging in a l engt hy i nv e s tigat i on of t h e elast ic half-
spac e a s a s o i l mode l, and by us i ng e l as t i c c onst ant s to 
f ind kh 9 t h ey i n f a c t admi t ted the s uperiority of a 
continu ous model but conc l uded t hat the supe r i ority is 
no t g rea t enou gh t o warr ant the use of thi s mod e l e F i g o 3 o4 
s hows quite c l early, however~ that when t he re ex i s t s a 
non-un ifo r ml y d i s t ributed load the variat i on of k h with 
position can be ve r y signi ficanto It will be n o ted that 
t h e var i ation is no t even g r adual. At a c hange in dis = 
p l a cement d ire c t i on t he re i s a jump i n the value of kh: 
t he v e ry d ifferent v a l ue s c l ose to this change a re not 
s i gnifi cant a s t h e d isp l a c ements a r e ve r y smal l , but a t a 
short d istance from the change kb can be seen to have 
a c quired a s i gni f i cant ly different va l ueo 
F.igures 306 and 3o7 show some typical resultso 
Fi gure 3 06 gives the displaced shape and the -bending moment 
and shear force diagrams for a relatively :flexib le :p ile 9 
the example :p ile given by Spillers and Stoll (E = 3ox1O6 :ps i, 
I = 4O1Oin4 , W = 14 in, L = 40 ft, G = 1187 :psi, jJv = 045j) 
and V = 40k at 12 ft above ground level)o Figo 3o 7 shows 
dis_:placement :profiles for a short and a long :pile under 
shear and moment loadingo I t is obvious that the classifi-
cation of :p iles into classes (short or rig id and long or 
flexib l e) may be us efulo The dis:placemen~ :profile for a 
long :pile is similar to a heavily damped wave form~ this 
charac t eristi.c having been displayed by mos t r eported 
experiment a l :p r o:f i le s o 
3o5o4 Comparison with sol ution of Spillers and Stol l 
A solution has been obta ined :for the example :pile 
given by Spillers and Sto116 0 Figo 308 compares the t wo 
) 
e lastic s ol ut i ons and shows one t o be in error o No details 
of Sp illers and Stoll's method are known 1 but t heir 
solution appears t o be erroneous for two reasons: t he i r 
shape does not seem as reasonable; and their soluti.on 
definite l y contains some error~ because the ir moment and 
deflec tion curves do not correspond, t he moment chang i ng 
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39. 
3o5o5 Comparison with solutions of Poulos 
Poulos7 has recently developed solutions for later-
ally loaded piles which also use the elastic half- space 
as a soil modelj his method of solution differing from the 
writer's in several detailso 
Firstly, he has used a 
d4y 
the basic beam equation 4 = 
dx 
finite difference form of 
w 
EI 
to describe p ile 
action where the writer has used the integral equation 
directlyo It is felt that a finite difference approach 
to this problem, although it can dea + with a non-uniform 
pile, cannot be superior in accuracy or simplicity to a 
d irect approacho Secondly, he has used an integration of 
the appropriate Mindlin equation over a rectangle 9 giv en 
by Douglas and Davis42 9 to evaluate the displacement of the 
rectangle due t o a uniform loading on ito In com:parisonj) 
the solution developed here use s, in effect , a nume rical 
integration technique which can be carried out to any 
desired accuracyo A study of the effect of mn has already 
been given: it has shown that the number of point forces 
considered does not have to be very large for the solution 
t o approach c l ose ly from the conservative side the limi ting 
solution for an infinite number of forceso 
A third related difference between the two methods 
concerns the treatment of the pile widtho Poulos ha s 
used a uniform dist ribution of soil reaction across the 
pi l e 9 and has stat ed tha t thi s wi ll be reasonab le for a 
flexible p i le. Pe r haps t he s t atement was made assuming 
the pile to be flexible across its widt h, but a p ile may 
be flexible (a l ong i ts length) but still r elativel y nar row ~ 
and completely stiff across i t s width. The forc e distri~ 
butions across st iff and flexible wide piles we r e ob t a i ne d 
and showed that al t hough the averages of the ratio of edge 
force to centre force were very similar, the non-linear ity 
was more mar ked f or the flexib l e pile, as this r a tio 
varied conside r ably down the pile. In any cas e , it must 
be concluded that to allow the react ion to var y a cross t he 
width will produce a more a ccurate sol ution o 
Poulos has gi ven typica l sol ut i ons fo r stifI' and 
flexib l e free and f i xed head p i les and f i g . 3o 9 compares 
these sol ut i ons wi th thos e of the wri te ro His notation 
has been used , 
for a free=head pile 
and for a fixed- head pile . 
The genera l fo r m of each displaced shape is simi lar , with 
the writer' s so l utions giving higher top displaceme nts and 
slopes 9 which at f'i r st sight suggests a more flexible s o il 
represent at i on o But the deflected shapes are those of 
more flexible p i le s , suggesting a stiffer soil. This 
apparent l y contradic tory effect may be due to the fin i te 
41. 
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F IG. 3.9 - COMPARISON WITH POULOS' FIG. 8. 
difference solution underestimating the top end d isplace= 
ment, or it may be due to the different treatments of 
wi d t h effects. 
Although the analysis presented here should be more 
accurate for an elastic half-space, either may be superior 
for a real soil, as the force distribution across the 
pile will be different for cohesive and cohesionless 
soils. It is possible that the writer's solution, wi th 
a non=uniform distribution, would be more accurate for clay, 
and Poulos' , with a uniform distribution , more accurate for 
sando 
Fig. 3.1 0 compares both theoretica l so l ut ions with 
two reported tests. The comparisons have been made by 
applying the same l oad to the same pile and selecting s oi l 
properties so that theoretical and measured top d isp lace= 
ments are e~ual. Pile behaviour as indicated by displ ace-
ment profiles can then be comparedo The tests are those 
reported by Kerisel and Adam43 (p ile A) and Gleser20 0 
It appears from fig. 3o10 that the writer's solu-
tion may indeed be more accurate for clayj but it is not 
easy to say which is better for sand. The soil stiffness 
appears to vary with dept h , and different var i.at ion s may 
make either theoretical shape a better fito In both cases 
the writer's guessed soil stiffness was higher than 
Poulos'. The Keri sel and Adam test is discussed again in 
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44. 
a proper fit between theory and experiment. 
Kerisel and Adam also reported a test with a 
stiff pile (pile J). It is probably this pile for which 
Poulos reports a theoretical top rotation 35% less than 
the measured valueG It is not clear on what basis Poulos 
made his comparison but the writer has made two compari-
sons. If the same soil properties are used for pile J 
as for pile A, the theoretical values of both top displace= 
ment and rotation are about 90% highj this . i ndicat ing the 
soil around pile J to be considerably stiffer than tha t 
around pile Ao If the comparison is made on the s ame basis 
as above, that is, with the soil properties chosen to give 
equal theoretical and measured top displacements 9 then the 
agreement between theoretical and measured t op s l opes is 
extremely good, there being less than 3% d ifferenc e o 
The following may be said in summary of this section~ 
Poulos has used an elastic half- space for a soil model, but 
has employed different techniques to obtain solutions which 
are similar to those presented here but less conservative 
in all cases. It is not possible to say which solution 
fits best with real soil properties but the writer's should 
be more accurate for an elastic half- spaceo 
C H A P T E R F O U R 
THE BEHAVIOUR OF A LATERALLY LOADED PILE 
IN A UNIFORM ELASTIC HALF SPACE 
INTRODUCTION 
45. 
This chapter examines results obtained using the 
analysis deve l oped in Chapter 3. The effects of varying 
p i le and soil properties one at a time are examined , and 
equations relating the ground level displacement and s l ope 
to these properties are developed. The equat i ons enable 
tables to be compiledj and these are includeda 
4.2 THE EFFECTS PRODUCED ON THE TOP DISPLACEMENT BY 
VARYING PILE AND SOIL PROPERTIES 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Fig. 4.1 gives a qualitative idea of how various 
pile and soil properties will affect the top d isp l acement 
~ of a typica l pi l e. The pile is a free=head one , l oaded 
at ground levelj so the term top displacement means ground 
level displacemente The length is fixed, and the pile 
will be typical at least over part of the ranges considered. 
The numbers given on the figure are only to provide an 
idea of the range of values us ed, as the intention at this 
stage is simply to obtain some understanding of system 
behaviour. In particularj it should be noted that origins 
are not always at zero. 
460 
4o2o2 Variation of Pile Widt h 
Fig. 4 0 1(a) shows that increasing the pile width 
has the expected effec t of decreasing the top displacement. 
As the width is increased, the soil is effective ly 
stiffened. 
4o2o 3 Variat i on of Pile Stiffness 
The noteworthy fact to be obtained from fig. 4o1 (b) 
is t~at the curve is asymptotic to a lowest top disp l ace -
m~nt, showing that above a certain stiffness the pile may 
be considered c1s J nfinitely stiff. This confirms the exist-
ence of rigid pile or pole behaviouro 
4.2 .4 Vari ation of Soil Stiffness 
Figure 4.1(c) confirms that an increase in soil 
stiffness 9 13.s well as an increase in p ile stiffness, will 
produce a decrease in top deflection. The effects on the 
displac ed shape, though, wi ll obviously be opposi te~ it 
de~ending on the ratio of pile stiffness to soil stiffness. 
The shear modulus G and Poisson's ratio_µ, rather than 
Young's modulus E andµ have been chosen to represent the 
soil stiffness. There appear to be no strong reasons for 
the use of either representation (as a conversion is 
readily made for an elastic soil) although G is perhaps 
a more natural quant ity than E for soil. The result of 
this cho ice is to make /J., a more significant variable. 
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FIG. 4.1. THE EFFECTS OF PILE AND SOIL PROPERTIES 
ON THE TOP DISPLACEMENT 
if E were kept constant, the significance of ;w would be 
reduced, as has been pointed out by Douglas and Davis42 • 
If desired, both figs. 4o1(c) and 4o1(d) may be regarded 
a? . :i;ilots against E 9 the first with )k constant and the 
second with G constanto It is interesting that )A, = Oo5 
does not seem to be a boundary on the curve in figo 4o1(d). 
4.2.5 Variation of Pile Length 
The manner in which :i;iile length influences system 
behaviour is considered last~ as understandi ng this influ-
ence is probably the easiest way to understand the system. 
A study of the top displacement - pile length curve is 
later used to develop approximate general rules o.f system 
behaviour. 
Fi g o 4. 2 gives two ~ -L p l ots O Once aga in the 
pile used cannot really be called typical because the 
length varies~ but it will be t ypical over a certain r ange 
of length 9 and the behaviour shown is representative of 
all pile - soil systemso Numbers are given so that the 
two :i;ilots may be related to one another. 
The natural plot shows clearly that above a certain 
pile length 9 which may be terned a critical length 11 there 
is no change in pile action with an increase in lengtho 
This then is a second critical lengthj the first having 
been shown .from the 6 =EI graph as that below which the 
pile is rigido That both these lengths exist has generally 
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F IG. 4.2.- NATURAL AND LOG - LOG PLOTS OF 
TOP DISPLACEMENT VS. LE NGTH 
When the top displacement is plotted against the 
length on a log- log scale , both critical lengths show up 
clearly as the transition points between the three distinct 
parts of' the curve, and this plot allows any :pile to be 
readily classed as short (or stiff), medium, or longo Thi s 
graph further provides an easy definition of a pile charac -
teristic length L: it is the length where the two strai ght 
C 
:portions of the curve intersecto 
As the displacement va l ues for fig. 4o 2 were ob t ained 
with only a shear load at the top of the pi le , the 
definition must also include this facto Graphs of t o:p 
displacement ~ M due to moment loading and t op slope s due 
to shear (ev) and moment (9M) loading are of simila r s hape 
to the one considered, but would all give a lower char a c-
teristic length if used for the defini tiono 
As Lc proves to be not only useful as a char a c t e rist i c 
length but also significant physically it is defi ned 
f orma lly~ The characteristic length Lc of a given p ile i n 
a given soil is obtained from a l og- log plot agains t pile 
length of the ground level displacement l v due to a ground 
level shear loado It is the length at which the two 
straight :portions of the curve intersecto 
4o3 EQUATIONS RELATING EFFECTS TO PROPERTIES 
Figo 4o3 shows how :pile and soil :properties affect 
the shape of the log 6 - l og L curve, now considered a s 
V 
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sz. 
zone near L = L. The member curv es of each family are 
C 
for equal increments of the variable for that family. The 
regularity of the curves lends encouragement to the idea 
that it should be possible to formulate equations relating 
quantities such as 6 to pile and soil properties and to - - V 
the loading. The deve l opment of such equations did prove 
possible, as . shown below 9 and has led to a set of tables 
which provide the approximate top displacement and s l ope 
for any free or fixed-head pile. 
The development of each equation was bas ically a 
trial and error process and is illustrated by the formu-
lation of an equation for Le. 
Le is obviously (for a linearly elastic soil) i nde -
pendent of pile loading and can be expected to vary wi th 
the pile stiffness Eij the soil propert ies G and JJ,, , and 
the pile width W. The five physical quantities i n two 
dimensions indicate that three dimensionl ess numbe r s can 
4 · 
be found and L /W, µ,, and EI/GW were the numbe rs u sed. 
C 
By varying µ, alone it was f'ound that 
log LC = C1 + 0083 log L64 -)J,, )o 
w 
Similarly it was found that 
EI 
= c2 + 028 log GW4 





= 0278 + 028 log GW4 + 0083 log (o64 - JJ,.,) 
Other equations, derived in a similar manner, follow. 
log ~ V (L ) ( ). 087 = - 2.2 + .48 log ...£ + 15 + 1 .4 .72 - fa 
w 
+ log V = ( 0 24 log LC + 0 37) log WL ' L t L 
GW W c 
.58 f::lv (Lc/L + 1.4)1028 
= ---------~ 9 L} o90L 
C 
o75W + Le 
(4. 3) 
.75W + LC 
Equation (4.,2) was derived assuming the D,,, - L 
V 
curve to be bilinear and so requires correction when Lis 
close to Lc • This correction c was found t o be nearly 
symmetrical about L = Lc 9 and negligible when o 7L0 < L < 1 o3Lc • 
The equation derived was 
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) were derived using actual 
values of Di, v 9 so they use the correc ted va lue of ~ v 
but themselves require no correction. 
These five equations we re used t o form tables s o 
that 
Le = W 8 T1 
V 
~ v = GW O T 2 + c ' 
9 v = ~M -- 058 ~v oT3 L ;\> o 90Lc 9 
w 
and e - 088 AM oT L ~ o51Lc M - ~ 0 w 3 
Tables f or the top displ a cement .6F and the fixing 
moment MF for a fixed head pile were written us ing thes e 
equationso 
Since if o51Lc< L < o90Lc, d i st inction must be made 
between T3 in (4o 3a) and T 3 in (4o4a), e qua tion (4o 4a) i s 
rewritten as 
" _ 088 ~ M 
VM - --- 0 T4 
w 






= VT2 T and (1=0 66 -2 ) 0 
GW T4 
It is necess ary t o emphasise that these equa t ions 
are only approx imateo They were derived using a quite 
small number of significant figures, from a limited amount 
of data , and including in all e quat i ons after the firs t a 
dependence on previous approximate e quationso Tha t is, 
each equation is itself accurate to 3 or 4% , but al l 
equations afte r the f i rst rely on previous ones for the ir 
input data and thus the poss i bility of a cumul ative error 
ariseso The error has been found in one i.nstance t o be 
equal t o +15% but t h is is far from normal . The tab l es can 
be used with confidence as long as a rough guide only i s 
required : in genera l they wil l give better than t his. 
They will certai nly be useful as a guide to pi l e s i z es if 
final design is to be carried out using the computer. 
That the limitations of the elastic c ontinuum as a so i l 
model should be borne in mind has a lready been mentioned. 
The tables a re p resented i n s ec tion 4o5 of this 
chapter. 
4o4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PILE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH 
The characteristic length of the p ile wa s conceived 
of as just that: a length characteristic of t he p ile whi ch 
enabled the actua l length to be expressed a s a non=d i men-
sional fraction. I t proves~ however 9 to be rather more 
significant than that. 
It is obvious that there wi l l ~ economi cally s p e aki ngp 
be an optimum pile for any situation and the analysis which 
follows shows that the mos t efficient length for a l a t era l ly 
loaded p i le is the characteristic length (although the 
analysis is simple and must ignore such factors as availa -
b ility). 
It will be remembered that the defini t i on of L 
C 
included the fact that loading should c onsist of shear 
alone. If moment loading were used to define a d i fferent 
characteristic length LcM then the relat ionship 
would always ho ld0 We will therefore cons i de r several 
different sized p iles under loading V and allow a top 
di splacement A e It will be as s umed first that the 
bilinear curve describes s ystem ac ti on adequately, and 
a check can be l ater made as to whethe r the correction 
term affects the conclusion reachedo 
It is i mmediately obv ious , because the d isplacement 
first reaches a mini mum at L = Lc 9 that for ec onomy 
L} Lc 
It will now be a s sumed that p ile c ost is proportional to 
pile volumeo Thi s assumption will be reasonab ly accura te 
as regards material cos t , and it will also be reasonable 
as regards driving cost, which will increase with both 
length and sectionalarea. I t will a l so be as s umed t ha t 
all piles have the 
Thus 
same shape o 
cost = k LW2 
1 
and the moment of i nert ia 
If all piles are of the same ma t erial, 








and equation (4o1) can be written 
giving cost 
so 
Equation (4o2) may now be wr it ten 
( ) ( ) 0087 log ~v = -2o2 + 048 log k4 + 15 + 1 o4 o72=fo 
= 
V L 
+ l og GW- = (o24 log k4 + 037) log w ~ 
1=k6 k6 W L 
0 
Now for prac t ical cases (see tables) Lc/W ~ k4 
varies between approximately 5 and 70, so the r ange of 
k6 = .24 log k4 + 037 is approximate l y 050 = e85o 
For a unit top d isplacement 9 
1-k6 k 
w = ~ 0 
That is, from (4e8), 
1-k6 _ k 7 
L - K7 
c L 6 
k 
or L = k L 8 , 
C 7 





k6 = 085, k 8 = - 5o7; 
k ' =1 8 
Substituting into equat i on (4o9), 
cost = 
Thus maximum L will give minimum costo However 9 
it has already been established that (equation 4o7) 
Lt Lc, and so the most economical lengt h is L = Le o The 
correction terms near L = L are found to be too s mall 
C 
to affect this conclusiono 
The limitations of this ana l ysis shoul d be noted o 
The reality of the assumpt i on t hat cost is proportional to 
volume can be judged on its merits in any situat i on o The 
other assumption is that the design is based on an allow= 
able ground level displacement under shear loadingo This 
has been chosen because it gives the longe s t ef'ficient 
length, but if moment loading is app l ied or top slopes 
are important or the disp l acements above ground leve l are 
critical, then a shorter stiffer pile will be mor e effic i ent o 
It must be once again remembered that the soil is a s sumed 
to be elastic~ if yielding occursv L and t hus the 
C 
efficient length will become longerQ Also ~ this anal ysi s 
does not cons i der ult i mate behaviour: if the design is 
based on strengt h considera tions Le may not be the most 
efficient lengtho 
Cons i deri ng t hese limitations, it is still obvious 
that the char acterist ic length gives a very useful gui de 
to the most efficient p ile length f or lateral loading o 
Some of the items mentioned ab ove could perhaps be trea ted 
by the use of a " l ength factor ot," J and a pile designed for 
lateral l oad woul d then be driven to a depth of°'Lc o Thus, 
for example, whe re y ielding may oc cur near the surface v 
~ might be taken as 1 o2 or 1 o3 o Us ed in this way 9 Le 
could be c ome a very useful design parameter o 
TABLES 
This section provi des directions on the us e of the 
t ables fo l lowingo The pile given as an example by Spillers 
and Sto116 is used as an example to demonstrate their use o 
It has E = 30 x 106 psi, I= 4010 in4 , W = 14 in~ L = 40ft 9 
G = 1187 ps i,, P, = 0451> and is loaded with 4 0i,OOO lbj 12 f't 
above ground levelo Al l notation has already been given 
but is repeated here for clarity~ 
Le= char acteristic length, 
6- v = gr ound level displacement due to a ground leve l 
shear load, 
A - ground level d isnl acement due to a ground ~ M - r 
level moment l oad 9 
jF = displacement of a p ile fixed at ground levelj 
9v = ground level slope due to shear load 9 
9M = slope due t o moment loado 
MF = moment re quired to fix a p ile agai nst rotation 
a t ground leveL 
Table 1~ for obtaining Lc 
This t able comprises five pages, wi t h i ncreasing 
values of EI/Gw4o PR = Poisson's r at ioo The values tabu= 
lated are of Lc/Wo 
For the example p ile EI/ Gw4 = 2610 
and )L = 045 
so Lc/w = 15o0 
and LC = 210 inches 
Tab l e 2 jl for obtaining bi.v 
Table 2 comprises f ive pages, with Poisson° s r at io 
taking a different value on e ach page o Tabulated value s 
are 6 GW/V o The correction :factor f r om table 4 should 
V 
be used if o8Lc< L< 1 o2Lc o 
For the example p ile L > Le so t he column with L/Lc = 








= 0096 GW 
0 
Table 3, for .6F 
The use of this table is the same as for table 2 9 
t abul ated values being ~ F GW/V o 
- Table 48 correction factors for t ab les 2 and 3 
Tabulated values are percentage corrections t o be 
addedo 
Tab le 5 , for 6. M, @v and GM. 
Tabulated values Tare used in the following rnannero 
b.v 
9v = Oo58 W o T 
A _ 0 58 i6vM A 
L.\ M - W o T 9 where ~ vM is obtained. f'rom table 
2 us ing the value of M instead of Va 
For these two cases, L/ Lc) o90 o 
9M = .,88f.lm oT L -L 
w L .,r 051 
W C 
For the example pile~ 
- 6 
A = 058 X 508 X 10 V X 206 
I:/ 0 
V 14 
= 4e9 x 10-8 V 
AM = 4 o9 X 1 o-8 M 
088 -8 
9 M 
X 4o~4x 10 M X 0300 = 
Table 6ll :for MF 
Tabulated values are MFGW/Vo 
The example p i le may now be :fully solved : 
V = 4 X 104 and M = 408 X 106. 
D. =6 +/j 
V M 
= 508 X 10- 6 X 4 X 104 + 4e9 X 10-8 X 4e8 X 106 
= 0467 i ne 
9 = ev + GM 
=8 4 ~1 0 6 
= 4e9 X 10 X 4 X 10 + 9Q3 X 10 X 408 X 10 
= e641 X 10=2 
are 
and 
Values obtained dir ec tly :from the computer program 
-2 
9 = 0595 X 10 
so the errors ob t a i ned are + 7% and + 8% respec tively . 
The :following table summarises t his sectiono 
T C1bl e l=ree en- O bte\ ivis T Ci\ bu lei t ed Notes 
hum b e r ·t i~ed heo.d 
1 bo+h Le Lc /W 
2. tree ~ v b,. -~ V V L} L, 
3 fi'4ed 6i: ~ r ·~ L * L~ 
4 both 
c.orrect'1on % (.Ortecf ion 
•6L,< ~ <1·2~ .for Zc:m~ '!, ( ~~o\) 
ev 
w L } •90 L, e •-v •:>~Av 
s t ree '6M Li . J:1 M •:,6AvM Lt .~OL, 
9M e . w M ·SBAM Lt ·51 L, 
6 f i~ed MF 
c, w L :t ·51 LG Mi:. -
V 
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<;CC C 23,3 2 3, 1 2 2, 'J 22 , 1 22,5 22,2 2 1, 'l 21,6 21, 2 2C,7 
925C 23,5 2 3 .3 23, 1 22,9 22,7 22,4 22,1 2 1 , 8 21,4 20,8 
'l5CC 23,6 23,5 23,3 23,1 22.8 2 2, l: 22 .3 21,9 21,5 21.0 
<J7 ,;c 73,8 23,6 23,4 23,2 23,0 22,7 22.4 22.1 21, 7 21.1 
1c ::: co 24,0 23,8 23,6 23,4 23,2 22.9 2 2. t 22,2 21, 8 21.3 
66. 
f ~ 11 L E L' Fn~ r ll TAINl~ S L C PA GE 2 
F[ f.i r:r ,~ EC ll C/\S rr-i USE s~~ l t\: TRCCUC T !C l\' rn HP.L E~ 
p ~ , 05 • l I') • L 5 . 20 , 2 5 .~ o , 3 5 ,4C , 4 5 .so 
El/Gw 4 
LC'>CC 24.3 2<,. L 21.<J n .1 23 ,5 2 3. ;> 2 2. <; 2 2, t: 2 2 . L ?L.6 
ll CCC ?', . I, ?4 • I; 24.2 2 4, C 2 3, P. 2 ·1 . 5 2:, 2 2 ~ • r, 2 2 • 4 21.9 
11 'JC r, z, .. 'i 24.7 24.5 21,. 3 24.l 2:. P. 2 ~, 5 2:. l 2 2. 7 2 2 . l 
l ?Cl;r, 2 ';. 2 2~.o 24.8 2 '-t . f: 24 .4 24.l 21.P ?~.4 ·2 3. C 22. 4 
12 5r:<' ~ 3 . 5 25,3 25. l 21,. 9 24.7 24.4 2 4. l 2 3 • 7 2 ~. 2 22.6 
DCCC 2 :, • ~ 25 .h 25.4 2 5 . 2 24.9 24 -. 1; 2 4 , 3 2~. <; ?3. 5 22.9 
l 'F,CO 26. L 25,9 2'i. 7 25.4 25.2 24 .9 24. t, 2 4. 2 73. 7 23.l 
14 CC rJ 26.3 2 6 • l 25.q 25. 7 25.5 2'5.2 2 4 • P. 2 1 . 4 2 4. C 23. 4 
14 scr, ?6.6 2n.4 26 •. 2 2 1: • C 25.7 2 ':. 4 2 5, l 24.7 24,2 23.6 
15CCC 26 .9 26. 7 26.4 21:. 2 25 .q 2 ':. 7 2 5. ~ 2 4. '~ 24.4 23.8 
l ', 5 r, 0 2 7. l 2". q 26.7 2t.5 21:, 2 2 5, g 2'5.t 2;, 2 24,7 24. l 
l 600C 2 7. 3 27. 1 26 , 'l 2t. 1 26,4 2t, l 25.e 25.4 2 4 . <; 24 .3 
l65C C 27,6 27. ,, 27,2 26,9 2f:.7 21:.3 Zt,C 25,6 2 5 .l 24,5 
17 GCC 27,8 27 ,I, 27, 4 2 7, l 2t ,9 2t.6 26.2 2 s. e 25.3 24,7 
17 5CC 28,0 27,8 27,6 27,4 27. l 21:.e 26,4 2t,C 2 ~, 5 24,9 
! Ar.Cr, 2R,3 28.l 27.8 27.6 27.3 21.c 2 I: .1: 21:. 2 2 ~, 7 25,l 
l 85CC 28.5 28.3 28,0 27.P. 27'.5 27,2 26,P 21\ , 4 2 5 . <; 25 , 3 
l <JCCC 28,7 28,5 . 28,3 21'1, C 27.7 27 ,4 2 7 . l 21:.6 21: • l 25 . 5 
l'i'iCC 28.9 ?R.7 2fl. 5 28,2 27.9 2 7 .1: 21.2 21:. 8 21:,3 25,7 
2CCOC 29. l 2A,9 28,7 2A,4 2 A, l 21.e 27,4 27,C 2 t, 5 25,8 
2C5CC 29,3 29. l 28,9 2H,6 28,3 2e.c 21.t 21 .2 2t,1 26.0 
21 0cc 29.5 29,3 29.l 28.8 28,5 2e.2 27,8 27.4 21:. CJ 26,2 
21500 29,7 2"1.5 29,2 29,0 28.7 28,4 2e.c 21,t 21.c 26,4 
22COC 29,9 29.7 29,4 29,2 28,9 2e,t: 2e.2 27 , 7 27,2 26,5 
225CC 30 ,l 29,9 29.6 29,4 2 9. l 2e.1 28,4 27,9 27.4 26,7 
23QIJC 30,3 30.C 29,8 29.5 29.2 2e,9 2e.s 2 E, l 27,6 2t , 9 
;,35r,c 30,5 30,2 30,0 29,7 29 . 4 2 9, l 2e. 1 2 e .3 21. 1 27 , 0 
24CCC 3.0. 6 30.4 30,2 29.9 29,6 2c;., 2e.<J 2e , 4 27 , 9 27,2 
245CC 30,8 30,6 30,3 30,l 29.B 2c;.4 2c;, C 2e .t 2e.c 27,3 
25000 31,0 30.8 30,5 30,2 29,9 29 ,6 2 'l, 2 2e.s 28 , 2 27,5 
255CO 3 l . 2 30.9 30.7 3C ,4 ~0.1 2c; .e 29.4 2 €. <; 28,4 27 , 7 
2600C 31,3 31,l 30,8 3() , 6 30.3 29,9 2c;. s 2 <; , l 2e,5 27,8 
26'iCC 31, 5 3 l . 3 31,0 3C.7 !0 . 4 3 C , l 2'l, 7 2 <; , 2 28,7 28,0 
27CCC 31. 7 31, 4 3 l . 2 30, 9 30 , 6 3C.2 2 c; . e 2c;,4 2e.e 28,l 
27500 31,8 31 ,6 31, 3 31, l 30.7 3C,4 3C.C 2c;.5 2'l , 0 28 . 2 
28000 32,0 31 . 8 31,5 31, 2 30,9 30.t 3C, 2 29,7 2 'l , 1 28,4 
285CC 32,l 31,9 31,7 31.4 3 l . 1 3C. 7 3C.3 2 <; • 8 2'l. 3 28 • 5 . 
29000 32,3 32,l 31.8 31,5 3 1. 2 3C,9 3C,5 3C,C 29,4 28.7 
2c;5 cc 32,5 32,2 32,0 31,7 31 . 4 31 ,0 3C,t 3 C, l 2 'l, 5 28 , 8 
3CCCC 32,6 32,4 32, l 31,B 31.5 3 1, 2 3C.7 3C.3 29,1 28 , 9 
67. 
T~RLE l, F i;~ o~ rAPl !N G L C PAG t: 1 
c ('D r. 11-: ~r. 1 I crxs CN usr: SfE JrxTllr.r,L( T l fli\ TC! H fl L F., 
PII • C5 , 10 , l 5 • 2 0 • ? 5 • 'C .~5 , 4 C • ~ 5 .sc 
E ! / GI> 4 
11 ccr, 32 , 'J 32,7 32. 4 3 2, I 3 l, R 3 l. 11 1 l, C ~ C • '; 1 C, C 29 ,2 
,ncr. "i l, 2 33.0 32. 7 32,4 3 2, l "l l, 7 3 I. 3 3C,e 3 C, 2 29,5 
31CCC 33,5 13,2 31,C ~ 2, 7 3 2. 4 ? 2. C 3 I, I: 3 1. 1 3 C. S 2S, 7 
J4:cc 33,8 13,5 33.J 33,C 32,6 
., . ., - (._ . _, 3 1. P. 3 l. 3 3C, 7 30,C 
ViC CC J4,0 3 j. P. 33.5 11.;, 32.9 , - " _.c • . 3 2 , I 3 1, 6 3 l , C 3C,2 
31:CCC "J4 , 3 34, I "l3.A 3 3, '> 3 3, 2 3 2 . P. ~ 2. 4 3 1, P 3 I , 2 30,5 
.l7CCC 'i4, 6 14,3 34, 1 33,7 33,4 3 "3. C 32, I: 3 l • 1 3 1 , '3 3C,7 
3Rr,cr, "i4, H 34,6 34,3 34, 0 3 3, 7 3;. ~ 3 2 , F 3 2 • ~~ 3 1 . 7 30.9 
_1<; CCC 35, 1 14,A 34,6 34,2 ~3.q 3 3, ~ 3 3, l 3 l. 6 3 1 , c; 3 l, 1 
4C:,00 3?,3 1,, 1 3'•.• 8 14, 5 3 4, I 3 3 • P. ~ 3 • ~ 3 2. e 3 2, 2 31 , 4 
4lCCG 3 '>, 6 35,3 35,0 34, 7 34,4 34,0 ~ 3. (: 33,C 32,4 31, 6 
42C':O 1~.8 1 'j. i, 35,3 35,0 34,6 34,2 3 3 • e ~?. 3 32,6 3 1 , 8 
4 3C CC 31,, l 35.0 35,5 3 5 . 2 34, 8 34, 5 34,C 3 3. 5 32,8 32,0 
44 ci:c 36,3 v,.o 15,7 3 ';, 4 3 5, 1 34, 7 34,2 33,7 33,C 32,2 
45CC() 36,5 3l:, 3 36, C 35.6 35,3 3 4, CJ 34,4 33,S 33, 2 32,4 
41-,c r,r, 16,e 16, 5 36, 2 15,9 35,5 3 ~, 1 34, 7 3 4 , 1 33.5 32 .6 
47CCC 3 7,0 36,7 36.4 ·i 6, l 3 ~, 7 3'5, 3 34, 9 3 4. 3 3 3, 7 32,8 
4PIJOC 3 7,2 36, ".J 36,6 16, 3 35,9 35,5 35. l 3 i.. 5 B,'l 33.0 
4c;ccc 37.4 37,l 36,8 36,5 36, l 35,7 35,3 34.7 3 4 , l 33.2 
5CCCC 3 7. 6 "3 7. ~ 37,0 36.7 36,4 35,9 35,5 34,9 34.2 33.4 
5lCOC 3 7, H 37,6 37,3 36,9 31, ,I, 3 I: , l 35,7 ! ~ • l 34,4 33. 6 
~?C CC 3R,O 37,P 37 ,5 37 , l 36.8 3 t, 3 35,9 3 5. 3 3 4 , I: 33.8 
51COC 38,2 1A,O 37,7 3 7 , 3 36,9 31:, 5 3 6, l 3 ~. 5 3 4 ,e 33,9 
54 CfJC 3H,4 1 8,2 37,9 37,5 3 7 . l 31:, 7 36,2 35, 7 35, C 34 , l 
55CCC 38,6 38,4 38,0 37,7 ?. 7 . 3 31:, 9 3 6, 4 ?, ~. q 35.2 34.3 
56CCC 38,8 38 ,6 38.? 17 ,9 37,5 3 7 , l 3t,t 31: • C 35.3 34 , 5 
57CO<: 39,0 3R.7 38,4 3 8, l 37,7 3 7 , 3 31:. e 31:,2 35,5 34.6 
5acr.c 39,2 3 A.9 38,6 Vl,3 3 7,9 3 7. 5 3 7 ,C 31:, 4 3 5, 7 34,8 
59CCC 39,.4 39,l 3P, 8 3P., 5 3 8, 1 31.t 37.2 3l:. l: 3 5, 9 35,0 
6CCCO 39, 6 39,3 39,0 3A,6 38.3 31.e 3 7 , 3 31:, 7 31:,0 35,l 
61CCC 39,8 39,5 39, 2 38,8 38,4 3e,c 37.5 3 I: . g 3l:, 2 35,3 
62COC 4 0 . o 39 , 7 39,3 39,0 1!',6 3 A.2 37.7 3 7 . l 31:,4 35,5 
63COO 40, l 39, 8 3'l. 5 39.2 3P,8 38,3 3 7 ,8 37 .2 31:,5 35.6 
64CCC 40.3 40,0 39,7 19, 3 39,0 38.5 3e.c 37,4 31:, 7 35,8 
65CCC 40,5 40,2 39,9 39,5 39,l 38,7 38,2 37 , 6 3 I:. 'l 35,9 
6600C 40,7 40,4 40,0 39. 7 39,3 38,8 38 ,3 3 7 . 7 31,C 36,l 
67000 40,A 40 ,5 40 ,2 39 , 9 39,5 39,0 3e.~ 3 7 .9 37.2 36. 2 
680CC 41,0 40.7 40.4 40.0 39,6 3 CJ. 2 38 • 7 3 e . 1 37.3 36,4 
69COC 41 • 2 40 ,9 40,5 40.2 39.8 39, 3 38.8 3E,2 37.5 36.5 
70COC 41 ,3 41,0 40,7 40,3 39,9 3~.5 3 CJ, 0 38,4 3 7 , 6 36,7 
68. 
T A!' I C 1' Fr: r, r:r,r ,l l '\ 1 rs: r; LC P~GE 4 
r r 11 I; I ' '. ,. C T l r ~ S C ~~ ur;,: S~ [ l i'! T'lr:i: r,( Tl f' '\ r r T Al- L F ': 
p I) • O'i • 1 '1 • 1 'i , 20 • 2 5 • ! r. . ~ ':: ,H • 4 5 .sc 
: 11 :; 1, 4 
7 ,' I~ 1: r: 4 l. 7 4 1 , ,, 4 1. n ,, r:. 7 4 n . 1 3 ~ • r ~ '-, . ~ 3 E. 7 3 7.S 3 7. C 
1,, ,- ·r: c 4 i. . 0 1_. l . 7 4 l , 3 1, l . O 4C. t ,, C. • 1 3 c;. t-. 3S .C , e. 2 37 .3 
1 h ,- ( C 1, 2 . ·3 I• 2 • (' 4 l • 7 4 I , l ,, c. q 4( ,4 3 S . S 3 c; • ::! ~ e. '; 37.5 
1r;e: r, r t , t , h 4 2 , J 42, 0 4 l , I : 4 l. 2 1, C. 1 1, C • 2 ~ s. "; l E, F 37.R 
,,r:r_r.r, ,, (. .1 1, 2 . h 4 2. 3 1, I . ·1 ,, l • 5 1,1. C t, C • ':: ~ c;. t' 3 S • I 38. l 
,it :: r: r: 4 ·,, 2 ,, ~ . ( ~ 42,6 4 2 . 2 ,, l • r 4 I.' '• C • 7 4 C • 1 3 c;. 3 38.3 
P 4((.C 4 3, 5 43.2 1, 2.~~ ,, '? . 5 4 ;; . 0 4 l , f. 4 1 • C 4(.4 , S. c 3E.6 
,;1, c r. r 1d, 8 4 3, 'i 4 3, 1 4 2, 7 4 2, l 4 l .. 0 4 1 • 3 ,, C • t Js.s 3fl ,9 
oeccc 1, ,, • 1 4 3, H 43,4 43,C 4 2. 1, 4 2 • l ,, 1.t 4 C. S 4 C, 1 39 . l 
scccr. 44 , 4 ,, 4. () 4 3. 7 41 .3 42,9 ,, 2 • 4 4 I . F 4 1 • 2 ,, C • 4 19.4 
<; ;c r.r 44,6 44, 3 41,9 43. 6 1-t 3 . 1 4 2. t 4 2 • 1 I.J • 4 4C,c 39.6 
S4 Cf.C 4 ,, • CJ 1• 4 , 6 I; 4 , 2 11 3. fi ,, 3 . 4 4 2 , 'l 4 2 , 3 4 1 • 7 4 C, c; 3 c;. 8 
r;n Cr. r, I; 5 •? 41,. ~ 44 ,5 4 4 • l '1~ , t- 11 ~ , l '• 2 • t ,, l • ') 4 l , l 4C . l 
sneer 4 '.,, 4 4,, 1 44 ,7 4 4. 3 4 '.'. 9 4 ~, 4 4 2 , P. 4 2 , 2 4 1. 3 4C.3 
lCC CCC 4 ~. 7 45.3 45, C 44 ,t 4 ,, • 1 4 ~. t 4 3 , l 42.4 4 l • 6 4 c. 5 
1 r.2ccc 4-j, <J ,, 'i • Ii 4 5,2 44, R 44,4 ,, ~. c; 4 3 • 3 4 2 • t 41 ,F 4C,A 
JC4 cCC 4 6. 2 4 ,, fl 4 5, 'i 4 5. l 4 4, /, 4 4 • 1 ,, 3 • '; 4;:. g 42,C 41.C 
1 c& r:c r: 4 Ii, 4 4/t. l 45 . 7 45 , , '1 11 • 9 4 4. ,, 4~.P 4,, l 42 .3 41.2 
lCP CU 4 6 • 7 4b,3 41-:. n 4 5 • 1, 4 5 . 1 4 4 , t 4 4. C 4 ~ . ~ 42.5 41 . 4 
11 <:CCC 4 6. 9 4h ,6 ,, 6 • 2 45,e It 5 • ~ 4 4 • P. 4 4. 2 4 ~. ~ 42 , 7 4 1 . 6 
11 2ccc 47,2 46,8 4h ,4 4 /i . 0 45.6 4 5, C 4 4 , 5 4 3. e 42 .9 41.8 
ll4f CC 4 7. 4 47, C 4 6. 7 46 .2 4 5. P. 4::. ~ ,, 4 • 7 44,C 4 3. l 42.l 
111: ccr. 4 7 , h 4 7 .3 41-:. ') 4 6.5 46.0 4 ~ • ': 4 4. S 4 4 • 2 't 3. 3 42.3 
11 8CCC 4 7, fl 47 ,5 4 7 , l 4 f. • 7 46 ,2 45 , 7 4 5 , 1 4 ,, • 4 4 3. l: 42.5 
12CCCO ,, 8 • 1 47,7 47 ,3 46 . <J 41: • 4 4 5.9 45.3 44 .6 43.e 42 . 7 
122r.cr 48.3 4 7, <J 47,6 4 7. l 4 f. . 7 4 f. • 1 4 5. 5 44 .8 44,C 42.9 
l 24CC0. 4 fl.,; 4 fJ • 2 4 7 ,A 47.3 4 I: . 9 4t.3 4 5 • 7 45.C 44 . 2 43 .l 
121-:cr.c 4A.7 4 1-l, 4 48 . 0 4 7 .6 4 7 , l 41:, . f: l, ~ " c; 4 5. 2 44.4 43 .2 
12'lCCO 4e.9 It F"s • 6 4fl. 2 1, 1 • 9 47 .1 ,, t . f! 4 o . I 4 5. 4 44 • 6 43.4 
l3C CCC ,, ') . 2 4 8.ll 48 , 4 4 fl . 0 47.5 47 , C 41: • 3 4 5 • 6 44,e 43 .6 
1 32CC C 4 Y.4 4 9 • 0 48 ,6 4 P.. 2 47.7 47 .2 '1 C. '; 45.8 44. 9 43.8 
1340CC 4 'J, 6 49.2 4A,A 4 H, 4 47.9 4 7 , ,, 46.7 41' .0 4 5 ol 44 .0 
13/i CCC 4 <J. A 4 ') • 4 49 ,0 4fl.6 48 . l ,, 7 . t 46.9 4t.2 45.3 44.2 
13A<: OC 50,0 49 ,6 49.2 4 fl• 8 4fl . 3 4 7 , P 4 7 • 1 4 6. 4 45.5 44 .4 
14 cr,cc 5 C,2 4,1, fl 49,4 4'l . 0 11 A, 5 47,9 ,, 7 • 3 4c,6 4 5. 7 44 . 5 
14 2COC 50 , 4 50.0 49 .6 49.2 4 B. 7 4 E • 1 4 7 .5 4t . e 4 5,9 44 . 7 
144 000 50,6 50. 2 49,IJ 49 . 4 4A,9 48 . 3 47. 7 47 .C 46.l 44 . 9 
14 6 CC C '>0, 8 50 . 4 50 . 0 4S .c 49 . 1 4P. . 5 47 . 9 4 7 . l 41' • 2 45 . l 
14 flCCC -; 1 .0 50.6 50. 2 49 . 8 44 . 3 48. 7 4e. 1 47.3 4 t .4 45 . 2 
15CCCC 5 1 ,2 50 ,A 50. 4 4'l . 9 49, 4 4e.9 4e.2 4 7 .5 4 l:. t 45 .4 
0':1 . 
1 1'\ ~1 L r 1, F r:q crn/\lllil'-:r; LC PAGi: 'i 
f' r:" IJ I R [C T [ r:N S l:N u~r- Sf'E INTR(DU CT I CN rn TAPLES 
p,, • (J'i • 1 I) , l'i .20 , 2 5 .~o • 3 5 , 4 C • 4 ':: ,5C 
F 1/G\i 4 
155CU ':i l ,h 'i 1. 3 51). g 'iC,4 4 9, 9 f1 C, • 3 ,, e. 7 4 7. r; 4 7 . C 45,A 
J UcCC 5 ~. I 5 1 . 7 5 1 . :I ')C • '1 5 C. 3 4 <i. F 4 S • I 4F,4 4 7 ,4 46,2 
11: 'iCCC ' 52,h 52,2 5 1 , 8 5 1. l 50,P 5C,2 4 g, 5 4 B. 8 4 7 , e 46,6 
1 Hcr.r. 'ij,O 52. I, 52.2 'i 1 . 7 5 I . 2 ~ C • I: ~c.c 4 c;, 2 4e,2 47,0 
I 7 'i r; 0 O fj), lt 5 3, () 52.6 '> 2. I : l • f; 5 1, C 5 C. 4 4S,t 4 P.. /, 47 ,4 
1 ~er.cc ') j. g 53. 'i 5,.o 5?.. f: ':: 2, C 5 l . 4 ': C • f. 5C,C ·4<;, C 4 7 , 8 
l t1'i CC r. 54, 1 'i 3. ') 53,4 53.C 5 2, 4 '5 l • ~ 5 I ,, 5( ,4 4 S, 4 48,2 
1 •; cccr: 54, 7 'i4, 3 53,H S ~, 4 ': 2, A 5 2. 2 5 l . '; 5 C. 7 ,, s. e 4B,5 
1 s<or:cr, 5 ~. l 54, 7 54,2 53,7 51,2 5 2. I: 5 1 . c; 5 1 , l 5C. 1 48 , 'l 
2 CC r. r. C 'i 5, 5 5'i. 1 54,6 54. 1 S 3. 6 53.0 '5 2. 3 5 I , 5 5 C. 5 49,2 
205CrJC :>?. 9 55,4 55.0 54. 5 'i4. 0 5~.4 5 2, 7 5 1 , 8 sc.e 49,1, 
21CCCC 56,?. 5 ':i , 8 55,4 54. 9 54,3 5 3, 7 5 3. C 5{,2 51 • 2 4S ,9 
?l'i(OC 'i6,6 56, 2 55. 7 55,2 54. 7 5 4 . l 5 3, 4 C - C .., t.. _, 5 1 . 5 5C,2 
22COCC 5 7.0 56,5 56, 1 5 i:>, 6 55,0 54. 4 5 3 , 7 5 2, 9 5 1, c; 5C, 6 
225cr.c 57,3 56. 'J 56,4 55.9 5 5. 4 54,8 54,C 53,2 52,2 5C,9 
2 3C CCO 57,7 57,3 56 ,8 5 f:, 3 55,7 5 '5 , 1 54.4 5 '.:, 5 ~2 .5 51,2 
2 Vi DO C 58.0 5 7, 6 5 7 , l 56,6 5 6 , l 5 '5. 4 54,7 53,S 52,E 51, 5 
?4COCC 58,4 57,q 57 .5 57 .o 56,4 55.8 ~ 5., C 54,2 53,l 5 1,8 
?t,5CCC 58,7 5fl,1 57,A 5 7, 3 56, 7 51:, l 55. 3 54,5 53,4 52 , l 
25cccr, 59,0 'i 8 .6 ~ R, l 57.6 ~7.0 51:. 4 5 5, 7 5 4, 8 53,7 52,4 
255CCC 5-J, 4 59, 'l 5A,5 5 7, 'J 5 7 .4 5t,7 51:, C 5 5, l 54,C 52,7 
71:,cr.:cc 59,7 5'), 3 58,8 5A, 3 5 7 . 7 57,0 5 f • 3 55.4 54,3 53,0 
265 GOC 60,0 59,6 59, l se,6 58,0 5 7 , 3 51:, 6 5 5, 7 54,1: 53,3 
2 7CCCC 60,3 59,9 59.4 5e,g 58, 3 57.t. 51:. <; 51:,0 54,9 53 , 5 
275UOC 60,6 60,2 59,7 59,2 5 P., 6 57 .9 5 7 . 2 5f,3 5 5. 2 53 , 8 
28CCCC f,O, 9 60,5 60,0 59, 5 58 ,g 5P,2 5 7 ,5 51:,6 55,5 54, l 
2e5ccc 6 1 , 2 60,8 60.3 59 , 8 59 , 2 5e. 5 5 7 , 7 51:, 8 55.e 54,4 
29 CCCC hl ,5 61, l 60,6 6C, l 5 'l. 5 se. R 58,C 5 7 , 1 51:, C 54,6 
2S500C 61, 8 61, 4 60,9 60,4 59,8 59, l 5 e. 3 57,4 51:, 3 54,9 
HCOCC 62, l 61, 7 6 1 . 2 6C, I: 60,0 5 'l, 4 5 8 ,I: 57 , 7 51:, 6 55,l 
,c5ccc 62, 4 6 2 .o 6 1 ,5 60, 9 60,3 59,6 58,A 5 7 , 9 51:,8 55,4 
11CCCC 62,7 62,2 61, 7 61 , 2 6 0, I: 59,9 59, 1 5e.2 5 7,l 55,6 
315CCC 63.0 62,5 62,0 61, 5 1:0. ') 60,2 59 , 4 5 E, 5 57 , 3 5 5 , 'l 
32COOC 63, 3 62,8 62,l I: l , 7 61,1 60, 4 59.6 58 , 7 5 7 , 6 56, l 
325CCC 63, 'i 63,l 62.6 62,0 6 1, 4 6C, 7 59. S 5',,0 s 1 . e 56 ,4 
33CCCO 6 3, 8 63,3 62,8 62,3 I: l , 7 I: 1 , 0 6C,2 5S,2 58,l 56 ,6 
335CCO 64, 1 63 ,6 6 3, l 62,5 61, 9 cl , 2 6C , 4 5S,5 58 ,3 56,'l 
34CCCC 64,3 63,9 63 , 4 62,8 62 , 2 I: 1 , 5 t:C. 7 5 'l , 7 58,6 57,1 
34'iCOC 64,6 64,l 1:3, 6 6 3, l 62 , 4 1:1, 7 6 C, 'l 60,0 5E,8 57,3 
3 5COOr. 64,9 64,4 63,9 63,3 t2 . 7 1:2.c 61,2 60,2 59 , l 57,6 
70. 
T~P.L~ ? ' F r R TC P r: I ~. PL AC f ~.F ~ T U~'CE ~ Sf-'!= ,~ll LO.AC I ~: G, F P. EE HEAC r ILE 
PAG f- l' P[l~ SCl\'S RAT IC . 1c 
L/L ( (l . 1 I). 2 0.3 r.. 4 r.. '; C, f. C.7 C. E C • S 1.c 
LC / ,i 
f, .77R , 5 2'l • 4 22 , 3 6 0 • ~ 1 ~ , 2? 7 • 2t 3 , 24 5 .229 ,216 
7 • 7 ; 5 , 4 '.J 4 .30 2 .332 .2 92 • 2t 3 .241 . . , . {. {. - • 2 CS ,1<;6 
p , h 97 , 41, 4 .J(:1, • 3r9 , 2 71 . 244 • 2 2 ~ .2ct • 1 S 2 • 1 e 1 
9 ,f./:, 5 , 4 39 • 34 4 • 2'10 • 2 ': 4 .2 27 .2c1 • 1 Sl • I 1E • 16 7 
1r • fJ 3 7 , 4 I 7 • 3 2 f . . 2 7 '3 ,23Y , 2 1 3 • I S 4 • 1 7S ,lt7 • 156 
I 1 , t, 12 • VJ P • 3 l 0 , 2 5'J • 2 2t • 2 C 1 • I e ~ .us • I 5 7 • 14 7 
1 2 , '> d9 , 3i1 l , 295 , 24 6 • 2 14 , 1 SI • I 73 • I : S , I 4 E • 13e 
l 3 • <; b q • 3/cl, • 2P 2 .ns .204 , l E 2 • 11: 5 • 1 5 l .14( • l 3 l 
14 • Cj 'j(J • V:i2 • 271 • 22 5 • I 9 5 , 1 73 , l ~ 7 • 14 4 • 1 3 3 , 12 5 
1 ~ . 5 33 • 3 39 • 261 , 216 , 18 7 ,lU • 1 5 r, • l 3 7 • 127 • 1 19 
16 • '> l 8 ,128 • 2 5 l .zce , 179 • l 5,; • 14 4 • 1 3 2 • I 2 2 .114 
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l 0 ,2 17 , 14 2 , 11 l ,093 .ca t .ce0 .C<;l , CS 2 .C<;l .oe5 
11 ,20R .135 • 10'> .088 .C77 .oe3 • OP_6 .Oet .OE5 • c00 
12 .2co .130 • 100 ,084 .en .C79 .ce2 .OE; •Ce 1 .C76 
13 . 193 .t 24 .096 .080 .069 .C75 .c11 .C?e .cu .072 
14 ,187 .120 ,092 .011 .C66 .o 72 .C74 .Ci4 .C73 .068 
l '> • 18 l ,115 ,089 .073 .co .ue , C 71 • C71 .C69 .C65 
16 ,176 • 1 12 .OAS .C71 .01:1 •Cf.(; .c6e • CH .cu: .C62 
17 • l 71 .108 .OR2 .068 .C59 .0(;3 .Cd .C65 .C64 .059 
18 .167 , 10'> .ORO • 066 ,057 • C 6 l .063 • ct 2 • C 61 .C57 
l'l , l 63 • l 02 •. C77 ,064 .C55 .C59 ,O(;C .etc .c5c; .055 
2C • l 59 .099 • C7 5 .062 .o 53 .C57 .ose .cse .C5 7 .C53 
2 l .155 .096 .073 .060 • C 5 1 .C55 .C56 .05(; .C55 .051 
22 • 151 , 094 .011 ,058 .05C .C53 .C55 • C 5 4 .(53 .C49 
23 .148 .O'll .069 .056 .C48 .052 .c;~ .C52 • C 51 • 048 
24 .145 .OR9 .067 .0'>5 .047 .05C .C51 • 0 5 l .csc • C46 
25 .142 • 087 .065 .053 .046 .049 .05C • C4 c; .C48 .04 5 
26 . 139 .085 ,064 ,052 ,C44 .047 , 04€ .04€ ,C4 7 • 044 
27 , 137 ,083 .062 ,051 .043 .046 .047 .047 .C46 ,042 
28 • l 34 .082 ,061 .050 .C42 .045 .C46 ,04(; .C45 . 041 
29 • 132 .oec ,060 ,049 .C4 l .044 .C45 • 044 .C43 • 04C 
30 .130 .078 ,058 .047 ,040 ,043 • C4 4 • Oit3 ,C42 .C39 
31 ,127 ,077 .057 .046 • 039 .0 42 .043 .042 .041 ,03 8 
?;' , 1 25 .075 ,056 .045 ,039 , 041 . 042 . C41 .04C .C37 
33 ,123 ,074 .055 ,04 5 ,C38 • OitO ,C41 .C4C ,C39 ,036 
34 • 121 .073 • 054 .0 44 .037 .039 ,04C .c3g .038 .036 
35 .119 .071 .053 .043 .C36 .038 .C3<; .03c; • 038 . 035 
36 .118 .010 ,052 ,042 .036 .o3e .C38 .038 ,C31 .034 
31 • 116 ,069 .051 • 04 l .035 .C31 .o3e ,C31 .036 .C33 
38 • 114 ,068 ,050 .040 .03it . 0 36 .C37 .036 .C35 ,033 
39 • 113 .067 .049 .040 .o 34 , 036 .C3t: • C3 l: • C35 .032 
40 • 111 .066 .048 .039 .C3 3 .035 .035 ,035 ,034 ,031 
42 .100 .064 .047 .038 .o 32 ,C34 .C34 .03it ,C33 .030 
4it .105 .062 .045 .037 • C 31 .C?3 .033 .C32 .C32 ,029 
46 .103 .060 .044 ,035 , C30 .031 .C32 • C 31 ,03C ,028 
48 .100 ,059 ,043 ,034 ,C29 . 030 • 0 3 1 ,C3C .C29 .021 
50 .09A .057 .042 . 033 .o 28 .030 ,C3C .029 .028 • C26 
52 .096 .056 ,041 ,032 .021 .029 .o 2'l .c2e ,028 ,025 
54 .094 .054 .040 .032 , 026 .028 .c2e , 028 .021 .025 
56 .092 .053 .039 .031 ,C26 .021 , C27 .021 ,C26 .024 
58 ,090 ,052 ,038 .03 0 .025 .026 ,C27 .au .025 ,023 
60 ,088 • 051 .o 37 .C29 .C24 ,026 .026 .o,~ .025 ,023 
76. 
r ~ n L'" .,, ' Fr R T r J' r I 5 PL h Cf:~ t: ' : T ( F IX ff; I-EH PILE) 
l'AGE 2 , PCl~SC't\'S RAT IC .2c 
LIL ( 0 . I r. . 2 r.. '! r:. 4 r,. ':: 0 ,(; C, 7 C • F. c.s I, C 
LC /1, 
,., ,Zi2 , l 7 2 • I 3 7 , 11 7 , l C -~ • l I ~ , l lE , l;; C , 11 <; • I I 2 
7 • 239 , lh O • l 2 7 , l OP ,C9 5 , I C4 , I C F. • l C <; • I CS , 1 C 2 
)< , 2 21, .151 , 119 • I CO , OPP. .C<;I: ,ICC • IC 1 • l CC ,C94 
'1 , 2 16 ,1 47 • I I 2 .0 94 .ce2 .c so .cc;3 .C<;4 .CS3 .C8 7 
I C , 2 C7 , 135 • IO I: ,OP9 .o 7 7 , c.o 4 ,CE7 ,CEE ,Cf7 .CB I 
11 , 19 9 • I 2'l , 100 , Ofl4 ,C73 .en , Ce 2 ,OE2 .ce2 ,CH, 
12 , l 'l l , I ;>4 ,096 ,OPO ,Ct-9 , C 7 5 ,C7 e .01e ,C77 ,C72 
I' • I tJ 5 , 11 'l , O<J 2 ,076 ,Cl:f: ,C72 .C7~ ,C74 ,C73 ,068 
14 ,179 ,114 , OR ,9 ,C73 .cu , 01: 8 ,C7C ,C 1C , CI: S ,C65 
15 , l 71 , 11 O ,OP5 ,C70 ,C6 l , 01: 5 ,Cf:1 ,Cl:7 .cu , C6 2 
16 , l 6f1 , l OF, , OR I ,067 ,C~8 ,01:3 ,Of:5 ,Cl:4 ,Ct3 • c5c; · 
I 7 , 163 ,103 ,079 ,065 ,C51: ,Cl:C .01:;; .cu ,Cc! .C5 7 
1 fl , l 5 9 , 100 , 01(-, • Cl: 1 .o 54 ,058 ,C6C ,C5<; .cse ,054 
19 , l 5 5 ,097 ,074 ,0 6 1 .0~2 , 0 5 I: .c5e ,C5 7 ,C56 ,052 
2'1 , I'> I ,O<J4 , 0 72 ,059 , 0 50 , C 5 4 ,051: • C ~ ~ , C 54 , 050 
21 , 140 , 092 ,06<; ,057 ,C4'l ,C52 ,C54 .c~~ ,C52 , C4<J 
22 ,14 4 , 0>39 , 06 8 , 055 ,C47 , 0 5 1 ,C52 ,052 ,C5 1 ,C47 
2 3 , 141 ,08 7 , 061, ,054 ,C46 ,049 ,05C , C 5 C , C 4 c; ,046 
24 , l 3 8 ,0'15 ,064 ,052 , C45 • 04 e ,c4c; ,C4S ,C4E , 044 
2 5 ,136 ,083 , 062 ,051 ,C44 ,04 7 , C48 ,C47 ,CH , 043 
26 , l 33 , Ofl I , Oti l ,050 ,042 ,045 , C4 I: , 0 41: ,C45 , 042 
2 7 • l 30 ,080 , 06C .04 9 , 0 4 I ,044 , C45 ,C45 ,044 , 04C 
2A , 12 fl ,078 ,058 ,0 47 ,0 40 , C43 ,C44 ,043 ,C42 , 039 
29 , 12 6 ,0 76 ,057 ,046 ,039 ,042 . C43 .C42 ,041 , C38 
30 .124 .C75 ,056 ,0 45 ,C3 9 .041 . C42 ,C41 ,C4C ,C37 
31 • l 2 1 ,073 ,055 .0 44 ,03e , 040 • 0 4 l ,C4C , C3'l , 036 
32 , 119 ,072 , 0 54 , 04 3 , 037 ,C39 , 04C , C 3 c; ,C38 ,036 
33 , I l fl ,071 ,052 ,0 42 ,036 , C3e ,C3 9 ,C3S ,038 , 035 
34 ,116 ,069 ,051 ,042 , C35 . o 3 7 ,C38 ,03E , C37 ,034 
35 , 114 ,06fl ,05 1 .041 . C35 .037 .037 .C37 , C36 , 03 3 
36 . 112 .067 . 050 . 040 . c 34 , 036 , C37 ,CH: ,C35 , 032 
37 , 111 ,Obh ,049 ,039 , C33 • 03 !: , C36 .035 ,034 , C32 
38 .109 ,065 , 048 , 039 ,C 3 3 , 035 , C35 . C35 , 034 ,C31 
39 , 107 ,Ob 4 ,04 7 ,038 , 032 , 034 , C34 , C 3 lt . 033 , 031 
40 , 106 .063 ,0 41> . 037 .o 3 1 ,033 , C34 • O:? 3 , C32 , 030 
42 , 10 3 , 06 l ,0 45 , 03 6 , C3C ,032 . 0~3 ,C:2 , C31 , 029 
44 • I O l ,05 9 .0 43 ,035 • C 2 c; , 0 3 l , C31 , C:l . 03C , C28 
46 ,09 1l .058 , 04 2 ,034 . c 28 ,C 3C ,03 C , C3C ,C2'l . c 21 
48 , 096 .o 56 , 041 .033 .c2e ,C2 'l .c2 s , 0 2 c; ,028 ,0 26 
50 • O'l3 ,05 5 , 040 ,032 .c 21 . 02e , C28 .02e ,C27 , 02 5 
52 ,091 .o 53 ,039 ,031 .• 026 .021 .02e .c21 ,C26 ,024 
54 ,089 ,052 .038 ,03 0 • 0 2 5 ,027 .c21 , 0 2 6 .026 , 02 3 
56 ,0 87 ,05 1 ,017 ,029 .c 25 . 02c . cu ,026 , C25 .023 
5A .C86 ,0 49 .036 ,029 .c 24 .025 ,C25 ,025 ,C24 . 022 




Fr;.: Tr: r 1: 1 '>P LA(CMF!\ T ( F I X FD fJF Ar: PI L ': ) 
PAG[ 3' rc1~sc~•s RA l Ir. ,JO 
L/ LC 'l , I (). 2 0.3 (J. 4 C, 5 C • f: C. 7 r,. 8 C,9 1,0 
LC/ I/ 
1-c . l30 • l i-,;, • l 2<J , 1 1 C , C 97 , l C 7 • 1 1 2 • 1 1 3 , 1 13 , 1 C 6 
7 • 2 2 '1 , 1 ~ l • l?O , 1,: 2 ,cqc .c~e , 1 C 2 , l C 3 , l C3 ,C97 
8 , 714 , 14 2 • 11? • ()<)5 .ce3 , CS 1 .css .CS5 .cc;~ ,C89 
• 2 0 1, .13 5 • 10 I: . erg ,C1P • r, p ~ .oee ,CES ,CFe .ce2 
10 • I '·F> , UP • ir e • n e 4 .en ,OPO . ce~ • CE3 .cu .en 
11 , I 8,9 • 12? ,cgs . c 1q •Cr.,, ,075 .ne , C 7 E ,C77 .012 
12 , I tl 1 , l I 7 , C9 l . ,C76 .cu ,C71 ,C74 ,C74 , C 7 3 ,C68 
13 , 174 , 112 .on ,072 ,C63 ,06P ,C7C ,070 ,C69 ,065 
14 , 16 9 ,101-l ,083 ,Cl:9 ,C6C ,C65 .cu .en ,C66 ,061 
1 5 , 164 ,104 ,C80 ,Cf:6 ,C57 .cu ,064 ,C64 ,Ct3 .o,e 
16 , I 5 'l , 1 O 1 ,C77 ,C64 .C55 .csc; ,061 , C ti ,06C .C~6 
1 7 , 1 54 ,097 ,074 , C6 1 ,C53 ,C57 ,059 .ose ,C57 ,054 
113 , 150 ,094 ,C72 ,059 ,C51 .o~5 .C56 , 056 .C55 ,051 
l 'l , 14 7 ,oq2 ,C70 ,057 ,G4S ,C53 , C 5_4 ,C54 ,C53 ,049 
20 , 143 ,089 .o 68 ,056 ,C48 , C 5 l .C53 ,C52 ,C51 , 04 8 
2l , 14 0 ,087 ,C66 .C5 4 ,C46 .o 50 • C 5 1 ,C5C ,C5C ,046 
22 ,137 ,OA'i .064 .052 ,C45 ,C4e • c4c; ,C49 ,C48 ,C45 
23 , 1 J4 .oez ,062 ,05 1 ,C44 ,C47 , C4 E ,cq ,C46 ,C43 
24 • l:l l ,080 ,061 ,049 ,C42 , C4 5 ,C4t ,C46 ,C45 ,042 
25 , 1 2 A ,079 ,059 ,C48 , C 4 l ,044 ,C45 ,C45 ,C44 • 04 l 
26 ,126 .on ,058 ,04 7 ,040 ,043 ,044 ,043 ,042 ,039 
27 ,123 • 07'> ,056 ,046 ,C39 ,042 ,043 ,042 ,C4l ,038 
2 P. , 121 , 074 ,055 , 04 5 ,C3e , 041 ,C42 , C4 1 ,040 ,037 
29 , 119 .012 .o 54 ,044 ,C37 ,040 ,04C , C4 0 ,039 ,036 
30 ,117 ,0 71 ,053 ,043 ,C36 , 0 3 CJ ,C3<; ,039 ,03€ ,035 
31 • l-15 ,069 , 05 2 ,042 .o 36 ,03e ,C39 ,038 ,037 ,034 
32 , 113 ,068 ,051 , 04 l ,035 ,C37 • o 3 e , C 3 7 ,036 ,034 
33 , 111 ,067 , 050 , 04 0 ,034 ,036 ,C37 ,036 ,036 ,033 
34 ,lC9 ,066 ,049 ,039 • C 3 3 ,035 ,C3e ,036 ,035 ,032 
35 ,108 ,064 ,048 ,039 .C33 • 03 !: ,C35 ,C35 .C34 ,031 
36 , l C6 , 06 3 ,047 ,038 , 0 3 2 ,034 ,035 , C3't .C33 , 0 31 
17 , 105 ,062 ,046 ,C37 , 0 31 • 0 3 3 ,C34 ,033 .033 ,030 
38 , l 03 , 06 1 ,0 45 ,036 ,C31 .033 ,C33 , C 33 , 032 ,029 
39 , l 02 ,060 ,0 44 ,036 ,C30 ,032 .C33 .03 2 , 031 , 029 
40 .100 , 059 , 044 ,035 .o 30 ,031 ,C32 ,031 ,031 ,028 
42 ,098 , 05A , 042 ,C3 4 ,C2 9 ,C30 ,C31 , 030 ,C2~ , 027 
44 ,095 ,056 , 041 ,033 .cze ,029 ,030 , 02<; ,028 .026 
46 ,093 , 0 54 , 04C ,C32 ,02 7 .c2e ,CZ<; . c2e , 027 , 025 
4A ,090 ,053 , 039 ,03 1 ,C2c , 027 .cze , C27 ,C27 ,024 
50 ,088 ,052 , 038 ,030 .o 25 ,027 ,027 ,026 ,026 , 024 
52 ,086 ,050 ,03 7 ,029 ,025 ,C26 ,02t . cu ,025 ,023 
54 ,085 ,049 ,036 .o 28 ,024 ,025 ,025 ,C25 ,C24 ,022 
56 .083 ,048 .o 35 ,028 ,023 ,C24 ,025 ,C24 ,C23 ,022 
58 ,08 1 • 04 7 ,034 ,027 ,0 23 ,024 ,C24 ,023 ,023 ,021 
60 ,079 .0 46 ,033 ,026 .c22 ,023 ,023 ,023 .022 ,02C 
78. 
r An Li: 3 ' F IJR TCP C 1, PLA CEM ENT I FIX EC 1-'EAC PILE) 
PA GE 4' PCISSCl\ 1 5 R~ TIC .4C 
L/L ( n , l O, ? 0 . 3 0 ,4 C • 5 C • I: C. 7 O.E C • c; 1.0 
LC /W 
(, , 2 21 • l ~ l , l 21 • l''.3 ,C9l .ice • l C 4 .lCI: • IC 5 • C<;9 
7 .21 0 , l 4 l , l 12 .095 .C1'4 , CS l • C <; 5 .C<;t • C <; 6 .090 
fl • l ·J'} • l 11 • 10 5 .Oefl .e1e • o e 5 • OF. 6 .Cf<; • CE e .C83 
q .HO • 1 2 b • C9 <J .Ofl3 • C7 3 .C79 .ce2 .CE3 .te2 .C77 
l O • 1 a2 • I l 'l .093 .07 P. .cte .C74 .C77 .en • C?t .c12 
1 1 • 175 • 114 • O'J'l .C74 .C65 .c,c .C72 .CB .C12 .c1:1 
l 2 • lt,'l • 10 9 .CP4 .C70 .061 .C66 • Ot <; .Ct<; .cce .C64 
1 3 .lb3 • 10 5 .O~l .01:7 .058 .063 .Cl:5 • Ct 5 .Cl:4 .C6C 
14 • L ~7 • l O l .c77 .064 • C 56 .Cl:O • Cl:2 • Ct: 2 .cu .C57 
l <; • l S 3 • 097 .075 .ot2 • C 53 .058 • C 5 c; .C5<; .CSE .C55 
l 6 .)4 8 .094 . c12 .o 59 .C51 .055 .C57 .057 • C 51: .052 
1 7 .144 .091 .069 .057 .C49 .cs~ ccL:. . -- .C54 .C54 .osc 
18 • 140 • 01] /:l ,067 .055 ,C4e • C 5 1 .C53 .C52 .C51 • 048 
19 , 137 .086 .065 ,053 .C46 .C4<; • C 51 • C5C .osc • 046 . 
20 , 131 ,083 ,063 ,052 ,C44 .o4e .C4<; .C4<; .C4e .044 
21 ,130 .081 ,061 .050 .C43 .C41: .C47 .C47 • C41: .043 
22 • 12 7 .079 ,060 .049 .C42 .045 .C4t .C46 .C45 .042 
23 • 12 5 .C77 .-05e • C4 7 .041 .C43 .C44 • C 44 .C43 • 04 0 
24 .122 .075 ,056 .046 .C39 .C42 .C43 .C43 .C42 .039 
25 • 120 .073 ,055 • 04 5 ,038 .041 .C42 • 04 2 .041 ,038 
26 • l 1 7 ,072 .054 .044 .c 37 .040 .C4l ,04C .040 .037 
27 • 11 5 .010 .053 .043 • 0 31: • 039 .C4C ,039 .03€ ,036 
28 ,113 .069 .051 .042 .C36 .03e .039 .038 ,C31 ,035 
29 .111 ,067 .050 ,041 ,035 .C37 .C3E .C37 ,036 .C34 
30 , l 09 .066 .049 .040 • C 34 ,03l: .037 .036 ,C36 ,033 
31 • l 07 ,065 ,048 ,039 .o 33 ,035 , C36 ,C36 .C35 ,032 
32 , l 05 ,063 .047 .038 , C 32 ,035 .n5 ,035 ,C34 ,031 
33 , l 04 ,062 .046 .037 ,032 ,C34 ,C34 ,C34 ,C33 ,031 
34 ,102 ,061 ,045 , 037 .C31 .C?~ ,034 ,C33 ,C32 ,030 
35 ,lCC ,060 , 04 5 .036 ,C3C ,032 .C33 .C32 ,C32 ,029 
36 .099 .0,9 ,044 .035 ,C 3C .032 .C32 ,C32 ,C31 ,C29 
37 .C97 .05P ,043 ,035 ,C29 .031 , C32 , C 31 ,030 , 028 
38 .096 .057 .042 ,034 .C29 ,03C ,C31 ,031 ,C30 ,027 
39 .095 .056 , 041 .()33 .c2e .03C , 0 3C ,C3C ,029 ,027 
40 ,093 .055 .041 .033 .C2R .029 ,03C ,029 ,C29 ,026 
42 .091 .054 ,039 .032 .c21 .c2e ,C29 .oze ,C21 .025 
44 .089 .o 52 .038 ,031 • C 26 .021 .c2e .c21 ,027 ,C24 
46 , 086 .0 5 1 .o 37 .030 .025 ,026 ,C27 ,026 ,C26 .024 
48 • 084 , 049 .036 . 029 .o 24 .ou .C26 .C25 ,025 .C23 
50 .0 8 2 .048 .035 ,028 , 024 .C25 ,025 ,02~ , C24 .022 
52 ,081 • 04 7 ,034 .021 . C23 ,024 , C 24 ,024 ,C23 . 021 
54 .079 .046 .o 33 .021 .022 ,023 ,C24 .en ,022 ,021 
56 .077 .045 .032 ,026 .022 .023 .C23 ,C23 .022 .020 
58 , 071> ,044 .032 .o 25 , C 21 .022 .022 .0;2 .021 .020 
60 • 0 74 .043 .031 ,025 .021 .022 .c22 ,021 .c21 .c1q 
79. 
T .\ !' L ~ 1, H l l'. Tri' l: I SP L~ Cf'l'FN T 1 r- I xEr 1-:fh[; PILI:) 
P~Gf 5 ' Pr.I SSC~' S RAT IC' , 5 C 
L/L C r, l 0,2 0,3 () . 4 C, 5 C,t e, 7 C • P. C, S l, e 
LC/;, 
" , 2 o 3 , l 3P • l 10 . OS4 .ce; , Cc; l , Cc; 5 .est .e st ,C9C 7 , 1 1 1 • l 2CJ , 10 2 ,01' 6 , C 7 6 .ce~ .en ,CEe .en ,CB2 
" , l H 2 • 1 n , Oll 5 , OP l , C 7 l ,C77 .cec , 0 E l , Ce C .075 
·l • l n , l l 4 • r. CJO ,C76 .Cf:6 .c12 , C 7 5 , C 1 S • C15 ,C7C 
lrJ , l 66 • l () 1 , OP~ ,C71 .c1;2 , Cc e ,C7C ,C7C ,C1C ,Ob5 
l l • 1 5 1 , l 1J 4 , 0 R I , 06 7 .c 59 , CI: 4 • C6 I: ,U6 ,Cl:5 ,C61 
1 2 , h'3 • () •l') . 0 77 • QI, 4 , C 5 f: ,Cl:C ,C62 .en , CI: 2 .cse 
13 ,14 8 • r, ') 5 , C74 . ,Of.I , C 5 3 ,C57 , C 5 <; .csc; ,C59 • C5,5 
14 , 1 41 • 0 'l? , 0 71 ,C59 , 0 5 I ,055 ,C57 , C 5 7 , C 51: ,C52 
1 '.i , 1 31 ,oq8 ,068 .056 , C4<; . .c~2 • C 54 ,C54 ,C53 ,050 
u, ,13 5 ,O>l5 ,065 ,054 ,C47 ,05e ,C52 .c~2 , C 5 1 , C4 7 
l 7 , 1 31 ,O !B ,063 ,052 ,045 ,C48 .cso ,C5C ,C49 ,C45 
l >l , 1 Z 8 ,ORO ,061 ,050 ,C43 ,047 ,C46 ,C4e ,047 , C44 
19 ,124 ,07A ,059 ,049 ,042 , C4 5 ,C46 , C4 I: ,045 ,042 
20 ,121 ,076 ,057 , 04 7 ,C41 ,C43 . c~ 5 ,044 ,044 ,041 
21 , 119 , 074 ,056 ,041, , C 3 ·) ,042 ,C43 ,043 ,C42 ,039 
22 , l l n ,072 ,0 54 ,C44 .c3e ,C41 ,C42 ,C41 ,041 ,038 
23 , l 1 3 ,070 ,053 ,043 ,037 ,C40 , C4 0 ,C4C , C 3 c; ,037 
24 , 111 ,068 . 0, 1 ,042 ,036 ,C38 ,C3<; , C 3'l ,c3e ,C35 
25 , l O'l ,067 ,050 , 0 4 l ,035 ,C37 ,C3e ,038 ,037 ,034 
26 ,1C7 ,065 , 049 , 04 0 , 0 3 4 , e 31: ,C37 ,C37 ,036 ,C33 
27 ,105 ,064 ,048 ,C39 .c;3 ,035 ,03t • C 31: .035 ,032 
29 , 1 C3 ,01;3 , 04 7 ,038 ,C32 .c~5 ,C35 .C~5 ,034 ,032 
29 , l O l , 061 ,04h ,037 ,032 .e34 ,C34 ,C34 ,033 .031 
30 ,099 ,01,0 , 04 5 ,036 , 0 3 I .0~3 • C34 .c~3 ,032 ,030 
31 , 098 .059 .044 ,036 .030 ,032 ,C33 , 0 3 2 ,C32 • 029 
32 , 096 ,058 ,043 ,035 ,C30 , 0 31 ,C32 ,032 ,031 ,029 
33 ,094 .057 ,042 ,034 ,C29 , 0 31 ,C31 ,C3l ,C30 ,028 
34 , 0 'l3 ,056 , 0 4 1 ,C33 ,C28 ,030 ,031 , C3C .c2s .021 
35 , 0 <J l ,055 , C 4 1 ,03 3 ,028 , C29 .C30 ,C3C • C 2c; ,021 
36 ,09C , 054 • 04 0 .0~2 ,C27 .o 29 , C 2 c; , C 2c; ,028 .cu, 
37 • 0 tJ<J ,053 .o 39 ,032 ,e27 .02e , C 2 c; .02e .c2e .026 
38 ,087 ,O'i2 ,038 ,031 ,02t ,028 .02E ,C2e , C 21 ,025 
39 ,086 .051 ,038 ,030 ,C26 .021 .02e ,C27 ,C27 .025 
40 ,085 ,050 ,037 ,030 .025 ,C27 ,C27 .c21 ,026 .024 
42 • 083 ,049 ,0 36 ,029 , C 24 ,C21: .021: • C 21: ,025 .023 
44 ,OBI , 04 8 ,035 ,028 ,C24 ,025 ,C25 .025 , 024 .022 
46 ,079 ,046 ,034 ,027 ,023 ,C24 , C24 ,C24 ,023 ,C21 
48 ,077 ,045 ,C33 .o 26 • C 2 2 , 023 ,C 24 ,023 -023 • 021 
SC , 0 7 5 ,044 ,032 ,026 ,C21 ,023 .023 ,022 .022 .020 
52 ,C73 ,043 ,031 , C 2 5 ,C2l .c22 .c22 .022 .e21 ,019 
54 ,072 ,042 ,030 ,C24 ,C20 .c21 .c22 .c21 .02c ,Cl9 
56 ,070 ,041 ,030 ,024 .c20 ,C21 . c21 ,C21 ,C2C .018 
'iB ,069 • 040 , 0 29 ,023 ,019 ,020 ,020 .c20 ,(19 ,018 
60 , 067 ,039 .o 7.8 ,022 .Cl9 .020 .c20 • 0 l 'l ,Cl9 .017 
80. 
TABLE 4, PERCENTAGE CORRECTICNS FCR TABLES 2 AND 3 
LC/W AP.SOLUTE VALUE OF (l/LC-ll 
.o .05 .10 .15 .20 .2s .30 
2 3 2 1 0 C 0 C 
4 4 2 1 1 0 C 0 
6 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 
r. 4 :I 2 l C C 0 
lC 5 3 2 1 C 0 0 
12 . 5 4 2 1 0 0 C 
14 6 4 2 l C C 0 
16 6 4 2 1 C 0 0 
18 7 4 3 1 C 0 0 
20 7 5 3 1 0 C 0 
22 7 5 3 l 0 0 C 
24 8 5 3 2 C 0 0 
26 8 6 3 2 0 0 0 
28 9 h 4 2 1 0 0 
30 9 6 4 2 1 0 0 
32 10 7 4 2 1 0 0 
34 10 7 4 2 1 0 C 
36 11 7 4 2 1 0 C 
38 11 7 5 2 1 0 C 
40 11 8 5 2 1 0 C 
42 12 8 5 3 l 0 0 
44 12 8 5 3 1 0 C 
't f, 13 9 5 3 1 0 0 
4 Fl 13 g 6 3 1 C 0 
50 14 g 6 3 1 0 0 
52 14 10 6 3 l 0 C 
54 14 10 6 3 l 0 C 
56 15 10 6 3 1 0 0 
58 15 10 7 3 1 0 0 
6C 16 11 7 4 1 0 0 
h2 16 11 7 1., 1 0 0 
h4 17 1 1 7 4 1 0 C 
66 17 12 7 '• 1 0 0 
h8 17 12 7 4 1 0 0 
70 l Fl 12 8 4 2 C 0 
81 
TABLE 5' FOR OBTAINING TOP DISPLACEMENT (MOMENT LOADING) AND TOP SLOPES, FREE HEAD PILE 
L/LC ,10 ,20 ,30 ,40 ,50 ,60 ,70 .ea ,90 , 51 
LC/W 
6 1,338 1,594 l ,Off4 0,846 C,710 0,622 C,561 0,516 0,481 0,699 
7 2,908 1,389 0,944 0,737 0,6le C,542 0,4Ee 0,449 0,419 C,609 
A 2,575 1,230 0.'836 0,652 0,547 c,4ec o.4!3 0.3,;e o. 371 0,539 
q 2,311 1,104 o. no 0, 5 8t O, 4 9 I 0,43C 0.3E e 0,357 0, 3·3 3 0,484 
10 2, 0'16 l,COl 0,6€0 0,531 0, 4 4 6 C,39C 0,352 0,324 0,302 0,439 
11 1,918 0,916 0,623 o.4et 0,4Ce 0,357 C,322 0,296 0 ,277 C,402 
12 1, 76 7 0,844 0,574 0,448 0,376 0, 3 2 <; C, 2 <; 7 0, 273 0,255 0,370 
13 1, 6 3 'I 0,783 0,532 0, 4 15 0,348 0,3C5 C,275 0,253 0,236 0,343 
14 1,52A 0,730 0,496 o,3e1 0,325 C,2e5 C,257 C,236 0,220 C,320 
15 I. 431 0,683 0,464 0,362 0,304 0,266 C,24C 0,221 0,206 0,300 
In 1,345 0,643 0, 437 0,341 0,286 0,251 C,226 0,208 C,194 0 , 282 
17 1,270 0,606 0,412 0,322 0,270 0,236 C,213 0, 1% 0,183 0 ,266 
IA 1,202 0, 5 74 0,390 0,3C4 0,255 C,224 C,2C2 o. le6 C, 173 0,252 
19 l, 14 l 0,545 0,37C o.2eq 0,243 C,213 C, 1 <; 2 0,176 0,165 0 ,239 
20 1,086 0,519 0,353 0 .275 0,231 c.2c2 c. te2 o. 16 e 0 , 157 0,227 
21 1,036 0,495 0,336 o. 262 0,220 0,193 C,174 0, HC 0,149 o. 217 
22 C,991 0,473 0, 322 0,251 0, 2 11 C,184 C, H6 0, 15 3 0 , 143 C,207 
23 o. 94'1 0, 4 53 0,308 0,240 c.202 0,177 C,159 0, 147 C,137 0, 199 
24 0,910 0,435 0, 2'16 0,231 0,194 0,170 C, 15 3 C, I'< 1 0, 131 0,191 
2'i 0,875 0,418 o,2e4 0,222 0, le 6 C, 16 3 C, 14 7 C,135 0,126 0,183 
2b 0,842 0,402 0, 273 0,213 0,179 0, 15 7 C, 1 '< 1 0,130 C,121 0,176 
27 0,812 0,388 0,264 0,2C6 0, l 73 C,151 C, I 3 6 0,125 C, ·11 7 0,170 
2A 0,7A4 0,374 0,254 o, I 9 9 0 • It 7 0, 140 C, I 3 2 0, 121 C, 113 0,164 
2'1 0,757 o. 362 0,246 0, 19 2 0, IU 0, 141 C, 12 7 0,117 0,109 o. 15'1 
30 o. 733 0,350 0,23A 0,186 o, I 5 6 C,136 C, 123 0, 11 3 0,106 0,153 
31 o. 110 0,339 0,230 0, 18 0 0, 15 I 0, 132 c. 11<; 0, llC 0,102 C, 149 
32 0,088 0,329 0,223 0, I 74 0,146 o,12e c. 116 O,lC6 C,C99 o. 144 
33 0,668 0,319 0,217 0, 16 9 0, 14 2 C, 124 C, 112 O,IC3 0,096 o . 14 0 
14 0,64A o.:no 0,211 0, H4 o. ue C, 121. C, IC 9 0, lCO O,C94 0,136 
35 O,o30 0,301 o. 205 0, ltO 0,134 0,117 C, IU O,C97 O,C9l o. 132 
31, 0,613 o. 293 o. l 99 0,155 0, 130 0, 114 C,IC3 O,C95 O,CBB o. 120 
37 0,597 0,285 o. 19 4 o. 1 s 1 o. 121 C, 111 C, ICC O,C92 o.oe6 C,125 
38 0,582 0,278 0, 189 o. 14 7 0,124 o.1oe C, C<; e 0, C<; C C, C84 0,122 
39 0,567 o. 271 0, I 8 4 o. 144 0,120 0, I C6 C, C9 5 o.cee 0,082 0, 119 
40 0,553 0,264 o. 180 0, 14 0 o.11e C, l C 3 0, 09 3 o. ce 5 C,080 ' 0,116 
4 I 0,540 0,25A 0,175 0, 137 0, 115 0, l CI C. O'l l O,C83 0,078 0,113 
42 0,527 0,252 0,171 0, l :! 4 0, 112 0,09e O,OES c.ce1 C, C76 0,110 
43 0, 515 0,246 0, lo 7 0,130 0,109 0,096 0,0€7 o.oeo 0,C74 o. 10 8 
44 0,504 0, 241 0, 16 3 0,128 O,lC7 0,094 O,OE5 O,C78 c. 073 0,105 
45 0,493 0,235 0, 160 0, 12 5 0, 10 5 0,092 0,083 0,076 C,C71 0 , 10 3 
46 0,482 0,230 0,156 0, I 2 2 0,102 0,090 O,OEI 0,C74 C,C70 0,101 
47 0,472 0,225 0, 15 3 0,120 0, ICC o.oe0 0,07'l 0,C73 0,068 0 , 0'l9 
48 0,462 0,221 0, 150 0, 117 0,098 C,086 o.01e o. 071 0,067 0,097 
49 0.453 0,216 0,147 0, 115 0,096 C,084 0,016 0,070 0,065 0,095 
50 0,444 0.212 0, 14 4 0.112 0,094 O,Oe3 0,075 0,01:9 C,C64 0,093 
51 0,435 0,20A 0, 141 0,110 0,093 o.oe1 C ,073 0,067 0,C63 0,091 
52 0,427 0,204 0,139 o.1ce 0, 09 I o.oec C,072 0, Cl:6 0.062 0,089 
53 0,419 0,200 0, I 31: C,IC6 o.oe9 o.01e C,07C 0, CI: 5 O,C60 0,088 
54 0,412 0,197 0, 13 4 0, IC 4 C,Oe7 o. 077 C, 01:9 O,Ct4 C,C59 0,086 
55 0,404 0, 193 o, 13 I 0, IC 2 0,086 C,075 C,01:E C, C 1:2 O,C58 0 , 085 
51, 0,397 O,l'lO 0,129 0. IO 1 0,084 0,C74 0,067 C,061 O,C57 C,083 
57 0,.390 0,186 0, 127 0,C'l<; c.oe3 0,073 C, 061: 0, C 1:0 C,C56 c.oe2 
58 0,384 0, 181 0, 12 5 0, C'l7 0,082 0,C71 C,064 O,C59 0,055 C,080 
5g o. 3 77 0, UlO O, 12 2 0,0<J6 0,080 0,07C C,063 o.cse C,C54 0,079 
6C 0,371 0, 177 0, I 2 0 0,094 O,C79 0, 01: <; O,Cl:2 O,C57 C,C53 0,078 
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TABLE 6 1 FCR FIXI~G M•M~NT S 
L/ LC , l C .20 .30 • 4 0 ,50 • 5 l 
LC/W 
6 0,34 C,71 1. 0 5 1,34 1,60 1.63 
7 0. 3<) 0,82 1.20 1. 54 1.84 1.e1 
B C,44 o,q2 1.36 1,74 ·2,C8 2. 11 
9 0,49 1, C 3 1 • 'i 1 1,94 2,31 2,35 
10 0,54 1,14 1. 6 7 2. 14 2,55 2. 5 c; 
l 1 0,59 1,24 l • P. 3 2,34 2. 7 CJ 2,83 
12 0,64 1,35 l • 9 R 2,54 3,C3 3,(7 
13 (). 6Q 1, ,, 5 2,14 2,74 3. 26 3. 31 
14 0.74 l. 56 2. 2 CJ 2. <;4 3,5C 3.55 
15 o .1q 1,66 2,45 3,13 3,74 3,79 
16 O.R4 l. 77 2,60 3.33 3,97 4,C3 
17 O,CJO l, fl 7 2.76 3,53 4. 2 1 4,27 
lR 0. CJ 5 1,98 2,'H 3.73 4,45 4,52 
19 l. C 0 2,09 3,07 3,93 4. 6 9 4,7{; 
20 1,05 2. 19 3,22 4. l 3 4,92 s.cc 
21 1 • l 0 2,30 3,38 4,33 5,16 5,24 
22 l. 15 2. 40 3,53 4,53 5,4C 5.4e 
23 l.?. 0 2,51 3,69 4,73 5,63 5,72 
24 l, 2 5 2,61 3 • P.4 4 • 9 3 5,87 5,96 
25 1.30 2,72 4,CO 5 • 13 6,11 t,2C 
26 l • 3 5 2,82 4 • 16 5,32 6,35 6,44 
27 l. 4 0 2,93 4.31 5.52 6,58 6.68 
2 >3 1.45 3.04 4,47 5,72 6,e2 6,92 
29 1,50 3,14 4,62 5,92 7,C6 7. ll: 
30 1,55 3.25 4,78 6.12 7,30 7. 4 C 
31 l, 6 0 3,35 4,93 6,32 7,53 7,65 
32 l,65 3,46 5 • 09 6,52 7,77 7,89 
33 1,70 3,56 5,24 6, 7 2 8,Cl 8. 13 
34 1,75 3,67 5, 4 0 6,92 8,24 8,37 
35 1.eo 3,77 5,55 7,12 8,48 e.. 61 
36 1,85 3,BR 5 • 71 7,31 8,72 8,85 
37 1, 90 3,99 5 • 86 7,51 8,96 9. C<; 
38 1,95 4,09 6, r, 2 7. 7l g ,19 9.33 
3 CJ 2,00 4 • 20 6,18 7,Sl 9,43 CJ• 5 7 
40 2.05 4,30 6,33 8 • 11 9.67 9 • 8 1 
42 2,16 4. 5 1 6,64 8,51 10.14 10.29 
44 2.26 4,72 6. 9 5 8,91 lC. 6 2 1 C. 7e 
46 2.36 4,94 7.26 9,31 11 ,C9 11 . 26 
48 2. 4 t:, 5 • 15 7. 57 9,70 11,57 11,74 
5C 2 ,56 5 , 36 7,88 l O. l C 12,C4 12.22 
52 2,6t:, 5,57 8 • 19 10.50 12.52 12. 70 
54 2.76 5,78 8 • 5 1 10,90 12,99 13. 1 e 
56 2,86 5,99 8,82 11,30 13.46 13. 67 
58 2,96 6,20 CJ • l 3 11. 69 13.94 14. 15 
6C 3.06 6,41 9,44 12.09 14.41 14.63 
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C H A P T E R F I V E 
POINT FORCE IN A NON- UNIFORM ELASTIC HALF-SPACE 
5 , 1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 3 an analysis was presented which 
considered a laterally loaded pile to be situated in a half 
space with constant elastic properties , It is desirable 
to i mprove on this half-space as a soi l mode l and one 
improvement which may be made is to allow the elastic pro-
perties to vary within the space, Chapter 3 was based on 
Mindlin's solutions for a point force in a constant elastic 
half=space: this chapter presents a solution for the point 
force in an elastic half-space the shear modul us of which 
varies with depth ,, A perturbation expansion is used and 
Mindlin;s solutions are utilized as Green's functions 
which al low the solution to be expressed in i ntegral 
form , . 'l'hA integration is carried out numerically , 
THEORY 
The equations of equilibrium at a point in space may 
be wri tten as 
er. . . + f. = o • lJ~J l ( 5 1 ) 
If the position of the point is given in rectangular 
Cartesian Coordinates by .2£ = (x1 , x 2 , x3 ) and the only 
force applied is a point force a t ~= (y1 ~ y 2 , y3 ) then 
the body force term in e quat ion (5o1) can be written as 
:f i = pi ~ (2£ - .;z) ' ( 5 0 2) 
where S (2£ - .;z) is a Dirac de lta - functiono The stress-
displacement relations at a po i nt in a linearly elast ic 
medium with shear modulus G and Poisson ' s ratio ;~ are: 
Q .. = G ( U • • + u. . + 2 ,,u. u O ) 
lJ l,J J ,l 1-2,,M- k ,k ij ' 
where ~ .. is the Kronecker de lta o This may be writ ten, 
lJ 
defini ng f unction F, as O"ij = G F ij (Ja) o (5o4) 
If the half-space is defined as that re gion where 
x ~ o, then the boundary conditions will be 
3 
~i3 = O on x3 = 0 
That isl) 
No restrictions have yet been placed on G or )Jv ~ e quations 
(5o1) and (5 .3 ) are express i ons a t a point o However~ we 
shall now consider the case in which 14 is constant through-
out the half- space and G varies in the x direction in the 
3 
manner 
G = G (x3 ) = G0 (1 + E.oh (x3 ) ). 
Substitution from (5o3) into (5o1) g ives 
G0 (1 + E: oh (x3)) (ui,jj + 1 ~2,M,uj:1j i ) 
+ G0 e h, 3 ( x3 ) Fi3 (~) + :fi = 0 0 (5 o7 ) 
If e. is small , a perturbat i on solut i on can be deve l oped by 
writing the displacement J! in the form 
(o) +E. U.(1) + E. 2u . ( 2) (508) u i = ui + 0 0 0 l 1 
(508) may now be substituted into (5o7); but as equations 
(5 o 7) are true f'or any value of e,. , the coefficients of 
powers of £ must each be zeroo The zero-order equations 
are 
with boundary conditions, ~rom (5o5); of 
(o) 
Fi3 (u ) = 0 on x3 = 0 0 
(5.9) 
These are the equations solved by Mindlin for a unif'orm 
(o) 
elastic half-spacej and the displacements u. are his 
solutionso 
The first=order equations are 
G (1) _1_ (1) ( ) o (uijjj + 1-2µ, uj,ji) + Go h(x3) (ui ~jj 
h,3 (x3 ) 
(o) 
+ Go F i3 ( u ) = 0 0 
which may be rewrittenj) using (5o9), as 
G 
( 1 ) 
+ 112 u\1~.) ~ h (x3 ) (u. . . f'. 0 1., J J -;M, J,JJ. 1 
G ( ) F ( (o)) = + o h,3 x3 i3 ~ 0 o 
If Eis small enough that 
(o) (1) 
U. ~ U . + E.U. 
l l J. 
l 
+ _1_ u(o).. ) 
1=2µJ,J 1 
(5o11) 
then the problem becomes essenUally that of solving 
equations (5o11) . 
The notation for displacements is now changed by 
writing 
u = u (o) 
and v = u ( 1 ) ~ 
Equations (5 e9) thus be c ome 
_1_ 
G0 ( u. . . + 1 -· 2)', u. . . ) + f . = 0 l wJJ ~~ J,Jl 1 o 
860 
Mindlin has solved t hese e quat i ons b y writing, in effect 9 
and s olving 
f'. = o, 
1 
(5,15) 
where the summat i on conv ention does not apply on the last 
term and where u.k may be 1.n t e r pr eted as t he displacement 
.l 
at x in direction i due t o a point f orce at iJ.. in dire tiol1 
k. (5.14) may be wr itten more s i mpl y , using (5 .2) with 
Pi = 1, as 
which defines a mat rix of d iffe r entia l opera t ors Lij" 
Equations (5 o11) w whi ch are to be solved , may 1·kewise be 
written 
L1.J.v (x.v ) - h (x ) \ '- (x- v) jk -6.IL. 3 o i k o - .IL. 
Now any e quation of the :for m 
Li j V j ( X 9~) + (° i (.2fwX) = 0 
may be wr itten 
V j ( Xw~) = = Jz f i (.~9~ ) g j i (2,b~) d z 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
where g . . are Green's :funct·ons. 
J J. 
Thus (5o15) may be writt en 
UJ.k (2£ll:t.) = - r ~. k ~ (~ = ;L) g . . (2.S,E.) dz 
)~ 1 J J. 
and the r equ ired Green°s functions are 
g ji (_2S,z ) = - uji (~,~) • (5o20) 
The solutions to (5.16) may now be wr·tten 
v jk (.2£ll:i.) = ,l [Goh ' 7 ( z3) F i3 ( uk (~,lJ ) 
- \ J - h ( z ) r' CJ ( z-~r) u. . (_x~ z ) dz 3 :'.l i k - &L • J 1 ~ ( 5. 21 ) 
Or 1 writ ing 
G0 h j ( x ) F. _ ( u l,. (~~~) ) 9 
.i 3 J.j ,r,. 
{ 
= / fJ . k ( z 3 iJ u . . ( x w z ) dz vz l. ·- Jl - -
- h (y3 ) ujk (~,;L) o 
The p roblem now becomes one of' evaluating the integ1.•a} 
i n this equation, and this is dis cuss ed in the next 
sect i on. 




u . = u _(o) + E' _( 1 ) is a sufficiently 
l l 1 
good approximat ion to u ( (5o12) ) o 
i 
G var ies according t o G = G ( 1 + ~ .h(x __ ) ) o 
0 j 
)'-'·w is constant. 
Assumption 1 
ui was in fact written (equation (5.8 )) as 
ui = ui ( o ) + E. ui ( 1 ) + e 2 ui ( 2 ) + •• • €. r ui ( r ) + • •• 
If this is substituted in ( 5. 7 ) , and coefficients of E, r 
equated to zero, the equations obtained are 
( Cr ) ...L ( r) ) Go ui,jj + 1- 2,M, uj~ji 
+ Go h,3 (x3 ) 
( ) ( ( r-1 ) 
+ G0 h x3 ui,jj 
F ( ( r-1 )) = 0 
13 .Y: 
+ ...L u( r - 1 ) ) 
1 - 2)-1- j , j i 
Thus terms up to any r can be obtained as long as the pre-
ceding term is known as a function of~ and ~o 
In fact the assumption should be valid if ~ is small, 
there being no reason to suspect ui ( 2) to be substantially 
greater than ui (1 ) . It should be noted here that smal l 
€ does not imply an insignificant variation of G~ con-
sider the case h (x3 ) = x3 and €. = .01, that is, 
G(x3) = G0 (1 + .01x3 ) . It will be seen that G (100) = 2G 0 
which is a far from insignificant variation if effects are 
to be considered at depths of this order. 
Assumption 2 
G has been assumed to vary with x3 only. This is 
not necessary, as allowing G to vary with x. will not 
1 
affect the form of the analysis. A completely general 
fo r m of variation could be considered. 
Assumption 3 
It is also not necessary that f~ be constant. If 
equations (5o3) a re written 
( u . . + u. . + )) • U. k S · ·) 1,J J,1 K, 1J , (jij = G 
2 
where V = T='2r , and Vis allowed to vary in a manne r 
similar to Gin (5.6) then equations similar to (5o7) can 
be obtained. The zero- order equations are once again 
those solved by Mindlin, and the analysis may be carried 
out in a manner similar to that presented. It will be 
noticed that v becomes infinite when )A= 0.5 . This 
infinite term does of course occur also in equation (5.3), 
but the term cancels and the Mindlin equations do not con-
tain an infinite term when JA,= 0.5. However, in the case 
of )Iv varying, there may be a problem if µ 0 = 0 a5 and V 0 
becomes infinite. 
5.3 EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL 
5.3.1 Introduc tion 
It is necessary for the solution of (5.23) to 
evaluate the integral 
I (~i~) = Jz ~ik ( z,~) uji (x,~) dz 
Mindlin has expressed his solution u(~,~) in a 
form such that the origin of coordinates lies in the free 
surface and such that y1 = y 2 = 0 , and it will be con-
venient for v ( x,~) to be expressed in the same form. 
~ (~ 1~) is a function of u(~,~) and Mindlin's solutions 
may be used directly with~ substituted for x. Howeve~, 
for u(x,z) direct substitution into the Mindlin solutions 
90. 
will relate x and z to a wrong origin, and so a coordinate 
shift is necessaryo u(x,~) may be obtained by writing: 
x1 - z 1 for x1 
X - z for X 




and z3 for y3 
in the Mindlin expressions for u(x,y_). 
In the evaluation of the integral some singularities 
will occur, for the integrand will be infinite when z = y_ 
in~ and when z = x in u. These singularities occur 
because there is a finite force acting on an i nfinitely 
small area. In fact the force will act on a finite area 
and so it will .be physically meaningful to carry out the 
integration by excluding small regions surrounding~ = x 
and~ = y_: an analytic solution for the integral c an be 
easily obtained using this technique if the i ndefinite 
integral is known. 
Such a solution has not been attempted bec ause of 
the magnitude of effort involved: the integrand, when 
expanded, contains over 200 terms, and as it is a volume 
integral, over 600 terms must be integrated. The first 
of these terms (omitting constants) is 
Z3 - y 3 
91 0 
where 
2 2 2 1 
R = ( (x1 - z1) +(x2 - z ) + (x3 -z3) /" 1 2 
and 81 = (z1 2 + 
2 
z2 + (z -3 
y3)2)½ 
' 
so that the individual terms are themselves not easi l y 
integrated 0 Instead, a numerical i ntegration, us ing t he 
digital computer, has been carried outo 
This has the disadvantage that the integral cannot 
now be expresse d as a function of~ and zj meaning that a 
second-order perturbation term cannot be obtained, and 
a l so that an explicit expression for the stress state a t 
any point cannot be given: s t r esses now have to be obta i ned 
from a difference form of eQuations (5 o3 )o 
5o3o2 Methods of Numerical Integrat ion 
Two methods of numerical integrat ion we r e used: 
the trapezoidal rule and the Monte Carlo methodo 
The trapezoi dal rule me t hod eval uates the int e gr and 
on a regul arly spaced grid of po int s (three=dimensiona l in 
this case)j averages t he va l ues 9 and mult i pl ies the 
average by the volume of integrat i on. Implicit i n the 
method is the assumpt i on that the integrand varies linearl y 
between gri d po i nts. Obviously, if the vo l ume of integr at i on 
i s large and the grid spacing is not too great , a l arge 
number of points will need to be consideredo Singular 
points can be treated e i ther .by ensuring that the point s 
are not selected , or by giving to the integrand a value 
~qual to its value nearbyo To reduce the chance of a 
systematic error~ two grids were taken and the results 
averaged: one grid has point s which lie on the co-
ordinate axes and the other has po i nts which straddle the 
axes symmetrical l yo 
The Monte Carlo method uses a random number pro-
cess to evaluate the integralo Consider a function of 
x, 0 < :r(x) < 1 in O < x< 1 of: f(x) dx is equal t o the 
probability that a r andomly selec ted point in the a r ea 
defined by the above limits lies beneath the curveo This 
probab i lity may be obtained by randomly select i ng x, 
evaluating f(x)f and averaging the values obta inedo It 
would seem that i n a case where a l arge number of points 
need to be considered this method may provide a quicker 
solution than the trapezoidal rule0 Also ~ the possib i lity 
of a systematic error developing is elimi nated o 
Random numbers were select ed using the subprogram 
RANDU supplied by IBM for the 360/44 in the ir Scientific 
' ' 
Subroutines Package, the distribut i on of random numbers 
,obtained being checked and found to be very satisfactorye 
The subroutine requires one initial random number and it 
generates a "string" of following ones from t hiso Three 
I 
different random numbers were generated , one for each co-
ordinate: this was considered prefer able to using three 
numbers from the same string, as the latter process would 
exclude the legitimate possibil i ty of two or three coordin-
ates be ing e qua l. The value of the integral is of course 
dependent on the values of the initial random numbers, but 
it can be expected that after a large num:ter of points 
have been cons i dered t he integra lvalue ~ ,will be essentially 
,.e q u aJl,o 
The expanded form of the integrand and program 
listings for the evaluation of the integral by both methods 
are contained in Appendix IVo The rate of computation was 
about 5000 points/minute o 
5 o3o3 Resul ts of' numerical integration 
Fi gs 5o1 - 5•.3 show some resu l ts of the numerical 
integra tiono All results are for the horizontal displace-
ment at (O ~Oj20 ) due to a hor 0 zontal point force of magni-
t ude 100 9 000 at (ojo,10) in the half-space with G = 1000 0 
and;.,~ = 0450 The three fig ures are intended to provide 
(1 ) a comparison between the trapezoidal and Mont e Carlo 
methods,, (2) a considerat i on of the ef:fect of the range of 
i n tegration (where to say that t he range is R means that 
the integration is :performed over a cube of side R) 9 and 
(3) a useable value of the i ntegralo 
Figo 5.1 g ives trapezoidal rule solu tions for 
ranges of 100 and 10j000 and some Monte Carlo solutions 
emerge~ the trapezo idal rule appears super i or for the 
two lower range s, and the eff ect of the range of inte= 
gration i s significant o The Monte Carlo method i s still 
94. 
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at the stage of being dependant on the initial random 
numbers, and 50,000 points is evi dently too small a num= 
' ' ber to give reliable r~sults, althoug~ these particular 
selections of initial numbers provide a reasonable corre= 
lation between the two methods. Extension of these graphs 
gave the following results for a range O·f 10,000 : the 
trapezoidal rule gave, using 128 1 000 points, a value for 
the integral of - 1809 while the Monte Carlo metho~ using 
150,000 points j gave -18o3o 
The effect of the range of integration is further 
~tudied in figo 5.2, which gives values obtai ned from the 
trapezoidal rule , the point spacing being kept constant as 
the range varieso The top curves show how the value of 
the integral varies with the range and also wi th the 
volume of integration, which is a direc t measure of the 
work involved in carrying out the integration. The bottom 
curves show how the range affects the displacement. In 
this case h(z3 ) = z3 , so that G varies linear>l./ with 
depth. The given values of~ appear small but it has 
already been pointed out tha,t ' .  -such values are significant. 
It appears from fig. 5 . 2 that a range of 30,000 is not 
high enough and it has already been shown that for a 
range of 10,000 the value of the integral from the trapez-
oidal rule was still . increasing after t;!iki,;ng 128,000 points; 
thus it seems that to t~ke a large enough range but . to 
evaluate the integral without excessive work wi ll require 
970 
the use of the Monte Carlo me t hodo 
Figo 5o 3 shows an eva luat ion of the i ntegral over 
range 1,000 9 000 us i ng the Monte Carlo methodo The part i-
cula r selection of initial random numbers used has po inted 
out clearly a danger of the methodo Between the 8O,OOOt h 
and the 1OOfOOOth points selectedj one point has g i v en a 
very high value for the i ntegrando The point was isolated, 
and although its selection was QUite legit imate, such a 
selection should occur only once in 8 , 000 , 000 timeso This 
poi nt will distort the true va l ue of t he integral after 
only 700,000 po i nts have been cons i de red , and s o a plot is 
also given which neglects it o 
A summary of t he results obt a ined for the integr at i on 
is set out i n table 5o1 o Val ue s are given with the high 
point cons i dered and not considered. 
Method Range Noo of points Value 
taken 
Trapezoidal 100 54 , 000 - 7 08 
Trapezoidal 10 , 000 128, 000 - 1809 
Monte Carlo 10,000 15O s, OOO - 1803 
Monte Carlo 1,oootooo 700,000 - 21 0 0 ' 
-27.3 
Table 5o1 Value of integra l 
The thr ee items which the figures were i ntended t o 
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examine may now be discus sedo 
(1) A comparison between the two methods shows that 
for small r anges of integration the trapezo i da l r ule is 
superior , but in this case the range mus t be l arge and 
the Monte Carlo method is probably preferableo Perhaps 
a better method woul d to be use the trapezoidal r u le with 
a closer spacing of po ints nea r the centre of the rang e o 
The Monte Carlo method appears to be useful for v ol ume 
integralsp but in c a ses where the integrand pe aks within 
the range of i n tegration; , care must be used i n the appli-
cation of the methbdo 
(2) The effect of chang ing t he range o:f i ntegration has 
been shown to be . s i gni ficant ev:en when the r ange is l arge Q ·• 
The integration shoul.d be perfor med throughout the ha lf-
spac e but it mi ght be expected that ef:fec ts at some dis tance 
from the poi nt force woul d have lit tle i nf luence on the 
r esultso This has not pr oved t o be the case and the question 
ar i ses as t o wha t is the phys i ca l signi:fica nc e of' the i nte-
grat i on r angeo The case cons i dered~ which uses a r ange of 
1 9 000 1 000, implies that the effects of a po int forc e a t 
depth 20 feet depend on conditions 100 miles distant o 
(3) On consideration of the tab le of resul ts it seems 
tha t a value for the integral o:f - 2300 may be a reason= 
ab le estimateo Thi s value may be used t o comp~te the 
d isplacement: 
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assuming h (z3) = Z3 
V = I - h (y3)0 u 
= -230 0 - 602 
= - 29e2 
so, letting e = .01, displacement = u + lv 
= 0329 
It is interesting to note that the variation of G 
considered has produced a reduction i n d i sp l acement of 
a l most 50% 9 showing t ha t the very h i gh values of G be low 
the point have had considerable effect o 
Discussion and Conclusions 
An analysis has been present ed which pr ov i des a 
solution for a point force acting i n a half-space with 
elastic properties which may v ary with pos ition in a quite 
general manner. The sol ution has necessitat ed the eva lua= 
tion of a volume integral whi ch contains a large number of 
quite complex terms, and the i ntegration has been performed 
nurnericallyo 
The numerical integration provides a number of dis -
advantages whi ch have been mentioned, the chief of which 
is that only two terms i n equat i on (508) can be consider edo 
This means that the variat i on in propert i es mus t be bot h 
s l ow (though it may be far f rom insignificant ) and con= 
tinuous. A real soil may have sudden variations i n pro~ 
1 01 0 
perties because of stratification , and the ana l ysis given 
should allow step functions to b e used o However , it will 
then become complex and h i gh order terms i n equat i ons (508) 
will surely need to be consideredo Further disadvant age s 
arising from the numerical integrat i on include the large 
amount of computation time required . (many point forces 
would need to be considere4 for a laterall y loaded p ile 
solution) , and the rather ·tinsatis.f ac tory nature of . the ob= 
tained solution ( it s approximate ·natur e , and the uncerta int y 
about the significance of. the range .of .integrat i on ) o 
Because. of these· reasons, a pile solut i on has not 
been obtained .. from the gener al t heor y contai ned in t his 
chapter. Instead !) ;·ariother type .of solution has been deve....; : 
loped which i s a:pproximl:l.te, but which a llows ~ in p r ac t i ce si 
a more general variation of soil properties and whi ch i s 
less · time consuming& It is pr esented in the next chaptero 
,., 1, ! 
C H A P T E R S I X 
LATERALLY LOADED PILE 
IN A LAYERED ELASTIC HALF- SPACE 
6 o 1 INTRODUCTION · 
The intention in this chapter is to modify the 
soil model used by allowing the elas t ic half- space to 
have properties which vary wi th depth in a stepped manne ro 
The idea of a layered soil is use f ul both becaus e re a l 
soil is often layered and because any form of c ontinuous 
variation may be approximately represented if a number 
of thin layers is usedo 
The approac h adopted was to make a fundamen t a l 
assumption which allowed, an approxi mate solution to be 
developed and then to refine the model so that the 
solution became more accurateo The basis of t he 
solution is the analysis presented i n Chapter 3 f or a 
uniform elastic half~space (this analysis now becomi ng 
the special case of a soil with one layer) so this 
chapter may be considered as an• extensi·on of Chapte r 3o 
602 THEORY 





Initial Basic _Assumption 
An initial attempt at solution made the fo l lowi ng 
as sumptiono 
Consider the pile to be separated into portions, 
the length of each being the thickness of the layer in 
which it is positionedo The loading on and displaced 
shape of each portion will be such as to ·preserve inter-
nal equilibrium and co~patibility of the complete pile~ 
but will be found assum i ng each portion to be situated in 
an elastic half- space with the properties of the appro-
priate layero That is, a pile element of length L . is 
]. 
assumed to be s i tuated at the position of layer i in a 
104., 
half-space with properties G i and )A,-i_., This means that 
there will be some lack of compatib i lity at the boundarie s 
between layers: the displacements of layer i at its 
boundaries will not match those of neighbouring layers. 
Th~ model can be expected to be reasonabiy accurate if 
layers are not too thin and changes i n properties are not 
too largeo 
This essentially finite element approach can be 
very simply genera lised so that the p i le also has varying 
properties: each pile element is bounded by changes i n 
either p ile or soil prop~rt iss. 
A computer program was developed for a p i le in 
. . . ... 
a layered soil using the basic assumption outlined above 
and the detailed theory behind the program is i nc l uded i n 
Appendix V., 
Final Basic Assumption 
Having produced a solution us i ng the initial 
basic assumption it was decided to make an imr: 2ov ement on 
the assumptiono It is obvious that reaction force s out-
side layer i will affect the displacements within this 
layero The initial assumption has produced a banded soil 
flexibility matrix, and an improvement would be to provide 
non-zero terms off the band by accounting in some way for 
the effects of f orces in other layers. Thus it was 
required to approxi mately compute the displ~cement at a 
point in layer i due to a force in l aye r j 1 and it was 
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decided that the best way to do this would be to assume 
soil properties of Gi and J'A- io 
But it now became obvious that to make the 
improvement was to make the different basic assumption 
that the displacement at a point depends on the elastic 
properties at only that point. In this light it was 
decided to abandon the finite element representation of 
the pile and to use the new fundamental assumpt i on by 
making a simple extension to the theory of Chapte r 3. 
Thus the basic analysis of a laterally loaded p ile in a 
layered elastic half-space is as for a constant elast i c 
half-space but where Mindlin's expressions fo r d i splace-
ment use as elastic properties those val ues whi ch exist 
at the point of displacement. 
It should be noted that the adopt i on o f thi s 
basic assumpt i on does not imply the use of a Winkl er-
type model: the continui ty of the foundation i s pre-
served and the effective foundation modulus k h wi ll s til l 
depend on pile as well as soil properties. Tha t i s, t o 
say the displacement is dependent on soil propertie s a t 
the point of displacement is not to say it is d i re c t l y 
proportional to themo 
6.2.2 Improvement on the Basic Assumption 
Although the basic assumption does not now 
require a layered half- space but may consider directly any 
) 
variation in propert ies 9 the idea of soi l laye r s is 
re tained in order than an i mprovement may be made on 
this basiso 
Thus there are a number of so l l layers, each 
acting as if surrounding layers had identical properties: 
soil layer i acts as if the who l e half-s pac e had pro= 
perties Gi and JN i ' but layer (i + 1) acts as if the 
medium had properties G. and AL. o Incompatibilities 
l+1 r-2+1 
will occur at the boundaries between layers, and the 
mode l can be i mproved by applyi ng at the boundaries 
I 
restraints which ternf to restore compatib i lity o .An 
exact sol ution could be achieved by applying some set of 
equa l andco])posi1be ,-: t'-orces '-- at, ;,each .. boundary :. s o ; t ha t coril.pa ti-
bili ty is completely preserved 9 but t his woul d be a dif-
ficult process in practic e so it wa s decided to choose 
only the mos t like l y maximum incompatibility and correct 
thiso Whe t her further corrections were nec e ssary cou l d 
be later decidedo 
Accordingly , it was decided to correct the lack 
of displacement c ompatibility occurr ing be twe en layers 
in a horizontal directi on at the p i le faceo 
Fig. 6.1 wi ll help to c larify how this i ncompa ti-
bility occurs. The elastic line re f erred t o in the fig ure 
is a soil elastic line as distinct f r om the pi le elastic 
line which is a lso shown" The force system acting on the 













li ne if 
propert ies 
are G1 ,fl-1 
G2 ,f12 
Sit uat ion after init ia l solu t ion us ing basic 
assumpt io n. 
correct ing forces shape of elast ic line 
produced by correct ing 
forces. 
F IG. 6 .1 - INCOM PAT IBILITY OF DISPLACEMENTS 
AT LAYER BO.UNDARY 
space with properties G and;,t-, from those in the half-
1 1 
space with G2 and_µ, 2 . . Compatibil i ty of the elastic line 
is restored by applying sets of equal and opposite forc es 
to each side of the boundary. 
It is obvious that the changed horizontal soil 
displacements which occur because of the correcting f orces 
will not fit the pile equations. Thus the system has to 
be solved again with the p ile - soil compatibility equat i ons 
changed from u.. = u 
to 
pile soil 
I.A. pile = U.soil + ~ , 
C 
where ~care the displacements due to the c orrecting forces. 
This second solution will give different v alues 
for the soil reaction forces and s·o provide different 
layer boundary incompatibilities~ d iffe rent correcting 
forces, and different values for U... The fina l sol u tion . C 
is thus arrived at iteratively, with the iteration being 
stopped when the differences between successive so l utions 
are small. 
The steps involved in arriving at a fina l 
solution are represented in block diagram form in fig. 602. 
6.2.3 Effect of Compatibi lity Correction 
It is now necessary to decide whe ther further 
improvements should be made to the model. Specifically, 
}t has to be decided whether compatibility at layer 
: 
boundaries should be restored at other positions and in 
Set lA.c = 0 
Solve with basic assum:ption that displace-
ment depends only on G and ;vl. at the point 
~ 
, of' displacement and using f'or pile-soil 
compatibil ity the equation 
U. :pile = U. soil + ti 
C 
Except on f'irst cycle, compare this solution 
YE s 
with the :previous one. Are dif'f'erences small? 
\V 
NO 
Compute lack of' compatibility at each l ayer 
boundary 
,v 
Compute :forces required to remove incom:pat-
ibili ties. 
I'/ 
Compute the displacements u..c produced by 
these correcting f'orces. 
output L~ 
I"' 
Fig. 6.2 - Solution of a pile in a layered soil 
110., 
other directionso 
Typical effects on the gr ound level displace-
ment and slope for some two- layer cases are given in 
Table 6.1. The pile used i s a medium length one (L = Leif 
the soil has uniform properties G1 and_µ., 1 ), with shear 
and moment loading, and the ratios given represent (value 
after correction/ value before correct i on). It shoul d 
perhaps be emphasised that Table 601 does not compare a 
single layer case with a two layer one: it compares .the 
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It will be seen that the correction effect can 
be significant: it will be especially so if the change 
in properties is large or if the layer boundary is c l ose 
to the soil surface .. However, the effect is not especially 
large and the computation time which would be necessary t o 
further improve the soil model is probably not justified 
by the improvement it would provide. Such further improve-
111 0 
ments may in any case be only illusory, for it is not 
entirely clear what would happen away from the pi le face 
at a layer boundary in a real soilo 
Accordingly , no further compatibility correc= 
tions are made. 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The computer was programmed according t o the 
basic block diagram contained i n the l ast section. 
Convergence appears to occur always, and is quite 
rapid, depending on the number of layers and on the sizes 
of variations in G and ))v . The criteria for ending cycling 
are based on the pile top and bottom disp lacement s~ c om= 
paring values with those of the prev ious cycle. If t op 
displacements differ by 1% or l ess, and bottom di splace-
ments by 5% or less, then cyc ling stops. As convergence 
is rapid, given values for these quantities wi l l i n fact 
be much closer to the limiting values than 1% and 5% 
respectively. 
Different criteria for top and bottom displace-
ments are used for two reasons: values at the pile top 
are of more interest, and they are generally of greater 
magnitude, so that absolute differences ar e more c ompar= 
able~ Two layer cases normally require two correcting 
cycles (sometimes only one), and three layer cases usually 
require threee Rapidity of convergence has been i mproved 
by automatical l y adjust ing layer boundary positions s o 
that they lie midway between force points , t h i s s hift 
producing littl e effec t on the fina l r esult if a r eason-
ably large number of f orce po i nt s i s t aken. 
Input requirement s ar e t he s ame a s thos e 
described i n Chapter 3 , except of cour se t ha t G and ftmust 
be read for each l ayer, and the boundary posi t ions (whic h 
may be below the p i le tip) must be spe c ifiedo Computer 
storage capac ity has limi t ed the a llowed number of l ayers 
to teno Output is simi lar to t ha t descri bed in Chap t e r 3o 
A comp l ete phase overl ay structu re (expl a ined 
in Append i x II I ) has been used to mi n i mise st or age 
requirements , the compat i b il ity c orrection proces s form= 
ing one complete phase which may be ca lled fromv and which 
returns contro l to, e i ther phas e FREE or phase FIXEDo 
These are the phases ment i oned i n Chapt e r 3, which are 




A program l is t i ng i s i nc l uded i n App endix I I I o 
SOME SOLUTIONS 
Some typica l two-lay er systems. 
Fi go 6. 3 shows the s ame p i l e as was u s ed to 
obta i n table 601 , with both moment and shear l oad i ng at 
ground surface l eve l . I t g i v e s t he disp l aced shape of the 





G2 = G 1 
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boundary 
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--G 2 = 10G1 
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, , 
---- G2 = G1/10 
FIG. 6.3 - PILE DISPLACED SHAPES FOR SOME 2-LAYER SOILS . --w 
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introduces a second soil layer which has a shear modulus 
G2 with a value of firstly 10G1 and secondly G1/10o 
The effects of the second soil layer are much as 
expected, with the stiff layer tending to fix the pile 
near the bottom and the flexible layer allowing a relatively 
large displacement at the pile tip. 
A noteworthy fact is that the relatively large 
variations in G produce only a limited effect on the 
top displacement and slope6 Further exampl es t ried by 
the writer lend weight to the statement that these quan~ 
titles depend largely on the soi l properties to a depth 
of about½ Lee 
.Another interesting observation is that tbe stiff 
bottom layer causes higher pile curvatures: maximum bending 
moments are compared in table 602, in which al l moment 
values are expressed as a proportion of that ob tained for 
a pile in a soil of constant propertieso 
Case G2/G1 Boundary Maximum 
Depth BoMo 
1 1 - 1 oOO 
2 10 .25L 1 . 1 6 
3 10 o75L 1a02 
4 o1 o25L 094 
5 o1 o75L .99 
Table 6.2 - Maximum bending moments for some 2- l ayer 
Systems. 
Fitting a Tes t Result 
It is worthwhile to show t hat a solution can 
in fact be obtained which fits some pub lished test datao 
There has sometimes been a tendency to justify the use of 
the Winkler soil model because var i ations of soil modulus 
can be found which allow such a fit. 
The test used for thi s purpose is that carr i ed 
out by Kerisel and Adam43 which was mentioned in Chapt er 
Fige 3 .10 shows the result of choosing a soi l of constant 
properties (G = 941 t/sq_ocm, jvt, = Oe5) whi ch gave the same 
top displacemento The theoretical deflected s hape was 
somewhat different from that reportedo By using trial 
and error to find the number of layers, the boundar y 
positions and the properties, it was found tha t to use a 
three layer soil with boundaries at 45 and 95 cm and 
values for G of e25, • 75 and .14 t/sr.{ocm respectively 
(J,N being Oo5 in all cases) gave a reasonably good fit 
down the whole length of the pile G A defl ec ted ahape, if 
drawn, would fi t closely that given in figo 3e1 0. 
This rather unusual distribut i on sugges ts 
consolidation of soil near the surface but subseq_uent 
loosening or perhaps i nelast ic behaviour of the top 
1 7- 18ine 
3o 
The interesting, fact to emer ge is t hat, contrary 
7 . 
to Poulosw suggestion ( Po20), the negat ive displacements 
recorded appear to have been due to a lower value of G a t 
depth. 
CONCLUSION 
A theory has been developed from which a computer 
program was written to give an approximate s olution for 
a laterally loaded pile i n an elastic i sotropic half 
space with properties wh i ch vary with depth , in layers. 
The fundamental assumpt i on is made that the 
displacement at a point in the space i s dependent on t he 
soil properties at only that point, and the solution 
obtained using this assumption is i mproved upon by par t ially 
correcting the lack of soil compatibil i ty which occurs 
at the boundari es between layerso That no further c ompati~ 
bility correction is necessary is deduced from the results 
obtained, which . show the basic assumption t o p rovide a 
reasonable first approximation t o the solutiono 
Some typical results have i llustrated the fact 
that variations in soil properties at depths be low about 
½Lc do not very greatly affec t the pile top displacement 
or slope. 
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C H A P T E R S E V E N 
STRESSES IN A LAYERED ELASTIC HALF- SPACE 
INTRODUCTION 
Studies of the behaviour of a l at erally l oa ded 
pile have not so far required a knowledge of the stress e s 
within the soil. Such know l edge j howeve r, woul d p r obably 
be of use if extens i ons t o the theory were to be madeo 
As has already been noted j the ability to de t e r mine 
stresses is a significant advantage of treating the soi l 
as an elast i c cont i nuum : it is t he fir s t s oil model to 
recognise the simple fact that an unde r s t anding of soil 
behaviour is essential if a l aterally l oaded p i le-soil 
system is to be rationally analysedo Fol lowi ng a r e s ome 
of the probable uses to which a knowledge of t h e s tresses 
might . be put ·o 
An elastic stress di st ribution would appea r t o 
be the best start i ng po i nt for a study of soil behaviour 
which is not linearly elastic o 
A study of laterally l oaded p i le groups woul d 
almost certa i nly require elast i c st r ess di s tributions 
because of the property of superposition: s t ress systems 
for single piles under lateral and ax i al l oads may b e 
super- imposed to give a total st r ess system, and y i eld 
criteria or other modifications may then be appl ied to 
1180 
the total systeme 
Consideration of dynam ic effects may require a 
knowledge of the soil stress statee 
Because of these reasons , the stresses due to a 
laterally loaded pile in a layered elastic half-spac e have 
been found. 
An additional reason may also be given . Chapter 8 
describes a photoelastic investigation intended to check 
the stresses , and by i mplication the deflec tions, in a 
layered system~ Thus a knowledge of the stresses has an 
immediate use in allowing a check of the whole anal ysis~ 
and in particular the assumptions of Chapter 60 
7.2 
7. 2 .1 
THEORY 
General 
Mindli n has given express i ons for t he stresses 
due to a point force in a constant elast i c half-spacee 
These expressions, together wit h the deflection analysis 
of Chapter 6, form the basis for the solution of the 
stress state at a pointe 
The soil model of the previ ous chapter is also 
used here, so that the stresses at a point are calc u-
lated using the elastic proper ties at the point , and the 
force system i ncludes the correc ting f orce s at the layer 
boundariese 
There is some diffi culty associated with descri-
bing meaningfully a three dimensional stress statej 
especially graphically~ The d iffic u lty lies not only 
119. 
with the means of present i ng data, but also wi th the 
choosing of the quantitie s to be representedo The quan-
tity to be represented will depend on the use to which 
the stress distribution is to be puto For example, an 
examinat i on of yielding would require a description 
consistent with the yield criterion usedo A two 
dimensional stress distribut ion could be desc ribed by 
stress trajectories or perhaps contours of maximum princi-
pal or shear stress, but a three dimensiona l representation 
of this type would be most difficult to p r esent o 
Three methods of' des,cr i b ing the stress state 
at a point are used here, and others may be derived from 
them. Mindlin's expressions g i ve the d irect and shear 
stresses on the planes perpendicu l ar to the three axes 
which describe the half-space o The first method of 
descript ion simply gives these six values a t a poin t . 
Another method of description, whi ch uses stress d if= 
ferences, is described in the next chapter. It is 
especially suitable for comparisons with photoelastic 
worko The third gives the three principal stresses and 
the three direction cosines associated wi t h each of themo 
The Finding of Principal Stresses 
Numerous authors (for example , Southwel144) 
have shown tha t if pis a principal stress with d i rection 
1 20. 
cosines 1, illy and n, then 
1 ( (J p) + m (J + no 0- = 0 ) 
11 12 13 
l L (J + m ( (J22 - p) + noO- = 0 ( 701 ) 21 23 
L (J + m er + n ( (J - p) = 0 ~ 31 32 33 
Consider this to be a set of' homogeneous 
simultaneous equations in 1, m and n o Then as these 
quantities cannot vanish simultaneously, 
a b C 0'11 - p 0"12. 0"1 g 1 1 1 
bi = = = 0 (7 o2 ) 
a b C 
(J't 1 0"2.2, - p (J'z g 2 2 2 
a b C 0-~1 632. 0"3-s - p 3 3 3 
which is a cubic equation in p with three real roo tso It 
may be written 
) 3 2 I I = 0 (7o3) Ii ., = I p - p -





I are the three stress invar iant s: 
3 
I = (J + er + (J 
1 1 1 22 33 
I (J 2 + (J 2 + (J 2 - 0- 0- - (J (j (J (J' = 2 23 31 12 22 · 33 33· 1 1 11 ° 22 
I = (J (J (J 
3 1 1 12 13 
(J (J (J 
21 22 23 
er er er 
31 32 33 
Equation ( 703) may be solved numerically using 
1 21 0 
Newton's law whi ch states that i f xis an approximation 
to a root of the polynomi a l f(p) then a better approxi-
mation is given by the te rm 
f (p) 
I 
f (p) 0 Once the root 
P1 has been found in this way the other two may be obtained 
using 
where a = I + p 
1 1 
and b = I + ap 
2 1 
The direction cosines of any principal stress may 
now be found from equation (7o1)o If t he cofactor of a 1 
(equation (7o2)) is wri tten A1 , then in gene ralp solutions 
to (7o1) are given by 
l . = . kA1 . , m = kB 1 , n = kC 1 o 
The further relationship 
1 2 + m2 + n 2 = 1 
enables k to be foundo 
If p = 0-22 or 
then 
()33 
but in these cases the solutions are 
1 = 0 , m = 1 , n = 0 
and 1 = 0 ~ m = O, n = 1 
1 22. 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The separate program phase STRESS, which is listed 
in Appendix III 9 may be called to carry out the calculations 
indicated in this chaptero 
Input obtained directly from previous phases 
consi_sts of the pile forces and their positions, t _he layer 
boundary correcting forcesj and the soil propertieso 
Further input read from cards determines at what points 
the stresses are to be computed~ and what f'orm the output 
is to take o 
Output may take any number of the three f o rms 
mentioned, samples of which are given in figo 7o1 o 
POSITION 
X y z 
1.0 1.0 10.0 
1.0 1.0 20.0 
1.0 10.0 10.0 
1.0 10.0 20.0 
POSIT I ON 
X y l 
1. 0 1.0 10.0 
1.0 1.0 20.0 
1.0 10.0 10.0 
1.0 10. 0 20.0 
POSIT ION 
X y z 
1. 0 1.0 10.0 
1. 0 l. 0 20.0 
1.0 10. 0 10.0 
1. o 10. o 20.0 
OIRE:CT STKESSES S.HE:AR STRESSES 
xx VY ll YZ zx XY 
-0.4l64E 01 -0.4775E 00 -0.364lE 02 -0.8063E 01 -0.l935E 02 -0.4073E 01 
-0.3208E 02 -0.2108E 02 -0.1035E 03 -0 .5290E 0 2 -0.6625E 02 -0.3204E. 02 
-0.353~E 00 -0.2340E 01 -0.36l6E 00 -0.3918E-Ol -0.3947E 01 -0.3427E 01 
-0.2416E 00 -0 .2458E 01 -0.6662E 00 -0.2534E 00 -0.2 515E 01 -0.2163E 01 
PRINCIPAL STR ESSES ANO THE! ~ DIRECTIONS 
Pl ll Ml Nl P2 L2 M2 N2 P3 L3 M3 N3 
-0.4722E 02 0.42 0.19 0.89 0.4918E 01 0.91 -0.07 -0 .41 O.l248E Cl -0. 02 . 0.98 -0.20 
-0.16 8<JE 03 0.47 o. 39 0.79 0.7513E 01 o.80 -0.12 -0.46 o.4739 E 01 -0.00 0.91 -0.40 
-0.6161E 01 0.66 0.60 0.45 -0.141 3 E 01 -0.19 0.12 -0.67 0.45 l9E 01 C.73 -0.36 -0.58 
-0.4525E 01 0.60 0.68 0 .43 0.2520E 01 o.76 -0.30 -o.58 -0.1362E Cl -0~ 26 0.67 -0.69 
DIFFERENCE BET WEEN PRINCIPAL STRESSES ANO OIRtCTION OF MAX. P.S. 
XY PLANE YZ PLANE ZX PLANE 
O.A94 lE 01 - 32.8 0.3939t 02 - 12.1 0.5037E 02 -25.l 
0.6501E 02 -40.l 0.1341E 03 -26.0 Ool505E 03 -30.8 
0.7136E 01 - 36.9 O.l980E 01 -1.1 0.7895E 01 -44.9 
0.4860E 01 - 31.4 O.l862E 01 -7.9 0.5048E 01 -42.5 




C H A P T E R E I G H T 
PHOTOELASTIC INVESTIGATION OF STRESSES IN 
A TWO-LAYER ELASTIC SOIL 
SUMMARY 
Three dimensional phot oelasticity has been used 
in an attempt to find experiment ally the stresses in a two-
layer elastic medium due to a laterally~load~d pile. The . 
results obtained were not of a suffic i ent standard f o r any 
conclusions to be reache d regarding the theory of Chapters 
6 and 7, and time did not permit fur ther tests to be carried 
out. However j the experimental procedure is of some interest. 
8.2 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this exper i ment was to verify the theory 
of chapters 6 and 7 by s t udy i.ng stress d i stributions. I t 
should be noted that the aim was not to predict the behav-
iour of a real soil: it was an elastic stress 0:istributiort 
which was required. A method which enables a whole two or 
three d imensional stress field to b~ ;6xjmined is photo-
elasticity. 
PHOTOELASTICITY 
The theory and practic e of photoelasticity are 
well documented. A short .treatment of the subject is given 
by Hendry45. 
125 . 
Briefl y, the metho~ al l ows the determination of 
stress information from the optical behaviour of trans -
parent materials. A stressed planar model is examined in 
a polariscope , which in its simple~t form consists of two 
sheettS of polaroid with the ir axes crossed 9 between which 
is placed the model , and through which light is shoneo 
If white light is usedj interference effects 
cause bands of colour to show i n the model , monochromatic 
light giving dark bandso These interference fringe~ 1 cillei 
isochromatics, are loci of e qual di f ference between principal 
stresses (p1 - p 2 ) , and may each be assigned an order no 
Values of (p1 - p 2 ) may be f·ound anywhere on an isochromatic 
from the equat i on 
= fn, 
t 
where f is a constant which depends on the model material 
and the wavelength of the light, and t . is the mode l thickness o 
Away from isochromatics;, (p - p ) c.an be found using the 
. · · . 1 . 2 
Tardy compensation techhique45. · 
Another item of information can be gained from 
photoelasticity: dark lines·or areas called isoclinics show 
where the directions of the principal stresses are the same · 
as the directions of polarisation of the pblarising filters~ 
Rotation of the filters will give a set of isoclinics and 
will enable the principal stress directions at any point to 
be found. 
Photoelastic analysis is not confined to two-
dimensional structures because of what is termed the frozen 
stress effecto This occurs because certain plastics have 
a molecular structure which may be considered to consis t of 
two phases~ the rigidity of one being temperature-dependento 
If such a plast ic is stressed while above a critical temper= 
ature . and cooled under loadf strains are "frozen" into the 
modelo Fringes which represent an elastic stress dist r i = 
bution can st ill be observed after removal of the load o 
Further 9 the model can be cut into p i eces without disturbing 
the fringe pattern o The load required to produce a given 
set of fringes is less than would be requ ired be l ow t he 
critical temperatureo Thus a three - dimensiona l mode l can b e 
stress frozen and then cut i n t o s lices for examinat ion i n 
the polariscope o 
The best photoelastic materials presently a v a il= 
able are epoxy resins, and tha t most readily obtainable in 
New Zealand is Araldi te which is manufactured by the Ci ba 
· Coo Most for.ms of Arald ite are supplied as l i qu i ds which 
require a liquid or powder curing agento Different Araldite 
mixes have different chemical and physical properties o 
b o4 PRODUCTION OF A CASTING 
46 
A paper by Leven '.: - proved of great assistance in 
many matters raised in this se c tion. 
8election of Araldite mix 
'l'he main factor influencing t he cho ice of mix 
wa s tha t a relat i vely thick cas t ing was r equ iredo Associat ed 
wi th t he curing of Araldite i s a1 exothermic r eact·on, and 
s uccessfu l curing of a thick block cannot be achieve d if 
he a t is generated too qu ickly. Hi gh exo therm will cause 
f a st and uneven curing 9 and because shr inkage occ urs during 
cur ing~ this wi1 1 introduce casting stresses. 
lt is desi rable al s o t ha t curing e carried out 
at elevated t emperatures b e~ause the decreased viscosity of 
the mix means that ai r l.Jubu les introrluce(l c1uring rnix in['.; can 
readily escape e 
'1'hc o.lJc1ve considerctt i ons 111ade it inev itable ~rwt 
the c uring a6ent 1Je ull :=1cid ~J.nhyc1r•ide becausi:; these provide 
l ow cur i ng rates 9 and re qui re elevated t empera tures. Phthalio 
anhydri.dei, soJd n:3 hardener Wr901 1 \Nas UB,::)do 
'I'he cm·ing and final (bot .h mechani al and J;Jho to-
elas t ic ) rn·orJerties i,, while depending greatl~r Dn the amount 
and type of cur i ng agent ~ a re virtually i n dep e n dent oI' the 
basic epoxy , 'l'hat which was used is sold i n New Zealand. 
as Araldite l<'J which is be lieve d to corre s pond to either 
Araldite 6010 or 6020 as sold in the United Sta t es. 
The final properties of a cas ting depe nd on the 
mi x proportions and the se are dis cussed in a later section. 
Cas LjJ}g _  Procedur·e 
Ua~ting procedure was basically as descriL~d by 
Levene 
The oven used has an interior space about 
3ft x 3ft x 4ft, and may follow t he temperature profi l e 
set by a slowly rotating c amo Temperature checks. were made · 
by viewing through the windows a thermometer suspended i ns i d e 
the oveno The oven is shown in fig. 8.1 ~ 
The oven was set to 92°c and use d to preheat the 
mould a The powdered hardener was heated t o about 120°c , 
when it melted 9 and then it was mixed thoroughly wi th the 
heated Araldite resin. When the temperature of the mi x t u re 
had dropped to 95-100°C, it was poured into the moul do 
Initial gelation of the casting took a bout one 
day at 92°C, after which the temperature was s l owl y r ai sed 
0 
to 100 C and then slowl y l owered to room temperat ure . The 
rate of temperature rise mus t be very slow to p roduc e g radual 
polymerisation, and the rate of temperature dr op mus t b e 
even slower to prevent the fre ez ing i n of the rma l s t r esses. 
0 . . . ' 
A temperature change rate of jus t over 1 C/ hour was 
employed, this being in line with that recommende d by Leve n 
for the size of casting used.ti 
The temperature was then increased to 150°c 9 held 
for 6- 7 days, and slowly lowered t o room temperatureo 
Prepara tion of Mould 
The proper preparation of the mould is an i mport-
ant feature if successful -castings are to b e ob tained " Easy 
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and Ara l d itep whic h is often used as a glue, provides 
diff ic u lties in this respecto 
Initially, moulds we re made of aluminium and a 
' . 
sil i c one grease s olut i on p Ciba ~e lease agent QZ13 9 was 
used as a parting compound. This proved unsuccessfulo 
The us e of' a steel mould provided some impr,ovement but still 
gave unsa tisfac tory castingso 
Eventually i> two successf'ul methods were d eveloped. 
The first invo l v e d the appl ic a tion of a silicone lacq_uer~ 
Dow Corning "Pan Gl aze" , before the use of the QZ13o The 
second u sed 9 i ns tead of the Pan Glaze, a silicone rubber 
as a f irst moul d castingo Any of the silicone rubbers 
supplied by Dow Corning should be successful: t ha t used 
was "S i last ic" 850 RTVo 
Eac h of thes e methods has an advant age ove r the 
o the r o The use of Pan Gl aze gives a bette r casting finisho 
The th i n lac quer coating is app l ied to a machined mould 
surfa c e and a s mooth fi n ish to the casting is obtain ed o 
An Ara l d ite cas t ing can be ma chined , but it will usua lly 
be prefer ab l e to dispense with this machiningo b i l.i c o.i1e 
rubber does not prov i d e such a smooth finish as the 
c oat ing is more viscous when applied: i t is necessarily 
thicker and subject to changes in thickness and perhaps 
an undulating surface o However w it has t he a dvant age 
tha t the coa ting is c l e a rly v i sib l e and thus easi l y checked. 
The same releas e coating can be reused with confidence o 
1~o 
For this application a smooth finish was not required ~ 
silicone rubber was u sed o 
Initially a mould of square s e ction was used , but 
it was decided that a circular section would minimise 
casting stresses~ the final mould was simply a arge glass 
beakero 
Variat i on of Araldi t e Elastic Properties 
I t was necessary for this test to hav e t wo layers 
of Ara l d ite with different elastic propert i eso 
Initiallyw it was attempted to produce a more 
flexible e poxy by the addi t ion to the mix of Araldite 5080 
The result ant castings were indeed more flexible but we re 
found to be markedl y subject to c r eepo Accordingly ~ the 
c hange i n p ropert i es was produced simpl y by var y ing t he amount 
of har dene r usedo 
~wo l ayers with different properties were s epa r ate l y 
cast and their faces machined smooth using a carbide tipped 
flycutterc Th e two were then glued together us i ng the 
s tronger of the two mixes subjected to the same t3mperature 
cycleo 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
The Soil 
Obviously a semi- infinite continuum canno t be 
r eproduced f and so it was necessar y to decide what size 
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b l ock should be used so that boundary effects did not 
significantly affect the stresses surrounding the pileo A 
cylindrical b l ock , about 7 ino in diameter and about 7 ino 
deep~was used , with a pile of length 3½in. The layer 
boundary was at 1 ino deptho Theoretical ana l ysis of soi l 
stresses showed that they were very small at the boundarieso 
The c asting was placed inside a square rigid s teel 
box and so some filling was requiredo This filling, to= 
gether with the steel box, should as nearly as possible 
~epresent the r emainder of the half-space, so it should be 
more flexible t han Aralditeo It is necessary to have a 
flexible surround for another reason: the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of Araldite is higher than that of s te e l~ 
so that stresses wil l be set up unless the Araldite is 
al lowed to freely expando Some sort of rubber is i ndi c a ted, 
and the fill i ng used was a silicone rubberp because of its 
stability at high temperatureo The type first tried 9 Dow 
Corni ng Si l astic 850 RTV, was found to revert to a li quid 
state unde r the conditions of confinement, pressure 9 and 
temperature encouhteredo That finally used was S tlast :l.c E., 
To save cost 9 the corners of the mould were filled wi t h 
pre- cast Ar aldite p leaving a thickness of about ¾in 0 of 
silicone r ubber all roundo 
The free surface of the block was machined flat,, 
The Pi le 
It was not poss i ble to cast the model pile into 
the soil, a s v e r y h i gh casting stresses woul d resul t from 
s hr i nkage during curingo A hole was carefully drille d into 
t he c as ting and a h i gh streng t h s teel rod p l a c ed as the 
mode l p ile o Although an i n itia l c l ose fi t was achi eve d j i t 
woul d have b een a l itt le loos e r at t e mperature bec aus e of 
the di f.ferent t h e rmal - e xpansionso 
The p ile s i ze was determ i ned from the max i mum 
mome n t i t should sustai n without y i eldingo This wa s 
d i amet e r wh i c h provided a necessari l y stiff p ile o 
The l oading system 
It was ne c essary for measurable stresses to be s e t 
up a t the l ayer boundary without soil failure being caused 
near t he s u r fa ce o The l oading app lied was thus des i gne d 
to p r ov i de a s hear fo rc e and a r ev erse moment at the s u r face 9 
this sys t em c aus ing disp l a c ements of one s ense and of c om-
par able o r der down the length of the pileo 
Load ing was by means of we i ghts hung fr om pulleys o 
Figo 80 3 is a schemat i c diagram of t he whole 
model s y stem, r oughl y t o s c a l e~ and f i go 802 shows t he t est 
setup in the ov e n o 
DETERM I NATION OF ARALDITE PROPERTIES 
No t e c oncern i ng critic a l temperatures 
The crit i c a l t emperature of an Ara l d ite cas ting 
d ependsw l i ke o the r propertiesj on the proportion of 
curing agent in t h e mix o This fact may at first seem to 
134. 
Plan 
W2 - ~ w, > W2 
w, 
., .. 
Araldite •:. .. , .. . 
·: 
Steel ... Silicone : . .. 
box rubber 
.. .. . ., . . . .. ... 
: 
Elevat ion, 
FIG. 8 .3 - DIAGRAM OF MODEL. 
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i ndicat e a prob lem when a model is made from two different 
formulations: as the c asting is cooled, one layer will 
change from its flexible to its rigid state while the other 
remains flexible. 
However, this does not imply t ha t a reorganisation 
of strains occurs. Although the rigid layer now actually 
has a much higher stiffness (a factor of about 100 is 
involv~d) i t is st i ll acting as if it were above the criti'-
cal temperature in that the strain di stribution remains 
unchangedo The strains in the othe r l ayer will also there-
fore remain unchanged and will eventually be frozen ino 
It follows that the onl y properties of interes t 
are those existing at the critical temperatureo Tbusp for 
examp le 9 Young's modulus can be determined by measuring 
wha t strains are frozen into a t est piece~ no measurements 
of what actually occurs during the t emperature cyc le are 
necessary. 
8.6.2 Measurement of Elastic Properties 
Measurements of the shear modulus G and Poisson 1 s 
ratio~ were made on specimens loaded i n tensiono Slices 
were bandsawn from the casting and machined on bot h face s 
using a carbide=tipped flycutter. Specimens with a shape 
typical of tensile tests we re prepared from these us ing a 
high speed profile router with a carbide tipped bito 
Fine lines were scribed across the test speci= 
mens and the distances be tween them measured with a trave l-
ling mic roscopeo Width and dept h dimensions were 
obtained with a microme ter. The specimens were hung in-
side the oven and l oaded at the same time as the model. 
They were 9 of course, subjected to the identical temper-
ature cycle. 
After unloading, length 9 width and depth 
measurements were retaken and G and }N calculated. 
8.6.3 Measurement of Photoelastic Properties 
The same specimens were used to find the photo-
elas t ic constant f. For a bar in tension~ p2 is zero and 
P1 is easi l y calculate~. Thus f can be found from 
p t 
f = _ 1_. 
n 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Mi x formulation 
Two models were made, one with constant properties 
and the other with two layers. The parts by weight a re 
given in taole 8.1 
Araldite F Hardener 
HT9 01 
Constant properties mode l 
and top layer of t wo- layer 
mode l 1 00 60 
Bottom l ayer of two~layer 
mode l 100 40 
Table 8.1 - Composition of Araldite mixes 
Stress freezing temperature cycle 
The temperature of the unstressed model was 
0 slowly raised to about 150 Cs, above the critical tempera= 
ture 9f both layers. The l oad was then applied in several 
increments ove r 3-4 hours and the temperature slowly 
loweredo 
Photoelastic Equipment 
The polariscope used has a wide field, with 
polarising plates of diameter 18 ino, and quarter- wave 
plates to remove the isoclinics if desiredo A diffuse light 
source can provide either white or, with the help of a 
filter, monochromatic lighto It was set up in a darkened 
room. 
Photography was used as a means of recording i so= 
chromatic patterns. A plate camera with a 21in focal 
length lens was used with monochromatic lighto 
Figo 8.4 shows both the polariscope and the camera . 
Preparation of slices 
Sl ic es for examination were prepared as previous l y 
mentioned, being carefully bandsawn from the model and 
machined smooth with a flycuttero Before photography 9 the 
slices were wet with tricresyl phosphate, which has approxi-
mately the same refractive index as Araldite, to remove 
any machining marks. 
-• 
FIG. 8.4 
CAMERA AND POLARISCOPE 
FIG. 8.5 
MODEL PILE, SHOWING 
FAILURE SURFACES 
MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
Araldite Properties 
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Two test specimens were made from each mix and 
gave properties as set out in table 802. 
Cur ing Agent 
60% Content 40% 
Specimen No. 1 2 Value 1 2 Value 
Used Used 
E (psi) 1350 1405 4100 371 O 
)J.., 0500 .547 0500 0451 0508 0500 
f (ps i / 
fringe/in) 1 084 1 084 ·to 84 2o04 2o05 2o05 
G (psi) 460 1300 
Table 802 - Araldite Properties 
It can be seen that there are quite large variations 
in the values of E and foo These variations are within the 
ranges of reading errorso As all final readings involved 
the small difference between two nearly equal quantit ies, 
values are to an accuracy of only± 15%0 A value for 
Poisson's ratio of .500 may be used with confidence as t his 
is the expected value (Durelli and Riley47 )o The va lu~s of 
E show that it would have been preferable to use more test 
s pec i menso However , it is unlikely that the aver age 
values of E will be more than a few per cent in errorf and 
the stress distributions will not be greatly affected by 
this errors G was calculated from E using a value for},{,, 
of .5. 
The values off were easily determined with 
accuracy. 
A ~omparison_with typical properties given by 
Leven for Araldite 6020 shows that all propert i e s corres -
pond with those given for mixes of lower curing agent 
content. 
8.8.2 Other Measurements 
The constant properties model was loaded with 
120.631b at a height of .375 in. above the surface and 
25.631b. in the opposite direction at 11 .80in. so tha t 
V ;;:: 951b 
and M ;;:: -257lb.in. 
The two layer model was loaded with 92.631b at 
.46in and 15.631b at 9.10in so that 
V = 771b 
and M = =99.6lb. in 
The depth of the layer boundary was 1 .O i n 9 the 
top layer being the stiff one. 
The pile length was 3.50ing the width . 375in 9 
4 2 and the stiffness EI 2.91 x 10 lb.in. 
Cracking of Araldite 
It was noticed that the two-layer model had been 
slight ly overloaded, causing some failure surfaces to 
develop. These can be seen in fig. 9.5. The photograph 
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was taken with the block immersed in tricresyl phosphate 
and the bubbles at the layer boundary are not in the 
Ara,ldi te o They occurred because the top layer had a 
slightly larger diameter than the bottom layerj causing 
COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENT WITH THEORY 
Basis for comparison 
For a two-dimensional model, photoelasticity a l one 
does not provide enough information to complete l y define the 
stress state at a pointo In a three-dimens ional case, how-
ever, the analysis of slices cut in three planes provides a 
complete statement of the stress stateo 
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where 'tis the maximum shear stress in the plane of the 
sliceo Isoclinics give 
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Similar equations may be derived f or planes per-
pendicular to the x and x axes ~ enabling O" 0- , 0- , 
2 3 11 , 22 33 
and hence G , cr , ~ 2to be foundo 23 31 1 
Thus if slices are 
cut perpendicular to the three axis directions and the 
isochromatic and isoclinic patterns match with theory, the 
stress systems are identicalo 
The program STRESS, described in t he previous 
chapter, has therefore been written so that output can be 
requested in a form which enables a direct comparison with 
photoelastic patterns to be madeo This is the third form 
shown in figo 7.1 o 
Comparisons 
Figs 8.6-8.8 compare theoretical and obtained iso-
chromat ic patternso Figo 8.6 shows reasonable agreement but 
figs 8.7 and 8.8 show the experimental patterns to be not 
good enough for proper comparisons to be madeo Fig. 8.6 
is the top horizontal slice in the two-layer model. 
Figs 807 and 808 are vertical slices in the place of loading, 
with one face through the centre of the pileo F i g. 8.7 is 
from the constant properties model and fig. 808 f r om the 
two- layer model. Because of the poor results, other s li ces 
are not compared, nor are isoclinic patterns give.L o 
DISCUSSION 
A number of procedural faults can be ascerta i ned 
from figs 8.6 - 8.8 and are listed be lowo 
Cracking of Araldit e 
The previously mentioned c racking can be seen a t 
the pile tip in figo 8o8v where a stress concentration 
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occurs. However, the cracking is not extensive and should 
not have greatly aff'ected the stresses near the layer 
boundary. 
8.10.2 Casting faults 
Irregularities and "flow lines" are apparent in 
all of figs 8.6 - 8.8. There is an obvious irregularity in 
the stress pattern in fig. 8.7, and vertical irregularities 
in figs. 8.7 and 8.8. Flow lines are evident in a ll cases. 
Two possible . causes are advanced for these 
effects: 
(1) It is possible that the second (silicone grease) 
parting compound layer was not entirely dry. The sol vent 
could thus have caused inclusions& 
(2) The mix may have been allowed to cool to too low a 
temperature before being placed in the oven. The cooling 
to about 95°c was allowed so as to eliminate the possi= 
-, bility of a highly exothermic reaction developing 9 but the 
mix should perhaps have been poured at the solution tempera-
ture of about 120°c. 
Boundary Stresses 
Boundary stresses have obviously been introduced 
and two causes can be identified. 
(1) Boundary irregularities have introduced stresses, 
particularly the step at the layer boundary. 
(2) The silicone rubber used was almost definitely too 






FIG. 8.6 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
ISOCHROMATIC PATTERNS ( 1) 
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FIG. 8 .8 ISOCHROMATIC PATTERNS (3 ) 
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of the A.raldi te and upset stress pat terns throughout the 
modele A silicone foam rubber would probably be a suitably 
flexible replacement for the solid rubber used. This is 
manufactured in the United States, but it is not stocked 
in New Zealando 
8.10.4 Drilled Holes 
The small stress concentrations obvious along t he 
pile face in fig. 8.6 are evidently due to the inc l usion of 
small Araldite particles in the hole drilled for the pi l e. 
The hole was cleaned out with a certain amount of care 9 so 
extreme thoroughness must obviously be used ~ 
The fact that the pile was placed in a drilled 
hole rather than cast in place has produced an interesting 
effect. It was found that in general stresses were not 
symmetrical about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the 
loading direction, being l ower on the tension side. This 
accounts for the absence of the expected stress concen= 
trat i on at the top of the pile in fig. 8.6, where the pile 
is tending to part from the Araldite. This effec t is 
contrary to elastic theory, and raises the quest ion as to 
what might occur in practiceo If the pressure of over= 
burden is high, there should be no problem~ but near t he 
surface some allowance may have to be made. This is a 
problem which can only be resolved by pile tests. 
Pile thickness 
There will be some inadequacy of the theory as 
far as stresses close to the pile are concerned because 
the theoretical pile is assumed to have width but no 
thicknesso This will cause some re - arrangement of stresses 
very close to the pile, but should not be significant in 
practiceo 
CONCLUSION 
Although _a considerable amount of time was spent 
on this experiment, the aim has not been met, because the 
results a r e not of a sufficient standardo 
The experimental technique could probably be 
improved sufficiently to give meaningful results, but t i me 
did not permit a repetition of the testo The total time 
for casting, machining , glueing and testing is over one 
montho 
The experiment has been reported for interes t 
and because the report should help any future three -
dimensional photoelastic worko 
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C H A P T E R N I N E 
FULL- SCALE PILE TEST 
SUMMARY 
A full scale test on a laterally loade d f r ee 
head pile is describedo 
The test was carried out in conjunction with 
the Lyttelton Harbour Board, whose main aim was to predict 
fixed~head pile behaviouro It has been reported with this 
aim in mind but as far as this thesis is concerned there 
are several other points of strong interesto 
The test procedure was very successfulo 
The system behaviour proved to be very close to 
elastico 
Some limited soils information was available: 
this proved inadequate for accurate prediction but neve r~ 
theless indicated that the determination of so il con-
stants should provide no real difficulties once further 
research has been carried outo The test emphasised the 
need for such further research. 
INTRODUCTION 
At the time of writing, the Lyttelton Harbour 
Board is planning to build a new roll- on cargo bertho 
Alternative mooring jetty designs feature 
(1) A conventional "rigid" jetty structure with 
raker p i les and a separate fende r - p i le 
system , and 
(2) An interesting scheme in which the impact 
energy of a ship is absorbed by the 
deflection o f the whole jettyj which is 
supported by vertical piles alone o 
In the latter case , the jetty would be buil t 
in sections keyed together so that initial displacement 
was taken by one section and f urther displacement would 
involve adjacent sections as wello 
To properly evaluate the feasibility of the se c ond 
scheme it was decided to carry out a lateral load p i le tes t . 
The test was financed by the Har bour Boar d , and 
was carried out under the supervision of Mr. H. Mi l ls , 
i n consultation with the writero Most of the i nst r u -
mentation was provided by the University of Cant e rbury o 
Some soils data was available in the form of 
(1) the pile driving record 
(2) some triaxial tests performed on samples 
from a nearby site, and 
(3) a test bore record, also from a nearby siteo 
For the Lyttelton Harbour Board, the aim of the 
test was to predict the behaviour of a fixed- head pi l eo 
It was decided that this could be done with reasonable 
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acc~racy, using the computer program developed during 
this research project, if a free - head pile were testedo 
The justification for this decision is discussed in a 
later section. 
As far as this thesis is concerned 9 the main 
interest was in whether the predicted soil properties were 
close to correcto If so, the method of analysis would appear 
to be realistic and the determination of soil elastic 
properties easyo 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST 
General 
The pile used was a 11 Oft long 2 ft diameter con= 
crete filled steel tubeo It was driven to a depth of 60 ft 
close to the pile supported breastwork at the site of the 
proposed jetty. The location was clear of existing piles, 
with none in line with the direct ion of pull a.nd with a 
clearance of several feet on either side. 
Fig. 9.1 shows the pile in place. 
Load Application 
The horizontal load was applied through a wire 
rope from the winch of a Caterpillar D8 tractor whi ch was 
situated about 60 ft away on the breastwork; far enough 
that no load would be transmitted through the soil to the 
test pile. A load cycle took about 30 seconds: 10 seconds 
each for loading, holding and unloading. This was intended 









































jetty. After i nitial trials, two runs were made , each of 
7 cycles to increasing loads until a maximum displacement 
of about two feet was obta i ned. Each run took about ten 
minutes to complete, and there was a 15 minute pause be-
tween runs. Control of loading rate was good and the winch 
brake was used to hold the load steady at a value just be-
low the peak . 
Deflection measurement 
Both the displacement and the rotation at the pile 
top were measured. Two horizontal scales six feet apart 
were set up and read from separate fixed theodolites placed 
about 60 feet away perpendicular to the direction of pull. 
Level staffs with divisions of 0.01 foot were used as scal es 
and could be read quickly and accurately. The staffs may 
be seen in figs 9.1 and 9.2, and the theodolites set up i n 
fig. 9 .3. 
9.3.4 Load Measurement 
The load was measured using a loading link which 
was a strain gauged steel bar of about two inches diameter . 
Output from a Budd P350 strain bridge was recorded us ing 
one axis of a Riken- Denshi TI plotter. The link ha d been 
recently calibrated, establishing a reliable load- st r a i n 
reading relationship . The strain reading- recorder read i ng 
relationship was measured using a simple calibration 
device built by Mr P. G. Johnstone. This provided a 
1550 
variable known resistance change (equivalent to a known 
strain), and the corresponding movement of the recorder 
pen could be read. Three calibration runs were made during 
the test to check for drift. The load measuring apparatus 
is shown in fig. 9.4. 
factory. 
This method of measuring load proved most satis-
EXPERIMENTAL READINGS 
Pile Measurements 


















Ave 6280 psi 
48 
whence Young's modulus for concrete 
6 
EC= 4.56 X 10 psi 
9.4.2 Deflection Readings 
Table 9.1 shows the deflection readings on both 
scales. When the load was applied it reached a peak and 
then fell slightly1 as the brake was applied, to a con-
stant value. The deflection readings correspond to the 
. . 




MIN MAX MIN 
4 . 00 8~00 
1 01 3.99 3o52 7~99 
3o99 7o99 
, 1 .• 2 3o99 3.40 7.99 
3.99 7.99 
1 0 3 3.98 3.02 7.98 
3.99 7.99 
1 .4 3.96 2.49 7.97 
3.97 7.97 
1 .5 3.95 2.34 7.95 
3.96 7.96 
1 • 6 3°93 2.09 7.94 
3.94 7.95 
1 0 7 3.89 1 0 77 7.90 
3.92 7.93 
2 .1 3.93 3.55 7.93 
3.93 7.93 
2.2 3.93 3.16 7.93 
·--·--
3.93 7.93 
2.3 3.93 2.92 7o94 
3o94 7.94 
2.4 3.96 2 .51 7.96 
3.96 7.96 
2.5 3.90 2 .16 7.90 
3. 91 7.91 
2.6 3.87 1 0 8 7 7.88 
3.89 7.89 
2.7 3.84 1 .67 7.85 
After 12 
minutes 3.89 7.89 
On cycle 2.4, the load was released more rapidly 



















held value rather than the peak. 
The deflection was taken to be the difference 
between the maximum reading and the zero reading for that 
cycle, rather than the initial zero reading. 
As the scales were not exactly parallel to the 
direction of pull a correction factor of 
1 / cos (sin-1 6/35) = 1 .015 
was applied to the measured deflections. Corrected displace-
ments and slope values are given in table 9.2. 
Load Readings 
It was found that 1mm. of pen travel on the 
recorder represented a load of 56.25 lb. Load values for 
each cycle are given in table 9.2. 
Fig. 9.5 shows load- displacement and load-slope 
curves plotted from table 9.2. These curves are discussed 
later. 
Soils Data 
The pile driving record is given in table 9.3 
and it may be deduced from this that there are effectively 
three soil layers with boundaries at depths of 19 and 35 
feet. A triaxial test result for the material of t he 
middle layer was also available. 
PROCESSED RESULTS 
Introduction 
As has already been stated, the aim of the test 
was to predict the behaviour of a fixed- head pile. It is 
RUN AND LOAD DISPLACEMENT SLOPE 
CYCLE (lb) (ft) X 1000 
1 .1 1570 .43 8.3 
1 • 2 1920 .53 11 0 7 
1 • 3 3150 .88 16. 7 
1 .4 5010 1 .36 25.0 
1 .5 5390 1 .4 7 28.4 
1 0 6 6330 1 .69 33.3 
1 0 7 7400 1 0 97 35.0 
2 .1 1290 .34 6.7 
2.2 2530 .70 13.3 
2.3 3340 .91 18 .3 
2.4 4720 1 0 31 25.0 
2.5 5960 1 0 61 30.0 
2.6 7030 1 .83 33.3 
2.7 7650 2.00 38.4 
Average load/displacement= 3710 lb/ft 
Average load/slope = 1940 x 103 lb 
Table 9.2 = Load and deflection values 
~ 0 I 
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DEPTH NO . OF DEPTH NO. OF DEPTH NO. OF 
(ft) BLOWS (ft) BLOWS (ft) BLOWS 
0 2 1 7 7 34 22 
1 2 18 7 35 26 
2 2 19 16 36 33 
3 2 20 16 37 46 
4 2 21 13 38 33 
5 2 22 13 39 36 
6 2 23 13 40 36 
7 3 24 13 41 38 
8 3 25 18 42 49 
9 3 26 20 43 61 
10 3 27 20 44 41 
1 1 4 28 18 45 50 
12 4 29 19 46 52 
13 3 30 18 47 53 
14 3 31 18 48 62 
15 3 32 18 49 80 
16 4 33 14 
Down to depth 19 ft, the hammer fall was about 4½ fto 
After that, i t was approximately 8 fto 
Table 9o3 - Pile Driving Record 
necessary to outline now the steps which were taken in 
order to fulf i l this aim. 
The soil properties were roughly predicted from 
the pile driving record and the triaxial test and then 
modified so that the theoretical top displac ement and rot -
ation matched the experimental values. The mod if ied values 
were then used to predict fixed - head pile behaviour o 
For .such a prediction to be valid, two condit i ons 
must be meto They are: 
(1) The soil is elastic (so the principle of 
superposition holds), and 
(2) The soil properties are correcto 
Condition (1) is in this case close to being me t 
as is shown by the curves in figo 9o5o Condition (2) 
requires further discussiono 
We may write the following equations for the top 
displacement~ and slope 9 in terms of the app l ied shear V 
and moment M: 
6.=d V+d M 
V m 
and 9 = sv V + sm M 
As dm = By we may write for the fixed head case 
6. = d V + s M 
V V 
and 9 = 0 = sv V + Sm M 
The test has given values for the flexibility coefficient s 
d ands , but the two equations still contain the three 
V V 
unknowns 6 ll M, and s and so are not soluble. 
m 
162. 
It thus appears that there is not necessarily 
a unique set of soil properties providing the correct 
values for dv and sv and it will not in general be suffi-
cient simply to obtain a set of soil properties which 
give such correct valueso In this case~ however, the 
evidence provided by the soils data has allowed condition 
(2) to be met with confidence. 
Initial Soil Properties 
It has been mentioned that the pile driving 
record shows the soil to consist of three layers with bound-
aries at .. 19 and 35 feeto That this is reasonable was con-
firmed by a bore hole record from a nearby site which showed 
three layers with boundaries at 24 and 44 feet 9 the top 
and bottom layers being clay and the middle layer being a 
sand- clay mixture. 
The energy/foot required to drive the pile in 
each of the layers, which is proportional to the number 
of blows multiplied by the hammer fall, can be calculated 
as follows. 
Average number of blows, 0-16 ft = 2o7 
19- 34 ft =16.6 
35- 48 ft =44 
Therefore Energy/foot, top layer oc 2.7 X 4.5 = 12 
middle layer oc 160 6 X 8 = 133 
bottom layer oC 44.0 X 8 = 352 
As a rough estimate; the shear modulus G was taken to be 
proportional to this energy~ 
G for the middle layer was computed as follows 
from the triaxial test . 
The submerged density was calculated using 
¥ = (H - 1) 't w 
1 - wH 
where w is the moisture content, H the specific gravity and 
¥ w the density of water & 
The confining pressure could then be calcu-
lated by multiplying r{ by the average depth of' the layer, and 
the appropriate triaxial test was that which used a s i milar 
confining pressure& 
Expressing the stress strain relationship in 
the form 
we have, since G2 = ()3 = confining pressure, 
Since the soil is submerged, we may use )Iv= o5 
So (o - o ) 
1 3 
and G = 
E 
2(1+,M,) 
= j_ ( 01 - ()3) 
3 
j_ 
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FRONT ELEVATION SIDE ELEVATION 
FIG. 9.6 (b) - VOLUME TO BE FOUND. 
16_6. 
The equation of the circle is 
2 2 r2 X + y = 
and dV 2x.dy. 
y- a 
• e = r-a 
so V(e,r,a) = ;:aJ: x (y-a) dy 
e [ 2 - 1 
= 6(r- a) 3r a(2sin 
The f'orces m1ly now be calculated. 
T = Es [ V ( e1 , r - a) -v (e2 , r2, -a )] s 1 ' 
cs = Es [v (e4, ~1 ' a) -v (e3, r21 a) J 
cc = E0 • V (e3 , r2, a) 
r 1 and r 2 are known, and all the strains may be expressed 
in terms of' r 1 , r 2 , and e1 • It is thus possible to select 
a, and calculate all the f orces in terms of e • 
1 
A short computer program was written to find a 
by trial and error so that 
Ts - Cs - Cc = o. 
a was found to be 3.36 in. 
The bending stiffness of the composite section 
10 
could then be computed and was found to be 7e2 x 10 l b 
in2 • It is interesting to compare this with EI fo r t he 
steel alone(with the neutral axis at the centre of' the 
section), and with the combined EI if the concrete can 
take the full tension stress: values obtained are 
5.2 x 1010 and 12 .5 x 10101b in, 2 respectively. 
It is now necessary to consider how this va l ue 
may be affected by the abil i ty of the concrete to sustain 
some tensile stresse 
The concrete stress due to shrinkage can be cal-
culated as follows : 
Concrete strai n/ steel strain (ec/es) = axial s tif f ness 
of steel/ ax ia l stiffness of concrete (EA /EA) = e086 o 
S C 
Now ec +es = the unrestrained shrinkage strain which will 
- 6 
be taken as 200 x 10 • 
Whence tensile stress in concrete 
= 100 ps i . 
As the concrete would be expected to take 600~1 000 
psi in tension , i t is obvioµs that some tension wi ll be 
carried. 
Before the test was car ried out some trial runs 
were made up to a top displacement of about two f ee t, 
the maximum recorded in the teste This means that, us ing 
the figures quoted above , cracking at the point of maxi-
mum moment would have extended to within about t wo i nches 
of the neutral axis position. This provides an a lmos t 
negligible increase in p ile stiffnesse However , at s ec-
tions of low moment (near both the top and bottom of the 
pile) the increase is largeo 
The stiffness near the pile tip will have negl i -
gible effect on the ground l evel slope and displacement 
but above ground level the increased stiffness will have 
significant effect on values at load levele Accordingly 
it was decided to use a constant value of 7o2 x 10101b in2 
below ground level and to assume a linear variation from 
7o2 at ground level to 12.5 x 10101b in2 at load level, 
using hand calculations for that part of the p i l e above 
~round levelo 
Final soil properties and prediction of fixed-
head pile behaviour 
Two facts became clear after several sets of soil 
properties had been tried. Firstly, the initial values 
obtained in section 9.5.2 were somewhat high. Secondly, 
c~anging of properties in the middle layer had only small 
effect~ and in the bottom layer almost negligible effect. 
This second fact confirmed the validity of neglecting the 
increase in pile stiffness at deptho 
The fixing of the layer boundary positions proved 
to restrict greatly the way in which the top d i sp l acement 
and slope could be varied independently, unless radical 
changes were made in the ratios between predicted soil 
properties. The fact that both displacement and s l ope 
could be matched without too great a departure from the 
predicted soil properties gave added confidence that both 
the soil properties and the pile stiffness were essentially 
correctc 
It was found that reducing G for the top layer 
to 13o5 psi and leaving middle and bottom layer properties 
at the predicted values gave a correct top displacement 
and a top slope which differed from the experimental 
value by less than two per cento 
The values of G used were thus 1305 , 200, and 
500 psi for the top, centre, and bottom layerso The pro-
posed piles are 3/8 ino steel thickness, and they wi l l be 
fixed 4 feet below test load levelo The value of a was 
found to be 3o0 inches, and the pile stiffness, assuming 
the concrete to have no tensile strength, is 8038 x 10101b 
in2 o These values gave a pile top displacement of 1054 
inches/ton and a fixing moment of 970,000 lb in/tono 
906 
9. 6 .1 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Test procedure 
The methods of load application, load measure-
ment, and deflection measurement all proved most satis-
factoryo 
Many previously reported pile tests have involved 
the jacking apart of two piles placed together. Because 
of the closeness of the piles the soil will have be en 
effectively stiffened by interaction effects, and the r e-
sults would not always accurately predict the behaviour 
of a pile loaded under different circumstanceso The load 
application technique used here did not suffer from this 
defecto In addition, it allowed generally very good con-
trol of the loado 
17.0o 
Load and deflection measurements could both be 
taken quickly and , as the small scatter of points in figo 
9o5 shows,with accuracyo 
The test could have been made more complete in 
several wayso Separate application of the load at two 
levels would have been a simple way to allow the predict i on 
of fixed- head pile behaviour without soils informat ion; a 
test using just the steel tube would have eliminated any 
doubt as to the pile stiffness; and strain- gauging of an 
unfilled pile would have allowed a bending moment distri -
bution and hence a full deflected shape to be obtainedo 
However, it is felt that the test as carried out has ful-
filled the aims with more than sufficient accuracyo 
Elasticity of Behaviour 
The elasticity of the system behaviour has proved 
both interesting and rather pleasingo Figo 9o5 shows that, 
in fact, the stiffness increased slightly with l oado The 
values of initial set , obtainable from table 9o1 , i ndi-
cate virtually elastic behaviour. After a second displ ace-
ment of about two feet , a set of about 1¾ i no wa s obser v ed, 
but the p i le was returning to its initial position at a 
relatively fast paceo The accidental more rapid re l ease 
of load i n cycle 2o4 and the corresponding decrease in set 
led to a strong feeling that a sudden release of load 
would have allowed a return almost to the initial positiono 
No creep was noticeable while the load was heldo 
I 
1 71, 0 
It seems possible that, for clay soils, and 
short term loading , behaviour may in general be elastic 
up to a quite high displacement level. In this case a 
maximum ground level displacement of almost 4ino was 
achieved with very little sign of plastic behavioure 
9.6.3 Soil Properties 
There is no reason to suspect the accur acy of 
the values finally obtained for the soil propertieso I t 
has been mentioned that it was necessary to radically change 
the predicted properties if a change in slope a l one or 
displacement alone was required . That both were matched 
without such change implies that approximately correct 
soil properties were foundo 
The assumption that G is proportional to t he pile 
driving energy was, of cour se, intended to provide onl y 
a very rough estimate of properties. The change of top 
layer G from 18 to 13e5 psi is reasonable when v i ewed in 
this lighto 
Although pile top behaviour was not greatly 
sensitive to middle layer stiffness, the triaxia1 t es t 
prediction was certainly reasonable. This particula r t ri-
axial test was not intended for the prediction of G and 
if a test were carried out for such a prediction some 
improvements could be madeo The most obvious is that the 
sample should be loaded and unloaded several times , be-
cause the slope of the unloading line , which represents 
1 7·2o 
elastic behaviour, is much more easily determined than 
the initial slope of the loading lineo Also, it would 
be preferable to use a sample which had a horizontal 
orientation within the soil mass, in case the soil is more 
than a little anisotropico 
Geophysical techniques may prove to be the best 
method of obtaining soil elastic constants, but the 
properly planned triaxial test also seems promising. In 
any case, it appears that further research into methods 
of determining soil elastic properties has an excellent 
chance of success. There is an obvious need for such 
further research. 
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C H A P T E R TEN 
CONCLUSION 
REVIEW OF THEORETICAL WORK 
Soil as an Elastic Continuum 
The basis of this investigation has been the idea 
that the best initial step towards the solution of late r a lly 
loaded pile problems is to treat the soil as elastic and 
continuous., 
The bulk of previous work on the topic has used 
the Winkler soil model, which may be thought of as a row 
of unconnected springs , the spring stiffness being called 
the horizontal modulus of subgrade reaction kh., However , 
the elastic continuum has a number of advantages over the 
Winkler model: 
(1) It is a more accurate representat i on of real soil ., 
(2) It allows stresses within the soil t o be dete r -
mined, and 
(3) The constants used to describe the soil are de= 
pendent on only the soil properties , whi l e kh 
depends on pile properties and loading a s well o 
Behaviour of pile in elastic half- space 
An analysis has been developed which al l ows the 
solution by computer of a laterally loaded pile in an 
elastic half space , and the solution has been used to study t he 
various effects of pile and soil properties on the systemo 
This study has provided an understanding of 
system behaviourj and it has also enabl€d the compilat i on 
of tables which give appr ox imately the ground-leve l dis-
placement and slope for any loaded pilee The tables may 
be used in the design process as long as the limit a tions 
of the soil model are understood and as long as the soil 
properties can be determined with reasonable accuracy o 
A pile characteristic length L has been defined 
. . C 
and has been shown to be, i n general, the most economical 
length of a laterally loaded pile in a soil of constant 
propertieso 
Varying soil properties 
Two analyses which allow an elastic isotropic 
soil to have properties whi ch vary with position have been 
presented. 
The first allows a general variat i on with posi-
tion but uses a numerical i ntegration procedure which 
introduces a number of d isadvantagese 
The second is an approximate analysis v~Lich a llows 
properties to vary with depth, in layerso A computer pro= 
gram has been written to car ry out this analysis and it 
may ; like the tables already mentioned , be used in the 
design process as l ong as the same conditions are me to 
Typical solutions for a two-layer system have 
been given and it has been noted that effects at ground 
level are largely dependent on soil properties to a depth 




A photoelastic investigation was carr ied out with 
the aim of checking the stresses in a two-layer systemo 
Time did not allow the method to be refined sufficiently 
for accurate results, but the experimental technique is of 
some interesto 
Full- scale test 
A full - scale test has been reportedo The test 
procedure proved most satisfactory and two interesting 
facts emerged from the results: 
(1) The soil was linearly elastic up to quite high 
displacements, and 
(2) Soil properties obtained approximately from tests 
not intended for this purpose correlated reason-
ably well with actual propertieso The indication 
was that it should be possible to obtain soil 
elastic properties with reasonable accur a cy 
from simple testso 
10.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The broad aim of this investigation has been 
to provide a sound base for future research into some of 
the various aspects of laterally loaded pile design 0 It 
is thus appropriate to conclude by briefly discussing 
some major areas into which future research should be 
fruitful. 
Inelast i c behavi our 
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Spillers and Sto116 and Poul os7 each modified 
their elastic analyses by causing the soil to bec ome p l astic 
once a certain yie l d pressure had been reachedo Howeve r y 
the pressure required to cause yielding was determined in a 
very elementary fashiono 
This modification, which can be very easi l y 
included in the analysis presented here, has not been made 
because research at present in progress in the Univers i t y 
of Canterbury is aimed at a ccounting for soil plasticity 
in a much more realistic way. The aim is to follow system 
behaviour from the initial elastic stage through to fa i lureo 
Dynamic Loading 
In New Zealand, a most important agent of lateral 
load is the earthquakeo Thus the consideration of dynami c 
behaviour is an important avenue for research., In this 
respect it should be noted that most soils may be expe cted 
to behave elastically under dynamic loading., 
In the general equation of motion of a dynami-
cally loaded system there will be two unknown quantities : 
the stiffness of the system and its mass. The stiffness 
can be found, but the mass wi l l include an unknown 
vibrating mass of soil., This mass could perhaps be deter-
mined from an experimental programo 
In connection with earthquake loading, it should 
be remembered that the displacements are actually applied 
through the foundationo However, the inertia forces on 
the structure will have to be resisted by the foundation 
and it is this aspect of a general interaction problem 
which can be studied as above. 
Pile groups 
There wi ll be some interaction among t he pi l es 
in a closely- spaced group, and the consideration of soil 
as an elastic continuum should prove useful in account ing 
for this interactiono The displacement at a point on one 
pile due to forces applied to the soil through other piles 
can be calculatede Because of the property of super pos1it i on, 
a total stress system for the group can be obtained to which 
yield criteria can be appliedo Poulos 7 has already pre-
sented an analysis of pile groups which uses the elastic 
half- space soil modelo 
Determination of soil elastic propertieso 
The determination of soil elastic propert i es i s 
of course essential if the analysis presented he r e is to 
be useful6 The use of geophysical techniques woul d seem 
to be very promising, especially if a pile is to be 
de&igned to carry dynamic loadingo It should be possible 
also to find elastic properties from some simple soils 
test such as the triaxial testo Research into this problem 
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A P P E N D I X I 
THE MINDLIN SOLUTIONS FOR A POINT FORCE 
IN AN ELASTIC HALF- SPACE 
18·20 
The Mindlin5 expressions are reproduced be low. u , v , w 
are the displacements in the x , y,z directionso ~ are the 
direct and "'C the shear st r esseso The half- space is bound 
by the plane z = O, and the force Pacts at the point 
(o,o,c)e 
(x 
2 2)½ r = + y 
(x 
2 2 
+ (z c)2)½ R1 = + y , 
and R2 (x 
2 2 + (z + c)2)½ = + y 0 









2 2 er = Px [- ( 1- 2JN) + ( 1- 2,M,) (5- 4µ) _ 3x _ 3(3- 4M-)x 
. X 8 'Tt ( 1 - )/2) R 3 R 3 R 5 R 5 
1 2 1 2 
2 
_ 4( 1- M) ( 1 - 2~) ( 3 _ x ;3R2+z+c) ) 
R2(R2+z+c) R2 (R 2+z+c) 
er = Px [ ( 1 =2~) + ( 1- 2µ.)( 3- 4µ,) 






4( 1- ~) ( 1- 2,M,) ( 1 _ Y ~3Rz+Z+C) ) 
R2(R2+z+c )
2 R2 (R2+z+c) 
.§£_ ( c - (1 - 2r,) (z+c ) + 5y:z )] , · . 
+ R25 R2 




(J" = Px [ ( 1- 2)&) 
2 2 
3(z- c) _ 3 (3- 4/w)(z+c ) 
z 8'7t (1 -;t,) R 3 
1 





5z ( z+c) )]. 
2 ' 
R2 
PxY [ 3(z-c ) 
yz = 8 7t ( 1 -JA,) - R 5 
' 1 









'1!' = zx 
P [ - (1-2µ,)(z -c ) + (1 - 2µ.)(z - c) _ 3x2(z-c ) 
8'l't(1 - µ,) R 3 R 3 R 5 
1 2 1 
3(3-4,t,1,)x2(z+c) 6c ( 2 5x2z(z+c))]' 
5 - - 5 z(z+c) - (1 -2,M-)x - 2 ; , R R ~ 
R2 2 2 
p [ (1 - 2µ.) (1 - 2µ,) 
2 2 
'C = 
3X 3 ( 3-4µ,) X 
8 7T, Z1-)A,) rm R 3 
+ ---xy 
R 3 R 5 R 5 
1 2 1 2 
4( 1-µ,)( 1-2µ.) ( 
2 2 
_ x (3R2+z+c ))_ 6cz ( 1 _ ~ ) ] = 1 
R2(R2+z+c )2 R 2(R +z+c) R 5 R 2 • 
(I . 9) 
2 2 2 2 
For a force Pin the z direction, 
u,v = Pr [ ~ + (3- 4M)(z- c) _ 4(1 - ,.v.,)(1 - 2µ) 
16'TI.G(1 -J.,1,,) R13 R23 R2 (R2+z+c) 
2 
+ 6cz(z+c) ] 






(1.1 1 ) 
rr = P [(1-2,11v)(z- c) _ 3x2 (z-c) (1 - 2M){3(z-c)-4µ(z+c)} 
X 87t (1 -#,,) R13 R15 + R23 
3(3-4M-)x2(z- c)-6c(z+c){(1-2».,)z-2Mc} 30cx2z(z+c) 
5 = R 7 





. P [ ( 1- 2µ,) ( z-c) + 





<t; = yz 





_ 30cz(z+c)3 J 
R 7 ' 
2 
Py [-
8 rrt (1 -µ,) 
(1-2,M,) + (1-2),,A.,) _ 3(z-c )2 
R 3 R 3 R 5 




~ 30:z~z+c) 2 ]' 
2 
+ 4(~-M-)(1-2,J.A.) ( 1 + j_) = 30cz(z+c)]. 
R (R +z+c) R +z+c R2 R27 2 2 2 
(Io 12) 
(I.13) 
( I .14) 
(Ic15) 
Displacements and stresses due to a force in they 
direction can be obtained by substituting y for x in 
equations (I.1) - ( I.9) and ~Y and "'C by making the same zx 
substitution in equations (1.12) and (I.14). 
A P P E N D I X I I 
COMPUTING FACILITIES 
During the initial part of this research, the only 
machine available at the University of Canterbur y was an 
I.B.M. 1620 model 1, with a total available storage of 
about 29000 decimal digits, or 2900 wordso The instal-
lation, in October 1967, of an I.B.M. 360 model 44 pro-
vided an available core storage capacity of about 8700 
single precision (4byte) words, back up storage facilities, 
and greatly improved speeds of compilation, processing, 
and output. The still limited core storage capacity made 
necessary an overlay-type program structure which is 
described in Appendix III. Although this capacity has 
been doubled (the available core almost trebled) in 
September 1969, the overlay structure has been retained, 
so that the array sizes may be increased. 
The programming languages used were Fortran II 
for the 1620 and Fortran IV for the 360/44. All pro~ 
gram listings given are in the latter language and have 
not yet been modified to use the extra core storage. 
A P P E N D I X I I I 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SOLVE FOR A 
LATERALLY LOADED PILE IN A LAYERED 
ELASTIC CONTINUUM 
The program uses the theory developed in Chapters 3, 
6 and 7o It consists of six parts or phases, only one of 
which is contained in core storage at any time. This 
structure, shown in fig. IIIo1, is necessary because of 
the limited core storage availableo Entry to the program 
is made by one of the statements EXEC FREE, EXEC FIXED , 
or EXEC STRESS. 
EXEC FREE causes the dummy phase FREE, consist ing of 
the single module START, to be placed in coreo It sets 
UIJ constants and then calls in phase BASIC, which contains 
the two modules BIG and PLATE . BIG reads pile and soil 
data from cards and solves for a free head pile 9 the sub= 
program PLATE calculating on-diagonal terms in the 
matrix S (Cha~ter 3)o In the case of a multi-layer soilg 
BIG uses the basic assumption described in Chapter 6 and 
transfers control to phase IMPROVE. The layer boundary 
compatibility correction is then made and control returned 
to BASIC, for another cycle to be carried out. Printout 
from BASIC is made when the end-of- cycling condition is 
met, and control remains with this phase if another free-






BASIC IMPROVE PRIMARY FIXED 
BIG CORR GREAT I BEGIN I 
IPLATE I I PLATE I I PLATEI 
COMMON 
I I I I 







EXEC FIXED causes a similar set of instructions to 
be carried out except that the solution is for a fixed= 
head pileo 
EXEC STRESS causes the module STRES to be placed in 
coreo This should not be done unless a pile solution has 
just been carried out, for STRES reads some input data which 
has been placed on disc by the previous phaseo Informat i on 
about the output required is read from cards and output 
consists of one of the three forms shown in figo 7o1o 
It is not necessary for most jobs that all six phases 
be loadeda For example, if a free head pile in a soil of 
constant properties is to be solved , only phases FREE and 
BASIC are requiredo 





~f1 DUU STA <! 
Fn ~~s LlL •~v PHISE 'FREE' WHICH SE TS UP CONSTANTS TO ALLC~ CQAR ( CT 
TA IN ~FEP RtTWE~N PHASES •eftSTC' A~G 'IMPROVE' ONC THE ~ CALLS I~ 
• ~~S I C ' 
DI•ENSI O~ \ (67,o7) ,E(67) ,P1&71,Ul67l,eOuNDl!Ol, G(l U),P,( !Cl, 11(10 
ll, S22 11Cl, SJJ ( l0 l, •Ul3 0 l,UI l661,B( 67,2l,C(2 1 67l,Al(2,671,R 2 ( , Z l 
cr1~ ~CN A,1 ,l,~Y,Nl,CEL,W,Sl,S2,S3,~,CY,E,P,u,ecuNC,G,PR,S11, 2l,S3 
l 3, :; U, U l , I< Ol.Jf\' T, ,., l , M2, EL , Z 1-1 I , ZL , 'J, l M, N, NL, X, Y, Y X , Y Z, ZS H, l l ~, l N, E IL, I< 
2 C, J,K,L,Kl,KJ,LJ,ZKl,ZKJ,SU~,R3,ij4,T,~1,N2,R,ll,ZJ,MN,CLl,Z~C~,NP, 










~CJ ,l~LE HJ;; 
•AIN ~OUU L~ FC~ PHASE 'PASIC' •~IC~ SCLVES FGR FREE HE AC PILE 
uS l~G ~•SIC AS~u•PTICN •~ • CALLS PHASE •J~PRCVF' IF SCIL HAS •ORE 
TH ON O~E LAY ER 
QI •ENS I (IN A I 6 7, 6 7 I , E ( 6 7 l , PI 6 7 ) , 1J( 6 7) , SOUND I 10 l , G ( l O) , P-. ( 1 C ) , S 11 ( l 0-
1 l , S22110) , SB ( 10 ) , DU (301 ,UI (661 , R(o7, 2 1,Cl2,67) ,Rl!Z,67 ),<2( 2,21 
cn~~c~ l,l,l,NY,NZ,CEL,W,51,S2, 53 ,M,CY, F,P,U,e cuNO,G,PR ,Sll,~22,53 
l 3, 1; L,, U I , KOU /\: T , ~ l, ML, EL, Z ~ I , Z L , Vt Z fl., r,..;, NL, X, Y, Y X, Y Z, ZS H, Z Z ~, l N, EI L, K 
2 C, .J , K , L , K I , t< J, L J, l Kl , Z K J, S lJ JV, R 3 , ~ 4 ., T, ~ l , N2, K, Z I , Z J, MN, D \JI , Z MC~, NP, 
~~C 1{U~,KHC,HITE,HU,HL 
GO TC (500, >0 11,KOUNT 
'SOO KOU'JT= 2 
~E ,r, ( 5 , ?76 I NO ', UN 
97,, FO>'~AT 1151 
501 AE~015,ICOI EL,ZMl,W,ZL,V,ZM,HITE,~ N 
1c n FC ~•AT(7El0.4,!5) 
R[ .\!1(5,1011 NL,!GIIl,PR(l), eC U\C (Il,1=1,NLI 






Z Sti= V 
•=O 












IF(NL.cQ.11 GC TC 301 
DlJJGCI=;;,NL 
DO ~COJ=l , t; 
ZJ=J 
Z=!ZJ-.'>l*!ltl 
IF( P.CU~D ( 11.GT.ZI G8 TO 300 
IF(•CUNIJ(!I.LE.!Z-IJEl)) GD TC ~00 




S2L (I )=4.-12.•~R( I l+B.•PR( I l** L 










201 Ul lll= Q. 
zc r, KOl1E=l 
61 OU7I=J,/\ 
Z I= I 
Z=IZI-.51*Dtl 
IFIKCD E.eQ.21 Gr. Tr. 22 
IFI NL-ll30,31,l0 
31 Sl=Slll 11 
S2 =52 2 111 
S3=S33111 
GO TC £3 
3P IJ020 L= 2,"I L 




GrJ TC 23 





2 l CALL PLATF' 
2 2 n• 7Kl=l,~ 
ZK l=KI 




X= I ZJ-. 5 I *UEL 
DO~ KJ=l,~ 
ZKJ=KJ 
YX=(ZKJ-. 5 1•DY-W/2 . 
LJ=(J-ll*~•KJ 
IFJKC O~ .E C. 2 1 GO TC 6 






IFIZ.L t' .XI AILl,LJl=R/EIL-AILI,LJI 
!Fil.GT.XI AILI,LJl=(R-ZL*(l-Xl*•31/EIL-A(Ll,LJI 
CO~TINUE 
IFIKCIJ E-117,9, 7 






h 00 131=1,~N 
T=-1 I I, I I 
A(I,ll=l• 
on!OJ =L,~ N 
l rJ All,Jl=A(l,JI/T 
cnNTINLEU(!I · t-' O! JIJ L[ GI G 
Or:!3 1<;1,~N 
IF(K-1111,1 3 ,1 ~ 
11 T= • I K,1 1 
A(K,11=0. 
• r.12 J=l,~N 
12 A(K,Jl=A{K,JI-T*All,JI 
11 CO NTI NUf 
OrJl~ J=l,~ N 
OGlAI= l, 2 
SU•=C . 
00l1K=l,-N 








RD=R211,ll•R21 2 ,2l-qz(l,2l*R212,1 I 
R21l,2l=-R21l, c l/RO 
R2 12 ,11=-M 2 12,ll/ RIJ 
R2 2=R2(2,2) 
R212,2l=R21l,ll/RD 
R21 l, l I =R2 2 /RC 
00251=1,N 
Z I= I 
Z=I ZI -.5l• Dc: L 
0025K=l,~ 
L=( 1-l l*~+K 








00 271=1,~ ~ 




HU =R2 1 l, l )* R.ll+R2( l,Zl•M32 






40 SU~=SU~+All ,Kl * IE(~I- BIK,ll•t-U- AIK ,21*!-Ll 
zq P( I )=S U~ 
DU 57l=l ,~'l 
un 57J=t .~N 
S7 O(I,Jl= L' • 
Kr. r. E•Z 
LON TI NLE l.i (21 
~ 
,::, . .:, 
,o r,u LF P.IG 
;:;o TC ul 
14 cr.:,21=1,, 
l I• I 
Z=( ~I-.S l •Ut: L 
DG 6 2J= l ,, 
L=I 1-l l•,+J 
Sl.: f' =O. 
l)0 ~1 K=l,f'N 
6 3 su~ =SUM+A (L ,Kl • PIK) 
CCNT l ~Ll: ~ l?l 
~; L(Ll=( 7 L-Zl/ZL • HU+(/lL*HL+ ~u,-z,•Z/EIL•(2.*ZL-Zl*(lL-Zl 
SLO=C. 
DC 750 I=l, r, 
Z I= I 
1=1ZJ-.',l* Ct: L 
on 150 J=l,M 
Ll=II-ll*~+J 
75~ SL u =S LC+P(Lll•IZL-ll*Z/ZL• l 2.*IZL -ll **2+l*(3 .•ZL- 2 . *Zl l 
SL~= (HU-HLl/ZL+l2.•7,*ZL**7•SLCl/ElL 
JF(HI TE.E U. O.l GC ro 124 
U=z,o,-v•HITE 
DIS=HU+SLC*HIT c+HITF**?./(EL*ZMll*IZ~/2.+V*HITE/3.l 
SLO=SLC+H!T e/l EL•Z~I l*IZM+V*rlTE/2.) 
124 IFl~.E Q.ll GC TO 900 
WRITE16,90 3 l 




901 WRITE(o,902) ( r (Ll ,L=Ll,L2l 
90" FO~, ATl'0' 8E l2.4l 
90 0 WRITE l 6 ,l 03 l ~C,~,~ 
103 FO q~AT('l'ZOX,'PROG RAM VARJA P. U· S NO QF CYCLES ='1 2 //44X,' i. 
113//44X, •e =' l / //l 
•RITEl6,l04l ZL,s, F. L,lMI 
104 F0 1MAT(21X,'PILE PRO PEAT!ES',7X,' HEAC FREE'//44X,'LEN GTH ='Fe.I// 
l44X,'WICTH •'F i .l//44X,'E •'El0.4//44X,' I ='E!C.4//l 
SRITE(6,105) HITE,v,z, 
105 Fr.~,AT(ZlX,'LC'AOl>JG CETAILS rT A80Vt: GRr.ut;o ='F6.1//44X, 'SH 
lEA q •'El0.4//4~x,•, o ,F NT •'El0.4//) 
HITE=-HITE 
•RI TE (6,106) NL 
!O h FCR~AT(ZlX,'SOIL PROPERTIES',BX,11,' LAYfR SOI L'/l 
IF(NL.:::C.ll wRITE(h,400) Glll,PR(ll 
40 0 FrR~AT144X,'G =' F7.l//44 X,'PR • 'F3.2l 
IFINL.E Q.ll GQ TC 401 
l<RITE(6,402l 
40 2 F~ r<, t'AT(44X, 1 0EPTH',bX,•G 1 ,7X,'P!( 1 /) 
OC641=1,NL 
wRITE l l>,1071 Bli UNO(ll 
107 FO P. ~AT(43X,F6.ll 
64 wRITEl6,l0 8 l Glll,PR(ll 
ID ~ FO R~ AT(',OX,F8.i,4X,F3.2l 
,,Ol l<RITEll,,IO'll 
10 ·1 F(1 K~ATl////21X, 'IJEPTH' ,6X, 'KEACTION' ,6X, 'CEFLECTI • f•I' ,6X, 'SHEAR' ,9X 
1,• ~0 ,.. E"J T 1 ,qx, 1 o;; LCPf: 1 ,lOX, 1 KH ' /) 
IFIHIT c .E O. O.) GC TC 12n 
MO il Ulf: ,q r, 
WR I H I " , 1 21 l H l TE, IJ IS, V, Z,, SL C 
121 FCk"AT( 20X, F6.l,F2R.4,Fl4.l,Fl4.0,[lt.4/l 
z,-1,u, 
PI R I TC: ( t, ,1.22} HU,V,l~ 
12~ F0 lM AT(2lX, ' 000 .0' ,FZ 8 .4,Fl4.l,FJ4. 0l 
;:;c TC 123 
12 ~ wRITE(n,ll Q) HU,V,!~,SLn 
ll ~ FC •~ AT121X,' 000 .D' ,FZR.4,F l4.l,Fl4. 0,Elh .4l 
12 l DO 65 l=l, f>: 
ZI= I 
Xa( !l-.5l*llEL 
Z=ll*ll [ L 
SL•P=O. 
St;~U=O. 






ZM=Z,+V•DEL+.S * SUMP*CEL 
SR=5UMP/ISUrU• J ELl 
Ll• ( 1-l l•~+l 
wRIT c (b,111) X,SUMP,U(L ll, SR 
lli FC ~~ATIZOX,Fo.l,Fl3.1,Fl5.4,40X,F15.ll . 
!Fll.~E.lLl WRITElo,1121 Z,V,ZM 
11 2 Fr s >AT(20X,F6.l,25X,Fl7.l,Fl4. 0 l 
h'i c o·n1 NUF 
wRITEl 6 ,ll 3 l ZL,HL,V,ZM 
lJj FO >MAT(l0X,F6.l,F2 8 .4,Fl4.l,Fl4. 0/// ///////l 
KEHl~n l 
CrNTl,LE 0 14l 
wRITElll MN,IP(I l,I=l, ~Nl,~ L,( Glll,Pi< (ll, RCUND(ll,l al, ~Ll,ZL,~,r~, 
l~,,,,1,,2,IIJUII l,I=~l,M2l 
IF I NL. ~, .ll (;C TC 502 
IFIKC. f. C.71 GO TC 'i02 
IF(nHU.GT •• Oll GC TO PQ2 
IF(IJHL,L:: •• 051 GC TC 502 
802 ZM • UlW 
V=/ SH 
HITF=-HIT E 
CALL LI\K('l'r c< QVE'l 
501 KC=KC+l 
GO TC Z OO 
5 02 lFINP.LT.Nr. ~UNl GC TC 503 







1-1ncu u: P tG 1 ~ 
FO>~S IJU~".y PH.\SE 'f!XEO' WHICI-' IS Sl~•ILAR TO 'FREE:' BLT oHICH 
CALLS It\ 'P~IMARY' 
0 I e ENS I C r,; Al I> 7,671 , r l I, 7 I , P ( 6 71 , U l 6 7 I , BCUN D l l C I , GI l O I , PR I l C I , S 111 l 0 
11 , S 2 2 I l O I , S 3 3 I IO I , llU l 3 0 I , U I I I> 6 I , ~ I I> 7, 2 I , C ! 2, o 7 I , R l ! 2, 6 7 I , R 2 l 2 , ti 
c cr ~rN A,I,l, NY, NZ, • ;L,W,Sl,S2,S3,M,OY,E,P,U,BCUND,G,PK,Sll,S2l,S3 
13, 0U,Ul,KOLNT,~1,~?.,EL,Z~l,LL,V,lM,~,NL,X,Y,YX,Yl,ZSH,ZZ~,ZN,fIL,K 
2C,J,~ ,L,KI,~J,LJ,ZKl,ZKJ,SU~,R 3,R4, T,~l, N2,R,Z I,ZJ ,MN, CUI,Z~C~,NP, 









~(1 1iU LE ,~r• fAT 
MAIN MQU ULE Fc q PHASE 'PRJ>Aqv•. SJ~JLAR TO MODULE 'BIG' BUT 
SCLVfS FCR A F!XEC ~EA D P!Lf. 
U I ~EN S I Gt\ A 16 7, 6 7 I , EI o 7 I , PI b 7 I , U I b 7 I , BOUND ( l O I, G ( l O I , PR ( l CI , S 11 ( l 0 
11, 522 11 01 ,S>lll01,DU(301,Ul(661,8167,21,C!2,671,Rll2,671,R2!2,21 
CO r-' ~CIJ A, I , Z, NY, NZ, 0 EL, W, S l, S 2, $ 3, M, CY, I::, P, U, B • UNO, G, PR, S 11 , S 2 2, S3. 
13, DL,UI,KOU~T,Ml,M2,EL,Z~I,ZL,V,ZM,N,NL,X,Y,YX,YZ,ZSH,Zl~,ZN,EIL,K 
2C, J,K,L,KI,KJ , LJ,ZKI , ZKJ, SU~,R3,R4,T,N l, N2,R,Zl,Z J, MN,UUl,lMC~,NP, 
3NO~~~,KHC,HITE,HU,HL 
GO TC ! 500, 5011, KOU NT 
;en KOIJNT=2 
RE ,\fl 15 , 8761 NORU"I 
8 76 FO<~ATI l'il 
503 ~E10(5,1001 EL,ZMI,W,ZL,V,HITE,MN 
100 FO R~A Tl 6E l0.4,151 
~E .\D(5,10ll NL,IG!ll,P~lll,BCU~D(ll,l=l,:IJLI 
101 FOqMIT!l5/lEl0 .4 ,F5.3,F7.lll 















~l=UE L*Ll\:Y/ft+. "> 
EIL=6.•EL*ZMl*ZL 
IF!NL.tQ.11 GO TC 301 
DO 300 1=2,NL 
DIJ 3CO J=l,N 
lJ=J 
Z=IZJ-.51*0EL 
!F18CUND(JI.GT.ZI GD TO 300 
IF!qCUNDIII.LE.!Z-OELII GO TO 300 
BrJC~C! I l=Z-UEL/2. 
300 ca.~TINUE 
301 DO 21 l=l,N L 
S11!11=3.-4.•P ~C!I 
S22(11=4.-12.*PR(ll+8.¢PRl11**2 
21 S3ll ll=50.2o56*GI 11•!1.-PR( JI I 





DO 201 !=l,MN 






~-OllULE CREA T 
61 DO 7 1=1,N 
l I= I 
l=IZJ-.5)*Dtl 




GO TC Z3 
30 00 20 L=2,NL 
IFl7..GE.ROUND(L)) GO TD 70 
Sl=Sll I L-l> 
52=S22 I L-U 
S3=S33 I L-1 > 
GO TC 23 
7n IFIL.NE.NU GG TC 20 
Sl=Sll l~U 
S2=S22 I 1'U 
S3= S33 ( NU 
20 co1:T1 ~uE 
23 CALL PLATE 




DO~ J =l,N 
lJ=J 
X=I ZJ-.5 )*DEL 
CO 8 KJ=l,M 
lKJ=KJ 
YX=llK J -.51•DY-~/2. 
LJ=(J-l)*M+l<.J 















7 CONT l'IUE 
IFIKCnE-1) 14,15,14 
1~ DO 25 l =l,N 
ll=I 
Z=IZJ-.,,.•llEL 










C 12 ,~Nll =l• 
El~Nll=V*HITE**2l12.*EL*ZMII 
DO 13 l=l,MNl 
T=A 11, I I 
A(l,11=1. 
DO 10 J=l,"Nl 
10 A(I ,J)=All,J)/T 
DO 13 K=l,"Nl 
IFIK-1 l 11,13,11 
11 T=qK,I) 
AIK,ll=O. 
DO 12 J=l ,l'Nl 
12 A(K,Jl=A(K,JI-T*A(l,J) 
11 CONTI NUE 
DC' 18 J=l ,1'1-;l 
DU 18 l=l,2 
SU~=O. 
DO 19 K=l,l'Nl 
19 SUM=SUM+Cll ,Kl*AIK,Jl 
18 Rlll,J)=SUM 
DO 16 J=l,2 
DO 16 1=1,2 
SUM=C. 
DO 17 K=l,l'Nl 









DO 26 l=l,M!H 
21:> SUl"=SU~+Rl ll,l)*E(ll 
R3l=SUM-V*ZL 
SUM=C. 









DO zq 1=1,~,-,1 
SU~=C. 
Ob 4C K=l,~~l 
40 SU~=SU~+l(I,K)*(E(Kl-RIK,ll•H0-BIK,21*Hl) 
2·> P( I )=SU~ 
lM=P(M~ll 
CONTINL ELi 121 
...... 
5l 
l"O C: Ull: G!<f::~T 
u c•=u 
i< Or. E=2 
GO TC 6 1 
l'• 00 62 1=1,~N 
Sur-=C , 
Ct) 63 J=l,MN 
6 ·, SL: .~=SUM+A( 1,J)*P(J) 
6 : Lil )=SUM+Ul (1 J 
IF(HITt,EQ,O.J GO TO 124 
S Li l= C. 
OfJ 750 I=I," 
Z I= I 
l= Il I-. 5 J •Ct:L 
on 750 J=1,e 
Ll=!l-ll•~+J 
CO~ Tl NLFiJ(3 l· 
7'iO SL C' =5LC+P!Lll*IZL - Zl*l/ZL*(Z.•!ZL-ZJ••2+l*(3.*ll-2 , *Zll 
SLC= (HU-HLI/ZL+ll.*ZM*ZL**Z+SLCJ/ElL 
IJ 1S=HU+SLr*HlT , +HlTE••2/(EL•ZMIJ•!ZM/2,-V*HITE/6 ,J 
z~ =!~OM - V*HlTE 
124 lF(~.E Q,IJ ,;C TC 900 
WRlTE!o,903) 
901 FO R~AT(' I FORCF DlSTRIBUTICN'/l 
0IJ 9CI I=l,N 
Ll=(I-IJ•M+l 
L2=1*M ~o, t.RITE(n,902) (P(L) ,L=Ll,L?J 
'JO? Fr.K~AT( '0' 61: 12,41 
9C() WH1TEl6,l03) KL ,"t,M 
IO l Fc<, MAT('l'20X,'PRQGRAM VAPIAeL ES NO nF CYC LES ='[2//44X,', =· 
113//44X,'M ='I ~//) 
WR( TE! o ,1041 ZL ,l.,EL,ZMI 
lil4 Ff)sMAT(ZIX,'PILE PROPEKTIE'.>',8X,•n•c FI XE0'// 44X,'LE"t GTH =•Fe.I// 
144X, 1 WI CTH ;'F 5 .l//44X,• ~ ;'E9.4//44X,' I ;'E9.4//) 
wRITE ( o,1051 HITc,V,Z M 
10 '> FOK~hT(21X, 'L OADING DETAILS HT heCv E: GROUND ='F6.l//44X, 'SH 
l EA Q =' EI 0.4//44X,'FIX I NG MnMENT ='Ell.4//J 
HIH=-HITE 
wRITE(c,1061 NL 
10 6 FOKMAT(21 X,' SCI L PKC PER TI ES',~X, 11,' LAYtR SCIL'/) 
IF( NL. t:0 .11 WRITE(6,4001 G(ll,Pq(IJ 
4011 FOD~AT(44X,'G ='F7,l//44X,'PR 'F3.2J 
IF( NL. ~Q .11 GC TC 401 
WRITEl6,4021 
4 0/ F 01{ t' t:. T t 44 X, 'DEPTH' , 6 X, • G 1 , 7 X, •PR' / ) 
DO 64 l=l, NL 
WRI TE(o,1071 BOUND( I J 
IC7 FOR~•Tl43X,F6.l J 
6< hRITE(6,IOfJ GIIJ,PR(II 
10~ FORMAT(50X 1 F8.l,4X,F3.21 
401 WRIH16,10ql 
10'-J FCK,-,AT I ////ZlX, 'CFPTH• ,6X, ' REhC Tl nt.J • ,6X, 'OtFLE CTIOn• ,6 X, 'SHEAR' ,c;x 
1, '1'1 n,..ENT' , BX, 1 KH' /) 
IFCHIT E. EQ . O.J GC TO 120 
hRI TE( b ,1 21) HJTE,u!S,V,ZM 
l?I FU <~AT(20X,F6.l,F28.4,Fl4.1,F14.0/) 
Z~= .~"nc 
r-,nruu: c. 1<1:0.r 
12 0 wRI TEl o ,122) HU,V,Z~ 
12 2 F" qMAT(21X,'00 0 .C',F2 ! .4,Fl4.l,Fl4.0J 
DfJ ~5 l=l,N 
ZI= l 














111 FrR~AT(20X,F6 .l ,Fl3 .l,Fl 5.4,F40.ll 
IF(,. NE .ZLI wRJTEl6,ll2) 7,V,Z" 
112 FO•~A T(20 X,~6 .l,25 X, Fl7.1,Fl4. 0 I 
6'> cc~ TJrlt.:E 
WR!TE(6,ll3) ZL,HL,V,ZM 
ll o FO P~AT(20X,Fo.1,F2tt.4,Fl4.l,Fl4.0//////////I 
REWl~O l 
CCN Til,LE lJ (4I 
WRITElll~N,IPIIJ,I=l,MNl,~ L,(G( !J,P~( IJ,~OUNC( 11,1=1, "t ll,ZL,~,M~,~ 
1, N,"1,"2,! DUI II ,I=~l,~2) 
IFl "I L. EC .IJ Gr TC ~02 
IF(KC.E ~.7J GO TC 502 
IF(nHU,GT •• Ull GC TC 802 




CALL LI~K(' IMP ~OVE' J 
'>01 KC=KC+I 
Gr. TC 200 
501 !F(NP.LT.~CRUNI GC TD 50! 
co.~TI NUE 
EN D 
~ = = 
l'OLIULE CCRR 
MAI~ Ml)CLLE FC K PHASE 'll'P~OVE' wHICt- APPLIES LAYE R BOUNCARY 
CC~PATIBILITY CCRREC110N, ASSEl'BLES l'ATRIX UC, AND RETLR~S CCNIRCL 
10 CALLING PHA SE. 
Dll'Ell:SICI\/ Alb7,b7l ,E lo7l ,P lb7l ,Ulb7l ,BOUNDI IOI ,GI 101,PRI IC I ,Sil I 10 





CALCLLATE LACK OF COl'PATIRILITY AT LAYER ACUNCARIES 
OCll=2,NL 
Z=~C;LNIJ I 11 
lJOlKl=l ,I' 
LI= I 1- ll"'l'+I(( 
ZKl=KI 
YZ=IZKl-.5 l* LIY-W/2. 
SUMA=O. 
SU,.A=O. 
D0 2J =l, ~ 
ZJ=J 
X= ( ZJ-. 5 1 "'DEL 
DC12KJ=l,1' 
ZKJ= KJ 
YX =I ZKJ -. 5l*OY-W/2. 
Y=YX-Yl 
LJ= I J - 11 *l'•~J 
LK = 11-ll*M+KJ 
q3=SCRTIY"'*2+1Z-Xl .... 2 1 
R4=S,RIIY**2+1l+Xl**Zl 
K= ;: 
IK=l+l - K 
Sl=Sll I IK I 
SZ=S221 IKJ 
S3=S33IIKI 
IFl12Sll-XJ. GE.DEL/3,l GC Tr 71 
IF(KJ.[Q,ll CALL PLATE 
ST=A Ill, LK I 
GC1 TC 72 
71 ST=ISl/R3+52/(R4+Z+Xl+l./R4+2.*Z*X/R4**3l/S3 
72 IFIK,E~.ll GO TC 2 
SU~A =SU"A+P(LJl•ST 
K=l 
Ge Tr , 
2 SUM B=SU"R+PILJl"'ST 
DU IL I I= SU,-A-SUMB 





'! Al 1,Jl=O. 
11.ClJLL E CCRR 
OOICI=, ,r,L 
Z= •JO UN!l I I l 
OCIOKl=l ,I' 
ZKl=KI 




Sl=Sll I Jll 
52=522 ( Jll 
S3=5331 Jll 
J2=Jl+l 
IF ( I , E,J .2 ) Jl= Z 






LJ=IJ-1 1.,~ +K J 
LK= I 1-l l *l'+KJ 
Y=YX-Y Z 
~3=SCRTIY**2+(Z-Xl**2l 
R4=5"RTIY* •2+ 1Z+Xl* *2l 
IFIAeS(Z-XI.GE.OEL/3.l GC TC 12 
IF IKJ, EQ . ll CALL PLATE 
ST=Alll,LKl 
GO lC 73 
12 S1=(Sl/~ 3+S2 /1 ~4+Z+Xl+l,/R4+2.*Z*X/q4**31/S3 
71 IFIK.E~.2) Al(Ll,LJl=ST 
IF(K.E Q,ll A21Ll,LJl=ST 
11 co,;rrnu~ 
IFIK.EQ.ll GO 10 10 
K=l 
GO lC l3 








30 All,Jl=All,Jl/ T 
D033K=~l , M2 
IF( K-1131,33,31 
31 T=,\IK,11 
AIK, I l=O, 
DC 32 J=l"l,"2 
32 ~(~,Jl=AIK,Jl - T•All,Jl 
3 .1 cc•HINUE: 
· DC,81= ~1 , M2 
SL1• =C, 
onV)K=r-'l, 1'2 
3 ) Sl:l'=SU~+All,Kl*llU(Kl 
3B Plll= SUr-' 
CCNllNLEClll 
= -.J 
~nl lUL( CCRP. 
C 
C CALC LL ATE TH E OEFL ECTJnNS DUE TC CnRRECTING FO~CES 
r, 
00'•1l=l,~L 
~l=~CUrJU( ll/ DEL+l 
IFl ~ l. GT. Nl GC TC 41 
IF ( I . NC .~L l ~2=BCUNDI l+l l Ir.EL 
IF(I. Ec . NLl NZ=~ 
IFl~2. GT, Nl N2=N 
51-S 11 ( I l 
S2=S22!1l 
S3=53:J (ll 
0[4 l J= ,~ l, NZ 
lJ=J 
l=UJ-.5)" CE L 
DC4HJ=l ,~ 
ZKJ=KJ 
YZ=(ZKJ-,5) * DY-W/2. 
Ll = IJ-ll*M+KJ 




IF(I.te. Nll J2=1 
SlJ~=C, 
0042K=Jl,J2 






LL= ( 1-1) *M+KK 
~3=SCR TIY** Z+IL-Xl**2l 
R4 =SCR TIY **2+(l+Xl•"'2l 
IFIAeS(Z-X).GE,DEL/3.) GC TC 41 
IF(KK,c C,ll CALL PLATE 
ST=A(LJ,Lll 
GO TC 44 
41 ST =( Sl/ ~3+S2/ ( q4+Z+Xl+l,/R4+2. •Z *X/R4**3l/S3 
4t. . IF (Z . GT. X l SUM=SU~+P ( LK l *S T 
IF(l.L E.X) su~=SU~-P(LK)*,T 
42 CO 'I/ TI NUF 
Ul(Lll=SUM 
4 1 Cr. \' TIN UE 
DU ~C!=n,~2 
5 0 lll.dll=P(ll 
IF(KHC. EC ,Ol CALL LI NK('BASIC' l 
IFIKHC,EC.ll C>L L Ll~K('PRl~ARY') 
EN C 













SUPROGP.AM f-G R ~OCIJLES 'BI G', •GREAT', ArJD •co~R•. CA LCLLAH ~ 
CN-n!A GCNA L TE <•S !~ FLEX!~!L!FY MATRIX S 
SL 1JS(UT ! 1>;F PLAT[ 
ISSU~FS A FC~C F C! STR!HUT![~ CVFA Tf-E RECTANGULAR AREA CL* h!UTH 
CF P!Lc SH!CH ~•v VARY W!Tf- y ruT IS CCMSTANT •ITH z. 
orw E~s r r.~ n (o7, o71,A(10, 101,PI 101 




l)fJY =h/ l~Y 
CCl=CEL/lNl 
ir CA LCL LAT E Th E D!S TR! HUTlrN CF FORCE ALO NG A L! Nf PARALLEL TC 
TH • Y-AXIS • H!CH HOS A CCNSTANT CEFLtCT!ON 
001 1=1,NY 
Z I= l 
Yl=(ll-. Sl•wCY-W/2, 





!Fl !.E~.JI Kl=.285•SCRT(CCY•CCL) 
A(l,Jl=(S1/Rl+c2/(R2+2.•Zl+l./R2+2.•Z•Z/R2•*3)/S3 
OC'll =l, '<Y 
T =A ( l, l I 














0 PIJ )=Sur, 








LJ= ( !-1 )OM+KJ 
~O' JUL[ PLOT c 
U=S. 
~ I = I K I -1 ) -': Y / M+ l 
'l?=K [ H·y/~ 
SL /" = r.. 
DCl0L= l,~l 
lL • L 




Y=l'.KJ-2.•lKl+.5)•~Y+llJ-. 5 1•C[Y 
Hl•S~RTIY**L+(Z-Cl••21 
R2•SCR TIY••2+( Z+Cl••21 
IFl ~ l.LT •• Oul•~1 Rl=.2oS•SCRT(CCY•CCZI 
10 U=L+P(JI/S~•(Sl/Rl+S2/(R2+l+Cl+l./R?.+2.•Z•C/R2•*31 
2 1 ~(Ll,LJl=Ul>UM 
,F.Tl; P. >J 
EN C 




,_,OllUL E S TRb 
C FO~ l'S PHASE 'STRES S ' WHICH CC,.,PUTES SCIL STRESSES 
C 
0 I l'EN 51 C1' P ( 66 l , Q ( 10 l, G ( 10 l, RP ( i 0 l, BOUND ( 10 l , EU 3 l, EM ( 3 l, EN (; l 
llSX(X,Y,Z,Cl=(-Al/ Rl•*3£Al*(5.-4.*PR)/R2**3-3.*X**2/Rl**5-3.•A2*X* 
l*2/R2**5-4.*A3*Al/(R2*(R2£A41**2)*(3. - X**2*A6)£6.•C/R2**5*(3.•C-(3 
2 .-2. *PR) *A4£5. *X**2 *ZIR2**2) I U/ ( 25. ! 328*A3 I . 
DSY(X,Y,Z,Cl=(Al/Rl**3£Al*A2/R2**3-3.*Y**2/Rl**5-3. •A2*Y**2/R2**5-
l4.*A3*tl/( R2•( R2£A4)**2l*(l.-Y•*2*A6)£6.*C/R2**5*{C-Al*A4£S.•Z*Y** 
22/ q 2**2ll*X/(2~.1328*A31 
DS1.{X,Y,Z,Cl=( Al/Rl••3-Al/R2**3-3.*A5**2/Rl••5-3.*A2•A4**2/R2**5£6 
l.•C/R2**5*(C£Al*A4l5.*l*A4**2/R2**21l*X/(25.1328*A3l 
SSYZ(X,Y,l,C)=(-3.*A5/Rl**5 - 3.*A2*A4/R2**5r.6.*C/R2**5*(Al£5.*Z*A4/ 
lR2**21 l*X*Y/(25. l328*A3) 
SSZX(X,Y,Z,Cl=( -A l*A5/Rl** 3£Al•A5/R2**3 - 3.•X**2*A5/Rl**5-3. •A2*A4* 
1x••2/R2••5-b.*C/R2**5*(Z*A4-a1•x••2-s.•z•A4*X**2/R2**2))/(25.1328• 
2A3) 
SSXY{X,Y,Z,Cl={ -Al/ Pl**3£Al/R2••3- 3.•X••2/Rl**5 - 3.*A2*X**2/R2**5-4 
l.*A3*Al/ {R2 *(R2£A4l**2l*(l.-X**2*A6)-6.*C*l/R2**5*(l. - 5.*X**2/ 
2R2**2) l>.V/{25.l328*A3) 
REAC(5 1 10ll XMIN,XMAX,Y"IN,YMAX,ZMIN,ZMAX,MX,l'Y,MZ,Kl,K2,K 3 
101 fQqMAT(6F8.3,614l 
RF.W I1'D l 
qE AC (l I ,.,N, ( P ( I ) , I= 1, l'N) , NL, (GI I l , RP ( I ) , BOU NC I I I, I = 1,NL I, ZL, 1,, ,_,N, M 






IF(Kl.eQ.01 GC TC 63 
KOIJE=l 
I.RI TE(6,l0 8 1 
WRITE(b,109) 
10~ FO ~l'AT(l4Hl PC5ITION,20X,15HCIRECT STRESSES,23X,14HSHEAR STRES 
l SES l 
lOry FO ~YAT{5HO X,5X,lHY,5X,1HZ,10X,2HXX,lOX,2HYY,lOX,2~ZZ,12X,2HYZ,l 
10X,2HZX,10X,2HXYI 
GO TC b2 




12 0 FO ~MAT{l4Hl POSITION,13X,39HPRINCIPAL STRESSES AND THEIR CIREC 
lTI CNSI 
121 FO ~~AT{5HO X,5X,lHY,5X,lHZ,9X,2HPl,7X,2Hll,4X,2HMl,4X,2HNl,eX,2H 
lP2,7X 1 2HL2,4X, 2H~2,4X,2HN2,BX,2HP3,7X,2HL3,4X,2HM3,4X,2HN31 
GO TC 62 
64 IFIK3.E~.OI GO TO 20 
KO ll E=3 
aR[TE( 6 ,l301 
aR!TE(b,1311 
13 0 FQ R~AT(l4Hl POS!T l ONllX,64 ~DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRINC I PAL STKESS 
lES A~ D DIRE CTI ON OF MAX. P.5.1 
1 3 1 FO~l'AT{5HO X,5X,1HY,5X , l~Z,13X,AHXY PLANc,15X,8HYZ PLANE,l~X,8HZ 
SX SLA NE I 
b 2 DC 2 I =l , MX 
~OCULf. STRtS 





IF{~Y. ( C.llYl=Yl'I~ 



















IF(AeS(Z -C l.GT •• 00011 GO TG 65 
IF(AeS(XI.Gr •• 00011 GD TO 65 
IF(AeSIYl.GT •• OOOll GO TO 65 
WRITE(6 1 66) X,Y,Z 
66 FORMAT(lH0,3F6.l,21H ST~ESS~S INFI~ITEI 
GO TC 2 







IFINL.E~.ll GC TO 12 
00 lC I!=2,~L 
IF(Z.GE . 80UNDII!ll GC TO 11 
L=Il-1 
GO TC 12 
11 IFIII.cC.NLI L=NL 
10 CO~Tillll.JE 
12 PR=RP(Ll 
Al=l. - 2.*PR 







~ XY=XY£C C*SSXY{X,Y,Z,CI 
KK<=I 
CONTINLED( l l 
N 
c::> = 
~O DU LI' STP [~ 
IF(~L. C~.11 GO TC 41 
!FIL.E C.II GC Tr. 13 
CO=RCU'-DILI 
LL=L 
11, on 14 JJ= l, M 
KK =ILL- 11"'1'!:JJ 
lJJ=JJ 
YU=-~/2.E(lJJ - .51•~/ZZ M 
YO=Y - YD 
A4=HC lJ 
A5=Z - Cll 
Rl=SQRTIX*•2EY ~==2EA~••21 
K2=SCkT I X**2EY 11 *•2C.A4"'*7 l 
A6=13.• K2EA 4l/lR2**2*(R2E A4ll 
IF(KKK.EC.11 Cu•-QIKKI 
IF(KKK. EC.21 Cc =Q(KKI 
XX=XXE~Q•DSXIX,YD,[,COI 
YY=YYE,~*DSY(X,YC,l,CCI 
ZZ=lZEW C*DSl( X,YO,Z,COI 
YZ=YZE~,•SSYZIX,YD,Z,CDI 
ZX =ZXEW O*S S lX( X,YD, Z,CD I 
[4 XY=XYEC ~*SSXY(X,YO,l , COl 
IF(KKK.EC.2) GO TO 41 
l I IF(L.E t.J. li ll GC TC 41 
CC=nCu NO ( LEII 
LL=LEl 
KKK=2 
GC' TC l b 
41 lrl~CD i: .~E.l) ,; n TC 42 
WRITEID,110) X,Yl,Z,XX,YY,ZZ,Yl,ZX,XY 
11 0 FO~~AT(IH0 ,3F6 .l , 2X,3 El2.4,2X, 3c l2.4l 
GO TC;> 
4~ IFIKC Ol:.EQ.31 GC TC 20 0 
AA =- XX - YY - ZZ 
BB=YY*llEZZ*XX cX X•YY-Yl **2 - ZX**2 - XY ** 2 
CC=-XX*YY*ZZ - 2 . .. YZ *ZX"'XY 
CC~CCEXX*YZ"'*2EYY*ZX**2EZZ •xv••2 
PS=Z X 
bl ~PS =P5**3EAA•P S**2 ERR*P SEC C 
FFPS•3 ... PS•*ZE2.•A A•PSEil B 
DPS=-FP S/FFPS 
PS=PSElJPS 
IF I AP S I CPS l - A E\S I PS I/ l O 00 0. I DC, 6 0, 61 
6'l DO=AAEPS 
EE= 8BEIJD*PS 
PS 2=.~*( - CO&SQ RT(DD**2-4 ... EEI I 
PS 3 =.5~I-C D- SQ~T(D0•*2 - 4.*EE II 
IF(ABSIPS) - ABS(PS211180,18 0,l8 1 
!B l IF(AB S(PSI - A8$(P$111182,1 82, 18 1 
181 PSl=PS 
GO TC 19 0 
180 IFIAeS(PS21 - ABS (PS'llll~ 2, l e2 ,le5 
18'i PSl=PSZ 
PS.~=P S 
GO TC ! '10 
1R2 PS! =PS _I 
Cl' IIIT I 'J LHl 121 i-<0 1JL;LE STRE~ 
PS 'l =P S 
1g o 00b0 3KS=l,3 
IF(KS. EU .11 PS=PSl 
IF(KS. C~.21 PS=PS2 
IF(KS.EC.'ll PS=PS3 
IF!PS.t>;E.YYI Gr. TO 606 
ELIKSl=O. 
F.~ ( KS I= 1. 
EN(KSl=O. 
GO TC 603 




GO TC b03 
60~ EL(KSl=(YY- PSl*(ZZ - PSI - Yl*YZ 
E~(KSl=YZ*lX- XY*(Zl - PSI 
EN( KSl =XY*Yl - ZX*(YY - PSI 
EK=SCRT(EL(KSl**2+E~(KSl**2+EN(KSl**21 
ELIKSl=ELIKSJ/ ,; K 
E,_(KSl =c~( KSI / EK 
EN(KSl =E~(KSl/ [ K 
hQ 'I CO " TI 1, UF. 
CC.N TI NLE Gl'l l 
WR I TE ( h, 501 I X, Y1 , l , PS l , El( l I , F: M ( l I , E 'I I l I , PS 2, EL ( 2 I , EM ( 2 I, EN ( 2 I , PS 
13, [ L( 3 1,E~( 31 ,~N (31 
501 FO , ~AT(lH0,3F6.l,3(F.13.4,3Fn.21 I 
GO TC 2 
20<1 R= :, CRT( (XX- VYl**2/4.EXY**21 
PSlX=( XXEYY)/2.ER 
PS 2 X=(XXf.YYl/2.-R 
0 IF F X=2 • *R 
DIRX =A RSl~(XY/ K)*2 ~.6 
IF ( IJ IF FX .F.C.O.l CIPX • lOOOOO. 
K=SCRT( ( YY-ZZl**2/4.f.YZ**21 
PS!Y = (YYLZZl/ 2. ER 
PS I Y=(YYEZll/2. - R 
OIFFY=2.* R 
DI • Y=A AS IN(YZ/ Rl*2 8 . 6 
IF(Ol~FY.E0.0.1 O!RY =l OOOOO. 
R=Sl'.JRT( I ZZ-XXl**2/4.EZX"'*21 
PSlZ = (llOXl/2.LR 
PS ZZ=(llEXXl/2, - R 
DIFFZ= 2 .•R 
Dl ~Z=A qS !NllX/Rl*28 .6 
IF(IJIFl'Z.E C. o. I 01,u -10000 0 . 
oRITE(h,1 32 1 X,Yl,l,CIFFX, ~ IRX,OIFFY, OIRY, OI FFl , DIRZ 
13• FO ~~AT(lH0 3F6.l ,3(~17.4,Fo .ll l 
2 CfJNTIN UE 
!F(K Cl)F .EQ.11 ,; C Tr. 6'l 
JF(KC Dc .E Q,21 ; c TC 64 
2 0 C[J NTJll;LE 
-E:-u 
N = __,. 
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APPENDIX IV 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Listings of the programs to carry out the two types 
of numerical integration described in Chapter 5 f ollow . 
The expanded form of the integrand is g ,iven by-,the variab l e 
PHI:XU, which is defined in the programs. 
MODULe ~CrJT~ 
C 
C TO SCLVc EQUATION 23 FOR J=~=l 
C USING THE ~CNT~ CARLC ~ETHCC TC SOLVE T~E INTEGRAL 
C 
~l{X,Y,Z,C,Rl ,R2l =(Tl/Rl+l,/R2+X•*2/Rl•*3+Tl*X•*2/R2••3+2,*C*Z/R2* 










4/ (R 2•1K2+Z+CJI -X*l3,*IZ-Cl *X /Rl* * 5+3,*Tl*IZ-Cl*X/R2**5-30, * C*Z*{Z+ 
5Cl•~/Rl••7+T2*X *(2 , *R 2+Z+CJ/(R 2**3*1R2+ l+Cl**21Jl/T3 
PHl2{X 1 Y1 Z,C,Rl 1 R2 ) =X/T3 *(Y*( -3, *( Z-CI/Rl**5-3.•Tl*{Z+C)/R2**5-6.* 
1C/R2**5+30,*C*Z*CZ+Cl/R2**7+T2*12,•R2+Z+Cl/(R2**3*1R2+Z+Cl•*2ll-3, 
2*1 Z-C l*Y /Rl**5-3,*Tl •Y•IZ -C l/R2** 5+3C,*C*Z*(Z+Cl•Y/R2**7-T2*Y*(2,* 
3R2+Z+C)/{R2**3*{R2+l+Cl**2ll 






6l/R 2** 5-T2/{R2 *(R 2+Z+C l••21+Y*( -3,*Y/Rl••5-3,*Tl*Y/R2**5+3C,*C*Z*Y 
B/R2 
7**7+T2*Y*(3,*R2+Z+Cl/{R2••3•CR2+Z+Cl**3lllll 
PHIXUIAl=A*(Ul{XD1 ,XD 2 ,X3, Z3,Rl,R2 1* PHll(Zl,Z2,Z3,Y3,Sl,S21+L2(XCl 
1,XD2,X3,Z3,Rl,R21*PH l21Zl,Z 2,Z3,Y3 , Sl,S21+U31XC1,X~2,X3,Z3,Rl,R21* 
2PHl3(Zl,Z2,L3 1 Y3,Sl,S211 
RE~015,20) NORUN 




WRITE(o,111 Xl 1 X2,X3,Y3,G,PR,RANGE,NCCYC,NOPTS,H,IRNl,IRN2,JRN3 
11 FOR~AT('lF.FFECT AT Xl = 1 F8,2//19X,'X2 ='F8.2//19X, 'X3 =• 
lFS,2//' DUE TO FCRCE 1 AT Y3 = 'FB ,2///' IN T~E HALF SPACE G =• 
2F8,2//19X,'PR ='F8,2/////' USING THE ~ONTE CARLO METHOD'///' ~ITH' 
311X,'K~NGE ='F B.2//9X, 'NC OF CYCLES ='15//3X,'N0 OF POINTS/CYCLE= 
4 1 15//20X 1 1 H ='FR,2//3X ,'INITIAL RANDOM NOS ='110//23X,1 10//2 3X, 
5110/////////'0INTEGRAL AFTER Tr!S CYCLE AFTER ALL CYCLES SC 
6FAR'/I 
Tl = 3,-4,*PR 













IFChRS{l3-X31,GE,HI GO TO 4 
IF(A8SIZ2-X21.GE,HI GO TC 4 
JF(AeS(l l -Xl l .LT.HI Zl=Xl+~ 
4 IF(h8S(Z3-Y3l,GE,HI GO TC 5 
IF{ABS(l21,GE,fll GC TO 5 
IF{A~SIZll.LT,HI Zl=~ 
5 XDl = Xl-ll 
XD2 = X2-Z2 
Rl = SQRT(XD1**2+XD2**2+{X3-Z31**21 
R2 = SURT(X01**2+XC2••2+(X3+l3l••2J 
Sl = SQRTIZ1**2+Z2**2+(r3-Y11**21 














21 WR!TE(o,121 Ull ,Vll 
12 FORMAT(//////' Ull ='El4.6///' Vil ='El4,6///////// //I 
WRITE(o,1411RN1,IRN2,IRN3 











EN\J rv = (;.) 
l<OclULE Ti,APl 
C TC SCLVt F.~UATJCN 23 FU~ J=K=l 
C USING fHE TKAPcZCJr,AL KU LE TC EVALUATE T~E INTEGRAL 
~ 
~l(X,Y,Z,C,Rl,R2)=(Tl/Rl+l./R2+X**2/Rl**3+Tl*X**2/K2**3+2.•C•ZIR2* 
l*3 ~ (1.- 3 .* X**2 /R2**2)+T2/( R2+Z+C )*( l.-X**2/(R2*(R2+Z+C))))/T3 
















lC) ** 2/Rl**5+Tl/R2••3-3.•Tl* (Z**2 -C ••21 /R2••5-6.*C*Z*(-5.•tz+C)**2/ 
2R2**7+l./R2**5) -6.•C* (Z+C) /R2* *5-T 2 /R2* *3)+PR•(-Tl* X/Rl**3-X/R2**3 
3+2.•X/sl**3-3.*X**3/Rl**5+2.*Tl•X/R2**3-3.•Tl*X**3/R2**5-6.*C*Z*X/ 
4R2**5-12.*C*Z*X/~2•*S+30.*C*Z*X*•3/R2••7-3.•T2*X/(R2•1R2+Z+C)**2)+ 
5 T2•X**3* (3. *R2+Z+Cl /(R 2**3*(R2+Z+C)**3)+X* ( lo/Rl**3+Tl/K2*•3-6.*C* 
~Z/~2••~-T2/(R2•1R2+Z+Cl*•2)+Y•t-3.•Y/Rl**5-3.*Tl*Y/R2**5+30.*C*Z*Y 
. 9 /Q 2 
7**7+T 2•Y•t3.*R2+ Z+ C)/(~2**3*(R2+Z+Cl•*3))))) 
PHIXL(A)=A*(Ul(XC1,XC2,X3,Z3,Rl,Q2)*PHll(Zl,Z2,Z3,Y3,Sl,S2)) 
READ(5 1 20) NCRUI\/ 
2'.J FO'(~AT( 15) 
D0211 l=l,NCRUN 
READ 15 ,1C ) G,P R,Xl,X2,X3,Y3,RANGE,NDPTS,H,PSTEP 
1n FO RMA T(6Fl 0 . 3/ ; J0.4,ll0,2Fl0.2) 
WR!TE(6,ll) Xl,X2,X3,Y>,G,PR,RANGE,NCPTS,H,PSTEP 
11 FORMAT('lEFFECT AT Xl ='FB.2//l9X,'X2 ='F8.2//19X,'X3 =' 
lF B.2 // 1 CUE TO FORCE l AT Y3 ='FB.2///' IN THE HALF SPACE G =• 
2F8 .2//19X ,'P~ ='FB.2///// 1 USl~G THE TRAPFZOICAL RULE'///' klTH' 
3llX,'Rl~GE ='F d .2//9X,' NC CF PCINTS ='l?//ZOX,'H ='FS.2//ltX, 
4'PSTEP ='F B.2/////////) 
Tl = 3.-4.*PR 




3U SUP'=C • 










lF(AeS(l3-X3).~E.H) GO TC 4 
IF(leS(Z2-X2).GE.H) GO TC 4 
lF(ABS(Zl-Xl).LT.HI Zl=Xl+H 
4 [F(AeStl3-Y3). GE.H) GO TO 5 
IF(heStZZI.GE.H) GO TO 5 
!F(ABS(Zl).LT.H) ll=H 
'> XDl = Xl-Zl 
XD2 = X2-l2 
Rl = SCRT(XD1**2+XC2**2+(X3-Z3)**2) 
R2 = SQRT(XU1*•2+X 0 2**2+(X3+l3)**2) 
Sl = SQRT(Zl**2+Z2**2+(l3-Y3)**2) 









21 kkTTEl~,12) Ull , Vll 
12 FOQP'AT(lBX,'Ull ='£14.6//lBX,'Vll ='El4.6////////////) 
EN ;-- , 
CONTINLE.J( l) 
r0 = -
A P P E N D I X V 
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It was mentioned in section 60201 that a solution 
had been developed using an initial basic assumpt i on des -
cribed in that sectiono This initial assumption concerning 
the behaviour of a layered elastic half- space was later 
discarded because an improved basic assumption was adbpt~d~ . 
The theory which was developed from the initial assumption 
is described here for interesto 
INITIAL THEORY 
Introduction 
The assumption is contained in section 60201 o1 and 
is not repeated hereo The initial part of the analysis 
which is concerned with a single pile element is similar to 
that described in Chapter 3o Additional terms occur because 
the pile element will in general have a non- zero moment M2 
and shear v2 acting at its lower end in addition to M1 
(replacing M) and v1 (replacing V) at its upper endo 
z . and z. must now be measured from the top of the p i le 
l J 
element, n refers to the number of forces acting on the 
element, and E, I, and Lall refer to the single element 
under consideration rather than to the complete pileo 
The following sections correspond to those in 
Chapter 3, starting at section 3o2.2, and should be read 
in conjunction with that chapter. 
Pile Equations 
As before, 
L - z. z. 
ui = l d + _i d - w. L 1. L 2 l 
The expression for wi contains an extra term: 
M z. M2z. 
wi = _j__l, ( 2L - zi)(L - zi) + --l (1 - zi) (L + z i ) 
6EIL 6EIL 
n P .z . (L - z.) 2 2 - ::8 J l J (z . +. z - 2Lzj) 
j==1 6EIL l j 
+ [TI (z . - zj/] 6EIL l zi > z . only J 
That is, 
where k takes the values 1, 2 and j takes the values 1 - no 
Then equations for pile displacement a r e thus 
(Vo 1 ) 
Soil Equations 
Equation V.2 may be taken as identical to e quation 
3.2, where G and)A- are the soil properties corresponding 
to the element under consideration and z is in this case 
measured from the soil surface. Thus we may write, corres-
ponding to equation (3.3), 
U. == C •. p. 




The equilibrium equations now become 
(Vo4) 
Solution of equations 
Combining (V.1) and (Vo3) to eliminate u. 
l~ 
(V o5) 
Equation (V o6) will now be identical to equation 
(3 0 6) , except that the submatrices A and~ contain extra 
termso 
We must now depart from the theory of Chapter 3 , 
for Mk and Vk are in general not known, where previously 
we could in effect write M1 = M, v1 = V, and M2 = v2 = O o 
EXTENDED THEORY 
It is necessary now to find the end actions on 
each pile elemente 
If the rotation at the upper end of the pile ele= 
ment is s1 and at the lower end s 2 and positive rotation 
and 
d - d [ 2 2 s = 1 2 - _j_ ML +2M L + 
2 L 6EI L 1 2 
2 ] · M ((L- z . )(2z.+L) +2z . ) 
p J . J J 
P . (L- z . )z • 
where M = J J J 
p L 
Now for the internal equilibrium of the p i l e 
= M 
2 , J.,- 1 
and = -v 
2 , t - 1 
(Vo 8) 
' 
where the second subscript gives the number of a p i le ele-
ment ( the number of the upper boundary) . . .. For the compat i -
bility of the p i le , 
d = d 
1 , t 2 , l - 1 
and s = s 
1 , )., 2 , ,l - 1 0 
The actions and displacements may be related by the 
equations 
d M 
1 [< 1 
s1 v1 - ( 4 x 4) 
d2 M2 
s2 ); t V2 £ 
( V . 10 ) 
where Risa stiffness matrix the terms of which c an be 
obtained from equat i ons (V .6) and (V Q 7) . Two new 
quantities are now introduced and defined by the equations 
and 
L,e. = d - d 
2 , t - 1 1 , l . 
s 
2 , J.. - 1 
- s 
1 , fl (V .11 ) 
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Expanding f'rorn (Vo9)i, 
~L = ( r31 M + r V + r M + r V ) 1 32 1 33 2 34 2 .l - 1 
- ( r M + r V + r M2 + r14 V2)£ 11 1 12 1 13 
and 8,t = (r M + r V + r M + r V ) 
41 1 42 1 43 2 44 2 .e, -1 
- (r M + r V + r M + r V ) 
21 1 22 1 23 2 24 2 t 
These may be sirn~lif'ied by writing 
M1 ,,t = M2,..t -1 = M ,l 
and -v = 
1 ,L V 2,,,(,- 1 
= V,t 
to give 
6.i = r M - r V + ( r -r )M 
31,.t-1 t-1 32,t-1 t - 1 33,£-1 11,t t 
+ ( r 4 0 + r )V~ - r M - r V 3 , I\. -1 1 2 , ,l -v 1 3, £ ,t +1 1 4, t 1+1 
and 
8 J.., - r M - r V + ( r -r ) M 
- 41 ,t-1 .l-1 42,,e,-1 ,l- 1 43,1 - 1 21 ,,l ,l 
+ (r + r )V - r M -r V 
44,,t-1 22 , t l 23,,t £+1 24f,t ! +1 
Oil' 
A I - t M + t V + t M + t V +t M t V 
i-),1,, 11 ,t-1 12 L- 1 13 ,,t 14 ,l 15 l+1 16 ,l+1 
and 
As the Quantities d 2 and s 2 do not exist, these eQuations ,o ,o 
are meaningless f'or ! = 1, but they are meaningf'ul f'or 
! = 2. tm _m, where m is the number of soil layers o The 
eQuation set can then be written as (f'or the case m = 4): 
Aa t11 
91. t21 
A!> - • 
e~ • 
t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 . • 
t22 t23 t24 t25 t26 . 
• t33 t34 t35 t36 t37 t38 












(V .1 2) 
2(m-1 )x1 
where M1 
and M 1 
and v1 are the actions at the top end of the pile 
m+ 
and V act at the bottom end. 
m+1 
Now equations (VG9) require 
'6.t = et = o , 
which means that trivial solution, 
M1,= V,1.,=O, 
is obtained for equations (Vo12)o 
A non-trivial solution is required, and this is only 
possible if ~,t and e,t are in general non-zero, which will be 
the case if any actions other than the correct ones are 
applied at the ends of the pile elementso We shall thus 
apply any actions at the ends of the pile elementso They 
must satisfy equilibrium, as in equation (Vo8), but p i le 
continuity will not be preserved and fl)., and g l as deter-
mined from equations (VG6), (V.7) and (Vo11) will in 
general have non- zero valueso 
If now - ~J.. and - e,e are written for D.;._ and e,l in 
equations (Vo12), it can be seen that Mt and Vt will be the 
additional actions required for pile compatibilityo 
Further , if the chosen values for M1 , v 1 , Mm+1 
and Vm+1 are 
M1 = applied moment M, 
v1 = applied shear V, 
Mm+1 = 0 ' 
and 
vm+1 = 0 
then the additional actions will in these four cases be 
zeroo The first two and last two columns of matrix i i n 
equation (V.12) may now beomitlted as well as the above zero 
quantities for which they are the coefficients, and equations 
(V o12 ) rewritten as 
- /J.7.. t t t15 \6 J M2 · 13 14 
- e2 t23 t24 t25 t26 v2 
= 
l :~ - ~3 t33 t34 t35 t36 - 63 t43 t44 t45 t46 
orf renaming the variables, and giving the general case in 


















t33 t34 t3s. t¼ • • 
t4~ t44 t4S t4~ ~ 0 
tr,; t 54 t S15 t l:i<o ti:,7 t':>8 
t~3 tc.4 t(cl:, t ((J(i, tG,7 tees 
tu, .~,2R.-S - t2t -~, 2.t 






t ·2m- ',) 2M •1:) - t2M•~, 2"'•2 
t.2m -2, 2M-1$ - t,m-12,2~~2 
D = T. M 







( V. 1~ J 
The additional actions may now be evaluated , 
added _to those guessed and used to write matrices A and 
B in equations (V.6)~ 
213., 
V.,4 SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE 
1., Set up equations (Vo6) for each pile elemento 
2., Use these to evaluate matrix I<- in (Vo10) for each 
elemento 
Using M1 = M, V = V, M = V = O, and all other 1 m+1 m+1 
actions as say M = V = 1 , evaluate matrices A~ 
and B,t in (V .,6) 
4., Use (V.,6), (V .7 ) and (V .,1 1) to evaluate matrix D in 
(Vo13)o 
5., Assemble and invert matrix Tin (Vo12). 
60 Solve equations (Vo13) for Mo 
7., Add M to actions :from step 3 and use to re-evaluate 
At and B,t " 
Bo Solve equations (V 06) for P and D " 
9., Solve equations (Vo2) for deflected shape., 
10., Calculate other quantities, for example bending 
moment and shear force distributionso 
